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“Yet I exist in the hope that these memoirs, in some manner, I know not

how, may find their way to the minds of humanity in Some Dimension,

and may stir up a race of rebels who shall refuse to be confined to

limited Dimensionality.”

—from Flatland by Edwin A. Abbott

“Sometimes you may find yourself up in a tree, wet and cold. But if

you just hang in there and never give up, things will get better for you,

just like they did for [my cat| Ernie.”

—George Walker Bush
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Abstract

The present work aims to understand the molecular basis of the hydrophobic effect,

particularly how hydrophobic surfaces perturb water and how this results in the

anomalous thermodynamics observed – an unfavorable free energy with a large,

positive heat capacity. A simplified statistical mechanical model of water, the Mer

cedes Benz model, is used in NPT Monte Carlo simulations to examine the aqueous

solvation of a nonpolar solutes, as a function of solute radius. We find a very dif

ferent mechanism for the aqueous solvation of large nonpolar solutes (much larger

than a water) than for smaller solutes. Small solute transfer involves a large hy

drophobic heat capacity; its disaffinity for cold water (room temperature or below)

is due to the ordering of the neighboring waters (entropic), while its disaffinity for

hot water is due to the breaking of hydrogen bonds among the neighboring waters

(enthalpic). In contrast, transferring large nonpolar solutes into water involves no

such large changes in heat capacity or entropy. Perturbations to hydrogen bonding

strongly correlates with the anomalous thermodynamics of the hydrophobic effect,

including enthalpies, entropies, and heat capacities of solvation. In agreement with

previous work, we find that the formation of small cavities in water resembles that

of hard disk fluids, and can be modeled using the excluded volume work of forming a

cavity. However large cavity formation in water is different. It is less costly to open

large cavities in MB water than excluded volume models would predict. Hydropho

bic interactions between hydrophobic solutes are driven by this same physics. For

vi



molecular-sized solutes, variations in solvent density around one solute affect the

transfer of a second solute into solution by affecting the excluded volume work of

transfer. For larger cavities, the net burial of hydrophobic surface between solutes

ultimately drives the association of solutes. Finally, a simple model of ions in water

is developed in the context of the MB model and used to examine how salt affects

the hydrophobic effect – the Hofmeister series. Hofmeister effects are mitigated

through changes in water density around the ions, thereby perturbing hydrophobic

solute transfer into those regions of solution.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Oil and water don't mix. The aversion of oil for water, with its unusual temperature

dependence, is called the hydrophobic effect. It is important to understand the

factors underlying the hydrophobic effect because they appear to play key roles

in membrane and micelle formation, protein folding, ligand-protein and protein

protein binding, chromatographic retention, possibly nucleic acid interactions, and

the partitioning of drugs, metabolites, and toxins throughout the environment and

living systems.

The present work aims to understand the molecular basis of the hydrophobic

effect, paricularly how hydrophobic surfaces perturb water and how this results in

the anomalous thermodynamics observed - an unfavorable free energy with a large,

positive heat capacity. Although the solvation of small hydrophobic molecules has

been extensively studied by experiment and computer simulation, few have looked

at the fundamental fingerprint of the hydrophobic effect, heat capacity, or at solutes

having sizes and shapes between small spheres and planes. This is important because



much of biology (proteins, cofactors, drugs, etc.) happens in between these two

extremes, and involves complex shapes. Of course, most of these systems are also

complicated by other interactions with the solvent including electrostatic forces and

hydrogen bonding. Here we examine pure hydrophobic systems. We use a simple

model of water and the hydrophobic effect to examine in detail the connection

between structure and thermodynamics, for variety of hydrophobic solutes from

small hydrophobic molecules to large, relatively flat hydrophobic surfaces.

First, Chapter 2 reviews experimental and theoretical studies of nonpolar so

lute partitioning into water. We note that the hydrophobic effect is not just due

to ‘water ordering' and not just due to small size effects of water. Its properties

vary substantially with temperature and solute shape. Also we discuss the limita

tions of using oil/water partitioning as the basis for some thermodynamic models

in chemistry and biology.

In Chapter 3, a simplified statistical mechanical model of water, the Mercedes

Benz (MB) model, is used in NPT Monte Carlo simulations to examine the aqueous

solvation of a nonpolar solutes, as a function of solute radius. The MB model has

previously been shown to predict qualitatively the volume anomalies of pure water

and the free energy, enthalpy, entropy, heat capacity, and volume change for insert

ing a nonpolar solute into water. We find a very different mechanism for the aqueous

solvation of large nonpolar solutes (much larger than a water) than for smaller so

lutes. Small solute transfer involves a large hydrophobic heat capacity; its disaffinity

for cold water (room temperature or below) is due to the ordering of the neighbor

-



ing waters (entropic), while its disaffinity for hot water is due to the breaking of

hydrogen bonds among the neighboring waters (enthalpic). In contrast, transferring

large nonpolar solutes into water involves no such large changes in heat capacity or

entropy. In this regard, large nonpolar solutes are not “hydrophobic”; their solva

tion follows classical regular solution theory. Putting a large nonpolar surface into

water breaks hydrogen bonds at all temperatures. Therefore, the traditional “ice

berg” model that first-shell water structure melts out with temperature should not

apply to large solutes. These results also explain why the free energy of creating

an oil/water interface (75 cal A-" mol−") is 3-fold greater than for small molecule

transfers (25 cal AT” mol−"). A key conclusion is that hydrophobicity depends not

only on the surface area of a solute, but also on its shape and curvature.

Chapter 4 investigates the contribution that hydrogen-bonds make to hydropho

bic effect thermodynamics. Here we use two-state models of the equilibrium between

broken and made hydrogen bonds to investigate and quantify the structural changes

in hydrogen bonding upon the insertion of a hydrophobic solute for: 1. first-shell to

first-shell hydrogen bonding, 2. first-shell to second-shell hydrogen bonding, and 3.

the order in which hydrogen bonds are formed. A two-state model takes a ratio of

number of made or broken hydrogen bonds for a specific class of hydrogen bonds in

the solution and converts this equilibrium into a free energy, entropy, and enthalpy.

Through these effective enthalpies and entropies of hydrogen bond formation one

can quatitate how and where the hydrogen bonding of the solution changes upon

the insertion of a series of different sizes of hydrophobic solutes.



We find that perturbations to hydrogen bonding strongly correlate with the

anomalous thermodynamics of the hydrophobic effect, including enthalpies, en

tropies, and heat capacities of solvation. The largest perturbations occur between

first shell waters; hydrogen bonds with outer shells of water are relatively insulated

from solute-induced perturbations. We thus investigate a simple Ising model of only

the first shell of solvent around a solute as an approximation to full molecular sim

ulations. The first-shell Ising model reproduces structural changes observed in the

solvent, and might be a useful method for approximating the thermodynamics of

Solvation.

Hydrophobic solvation in water involves opening up a cavity and inserting a

solute into it. Chapter 5 examines the physics of cavity formation in water and

compares it with other simple liquids. Much is known about the formation of such

cavities in water from theory and simulation, but important questions remain, either

because of limited sampling or simplifying approximations in existing model stud

ies. What is the size distribution, particularly of large cavities? How closely does

this distribution in water resemble that of simpler model liquids? We address these

questions using NPT Monte Carlo simulations of a statistical mechanical model, the

2-dimensional Mercedes Benz model, chosen because it circumvents the computa

tional sampling limitations of more detailed models. In agreement with previous

work, we find that the formation of small cavities in water occurs through Gaussian

fluctations in liquid density, and that the thermodynamics resembles that of hard

disk fluids. However large cavity formation in water is different than in hard disk



fluids, and large density fluctuations have non-Gaussian statistics. It is less costly

to open large cavities in MB water than Gaussian models would predict.

Chapter 6 disusses hydrophobic interactions between hydrophobic solutes in wa

ter. The contributions of hydrogen bonding and excluded volume to the water

mediated attraction in the MB model are examined. In previous studies with the

MB model we found two types of hydrophobic effects which operate on two differ

ent length scales. Here we find that hydrophobic interactions between hydrophobic

solutes in solution originate from this same physics. For molecular-sized cavities,

the free energy of cavity formation is dominated by the excluded volume work of

forming a cavity in water. Variations in solvent density around one solute affect the

transfer of a second solute into solution by affecting the excluded volume work of

transfer. Close estimates of the free energy of interaction between molecular-sized

hydrophobes in water are obtained by applying the excluded volume approach of

scaled particle theory. For larger cavities, variations in solvent density affect the free

energy cost of forming new solute-solvent interface, but the net burial of hydrophobic

surface between solutes ultimately drives the association of solutes.

Finally, in Chapter 7, a simple model of ions in water is developed in the context

of the MB model and used to examine how salt affects the hydrophobic effect –

the Hofmeister series. An electric dipole is introduced into the MB model of water.

We perform (N,P,T) Monte Carlo simulations to explore how water molecules are

organized around ions and around nonpolar solutes in salt solutions. The model

gives good qualitative agreement with experiments, including: Jones-Dole viscosity



B coefficients, Samoilov and Hirata ion hydration activation energies, ion solvation

thermodynamics, and Setschenow coefficients for Hofmeister series ions, which de

scribe the salt concentration dependence of the solubilities of hydrophobic solutes.

The two main ideas captured here are: (1) that charge densities govern the in

teractions of ions with water, and (2) that a balance of forces determines water

structure: electrostatics (water's dipole interacting with ions) and hydrogen bond

ing (water interacting with neighboring waters). Small ions (kosmotropes) have high

charge densities so they cause strong electrostatic ordering of nearby waters, break

ing hydrogen bonds. In contrast, large ions (chaotropes) have low charge densities,

and surrounding water molecules are largely hydrogen bonded. Hofmeister effects

are mitigated through changes in water density around the ions, thereby perturbing

hydrophobic solute transfer into those regions of solution.



Chapter 2

Introduction to the Hydrophobic

Effect and Literature Review

2.1 Abstract

Oil and water don't mix. The aversion of oil for water, with its unusual temper

ature dependence, is called the hydrophobic effect. It is important to understand

the factors underlying the hydrophobic effect because they appear to play key roles

in membrane and micelle formation, protein folding, ligand-protein and protein

protein binding, chromatographic retention, possibly nucleic acid interactions, and

the partitioning of drugs, metabolites, and toxins throughout the environment and

living systems. Here we survey experimental and theoretical studies of nonpolar

solute partitioning into water. We note that the hydrophobic effect is not just due

to ‘water ordering' and not just due to small size effects of water. The properties

vary substantially with temperature and solute shape. Also we discuss the limita

tions of using oil/water partitioning as the basis for some thermodynamic models



in chemistry and biology.

2.2 Introduction

The hydrophobic effect has been widely studied because of its central role in chem

istry and biology [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8). There remains considerable debate about

its molecular origin. Here, we give our view of current experimental results and we

review recent interpretations in terms of water structure. We do not attempt – nor

does space permit – an exhaustive review of all aspects of hydrophobicity.

2.3 Historical Background

Possibly the first published oil/water experiments were those of Benjamin Franklin

in 1773, who put a drop of oil on the pond at Clapham Common to test the idea,

known since Pliny the Elder in the first century AD, that when oil is poured onto

water, it stills the waves [9]. In 1890, Lord Rayleigh repeated Franklin's experiment

[9]. Knowing the volume of a spoonful of oil and the surface area of the body of

water, and assuming that oil forms a monolayer film on water, Rayleigh made one

of the first experimental determinations of the size of a molecule, at a time when

the existence of atoms and molecules was still in doubt.

As early as 1891, Traube appreciated that amphiphilic molecules – molecules

having both hydrophobic and hydrophilic parts, such as soaps and proteins - were

concentrated at the air-water interface due to a aversion between hydrocarbon and

water [10]. In 1892, Agnes Pockels developed what later came to be called the Lang
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muir trough and began the first quantitative studies of films of oil and surfactants on

water. Irving Langmuir developed his well-known adsorption equation in 1917 [11].

The word 'hydrophobic' appeared at least as early as 1915 [12], where it was defined

as: ‘applied to a hydrosol that readily forms a precipitate and on evaporation or

cooling gives a solid that cannot readily be converted back into a sol'.

It became apparent that the aversion of oil for water drives many different types

of non-covalent association in biology and chemistry. In 1899, Meyer and Overton

observed a direct proportionality between oil/water partition coefficients and the

anesthetic potencies of drugs [13, 14). In 1920, JW McBain and CS Salmon demon

strated reversible formation of micelles in soap solutions [15]. In 1925, Gorter and

Grendel proposed that lipid molecules from red blood cells could form ‘bilayers', i.e.

a pair of opposed monolayers, based on careful Langmuir trough experiments that

showed twice the surface concentrations of surfactant molecules as in monolayer

experiments [16]. In 1935, Davson and Danielli proposed that proteins associate

with bilayer membranes through nonpolar interactions [17]. In 1941, Henry Bull

[18] noted that: ‘proteins contain a large number of nonpolar groups and it might

be that upon denaturation these hydrophobic groups are exposed'. By 1945, x-ray

experiments and structural studies had firmly established that polar groups are lo

calized at micellar surfaces and nonpolar groups form the interior [19]. The first

x-ray structures of proteins appeared in 1958, showing cores of buried hydrophobic

amino acids similar to the structures of micelles [20]. These examples showed that

the structures of chemical and biological complexes are organized and driven, at



least in part, by the avoidance of oily groups for water.

This work raised the question of whether the aversion of oil for water might be

driven by either an affinity of oil for oil or an affinity of water for water. Either

would lead to the separation of oil from water. In early models, micelle formation

was assumed to be driven by an oil/oil attraction (21, 22 or even by charge interac

tions [23]. In contrast, Hartley's 1936 monograph proposed that nonpolar molecules

avoid water because they are unable to compete with the strong attraction of water

for itself [24]. The latter view now prevails, that the aversion of oil for water is

predominantly due to water-water hydrogen bonding, and that water interactions

are stronger than the intermolecular dispersion interactions that attract oil to oil.

In 1954, Walter Kauzmann coined the term “hydrophobic bonding' to refer to the

tendency of oils to associate in aqueous solutions (25). Although he emphasized that

the driving force was the avoidance of the aqueous phase by the oil, his terminology

drew criticism. Joel Hildebrand objected to the term “bonding', which he preferred

to reserve for covalent interactions (26). Hildebrand also objected to the term ‘hy

drophobic' on the grounds that oil has a favorable enthalpy of interaction with water

(27). However, the alternative view has ultimately prevailed (28, 29, 4, 30], namely:

(1) that it is the Gibbs free energies, not enthalpies, that define affinities, (2) that

‘bond' is a term that is widely accepted to also refer to certain types of noncovalent

interactions, and (3) that it is useful to have a word for the types of interactions

between nonpolar molecules and water 30, 31, 32]. “Hydrophobic' has now become

common usage.

10



2.3.1 The Temperature Dependence of the Hydrophobic Ef

fect

The hydrophobic effect is defined by the notable thermodynamics of mixing oils

with water. The solubilities of oil in water were first studied by Valentiner in the

1920's [33]. The temperature dependence of these solubilities was used in the 1930's

to obtain entropies and enthalpies [34, 35, 36, 37]. In light of the expectation from

Regular Solution Theory that liquid-liquid disaffinities are usually enthalpic [38, 39,

40], the conclusion that oil/water disaffinities were dominated by large unfavorable

entropies was regarded as surprising.

Figure 2.1 shows the standard interpretation of oil/water partitioning equilibria.

A solute has some chemical affinity, pu%, for each phase, oil or water. The solute also

has a translational entropy in each phase, represented by kT ln c, where c is some

measure of the solute concentration in that phase. (There has been considerable dis

cussion of appropriate measures of concentration [41, 42, 43], but they will not con

cern us here.) The solute partitioning between the two phases reaches equilibrium

when the difference of chemical affinities balances the difference of concentration,

Ap." = -kT ln ca/ci. If the ratio of concentrations, c2/ci depends on temperature,

then pu% depends on temperature, and this is expressed in terms of a molar transfer

enthalpy Ah”, an entropy As” (where Apº = Ah° – TAs°), and sometimes also

a heat capacity, calculated from the slope of the enthalpy, ACP = dAh°/dT. The

quantity As° represents excess entropies that are not included in the translational

entropy term, kT ln c (e.g., from solvent structuring).

11



Figure 2.1: Partitioning is a balance. Hydrophobicity is measured by oil/water
partitioning of solutes. At equilibrium, the chemical potentials in the two phases, 1

and 2, are equal pl; + RT ln c1 = [1; + RT ln ca. Measuring the solute concentrations
c1 and c2 in the two phases give the difference in chemical affinities of the solute for

the two phases, Au% = -RTIn #.
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Figure 2.2: The hydrophobic effect is the anomalous mixing thermodynamics of

nonpolar solutes with water. (A) A regular solution: the transfer of neopentane from

the gas phase into a neopentane neat phase, and (B) the transfer of neopentane from
its own neat phase into water. T, is the temperature where the entropy of transfer

is zero, Th is where the enthalpy of transfer is zero. Data adapted from Lee, B.

Biopolymers 31, 993 (1991).
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Figure 2.2 compares the transfer of a hydrophobic solute, neopentane, from gas

into neopentane, and from neopentane into water [44]. For a simple system such as

neopentane in neopentane, Ah° is the dominant component of Apa", and both the

enthalpy and entropy are relatively independent of temperature. Figure 2.2 shows

how the mixing of oil and water is different than solvation in simpler solutions.

(1) The Gibbs free energy of transferring nonpolar molecules from oil into water is

positive and large (Ap,” X > 0) compared to simpler systems such as neopentane

in neopentane. (2) In cold water (around room temperature), the aversion of oil

for water is due mainly to entropy (–TAs° >> 0, Ah” & 0). (3) In hot water

(around the boiling temperature), the aversion of oil for water is mainly enthalpic

(Ah” >> 0, -TAs° & 0). (4) Over the full temperature range for liquid water, from

the melting point to the boiling point, there is a large positive heat capacity change

upon transfer of nonpolar solutes into water [45]. The curvature of the Gibbs free

energy with temperature can be expressed in terms of this heat capacity ACP,

AC, = —Ta’Au"/dT.”, (2.1)

and it accounts for the strong temperature dependence of the entropy and enthalpy

dAh°/dT = TaAs°/dT = AC,. (2.2)

2.3.2 A Subtle Point: Th and T.

At what temperature is the hydrophobic effect maximal? It depends [46]. On the

one hand, driving forces require interpretation in terms of Gibbs free energies. Ap?
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is maximal at a temperature near the boiling point of water, indicating that the

oil/water interaction is least favorable at that temperature. But experimental ob

servables provide a slightly different perspective in this case. The solubility of oil

in water, which is inversely proportional to Ap"/kT, reaches a minimum around

room temperature. Hence there is an important distinction between the temper

atures where Ap" and Ap■ "/kT are maximal. Between about 300K and 380K is

the subtle and interesting region where the oil/water Gibbs free energy becomes

more positive with temperature, yet the solubility of oil in water increases. This

distinction motivates the definition of two characteristic temperatures. It is readily

shown using the Gibbs-Helmholtz equation that As° = 0 at the temperature where

Ap." is maximal. This defines a temperature called T. Similarly, Ahº = 0 at the

point where Apu"/kT is maximal. This defines a temperature Th, where the transfer

enthalpy is zero. For small molecules such as benzene and neopentane, Th 8: 25°C

and T. = 113° C [47].

The full thermodynamics of solute partitioning into water can be expressed in

terms of these two temperatures:

Ah°(T) = ■ ‘Act-Act-T), (2.3)

As (T) = ■ . AC/Tat-AC,(T/T), (2.4)

Ap."(T) = AC, (T – Th) – T ln(T/T.)], (2.5)

provided that AC, is independent of temperature. One of the main fingerprints

indicating when the hydrophobic effect is involved in chemical or biological processes
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is a temperature dependence that obeys these equations, particularly if Th and T.

have approximately the values noted above.

2.4 The Hydrophobic Effect in Protein Folding

This form of temperature dependence is one of the main lines of evidence for the

importance of the hydrophobic effect in folding globular proteins [4]. Upon folding,

a protein buries its nonpolar amino acids into a core, away from contact with water.

Figure 2.3 shows that the thermal features of protein unfolding resemble those for

transferring small nonpolar molecules into water. Unfolding leads to a positive

Gibbs free energy, and an enthalpy and entropy with a steep slope, indicating a large

positive heat capacity. The earliest such measurements on proteins were the basis

for Walter Kauzmann's proposal for the importance of hydrophobicity in protein

folding (25, 48]. Kauzmann noted that the heat capacities of protein unfolding are

huge, 0.1 - 0.2 cal KT' per gram of protein, nearly the same magnitude as the heat

T', which is one of the largest known, “beingcapacity of pure water, 1 cal KT' g

approached or exceeded only by solid lithium, liquid or gaseous helium, Solid, liquid,

or gaseous hydrogen, or liquid ammonia” [49].

Further insights into protein folding come from looking at the two corresponding

temperatures, Th and T. (see Figure 2.2). Julian Sturtevant noticed that several

different biomolecular processes at 25 °C have nearly identical values of AS/AC,

[50, 4). Robert L. Baldwin found that the constancy of this ratio, taken together

with T = 298K substituted into Eq 2.4, gives a universal temperature T. = 114
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°C for these biomolecular processes [47], implying a resemblance between protein

folding and small molecule transfers. Murphy et al.[31] also found a single slope

of AS/AC, for a variety of different processes, indicating the universality of T, for

identifying hydrophobic processes in biomolecules.

However, the thermodynamics of protein unfolding is not identical to that of

oil partitioning into water. First, the Gibbs free energies of protein unfolding are

much smaller than for transferring benzene to water, per unit nonpolar surface

area. Secondly, while Th and T. differ by nearly 80°C for small solutes, these two

temperatures are nearly equal, Th as T., for proteins. Th as T. & 25°C for the

several proteins studied by Privalov [51], and Th as T, as 10°C for T4 lysozyme

[46]). These two differences can be explained by the large conformational entropy

increase that accompanies protein unfolding that does not apply to small solute

partitioning processes [4]. Of course, other interactions such as hydrogen bonding

and electrostatics also contribute to the overall Gibbs free energy of folding [52], but

distinctive thermodynamic signatures have not yet been identified for these types of

interactions.
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2.5 BIPSE: Modeling Biomolecule Folding, Dock

ing and Partitioning Using Small Molecule
Transfer Models

Many oil/water partitioning experiments have been performed on homologous series

of solutes. These experiments are usually motivated by an interest in developing

models of molecular and biochemical processes, such as folding, docking, assembly,

and partitioning processes [53, 54, 55, 56]. We call them BIPSE models. BIPSE

stands for: Break Into Pieces, Sum the Energies. In BIPSE models, the full ther

modynamic quantity of interest, such as the Gibbs free energy of folding or the free

energy of micellization (see Figure 2.3), is broken down into a sum of component

free energy quantities, such as the oil/water transfer free energies of each of the indi

vidual amino acids or individual methylene groups. For example, the free energy of

folding is often modeled as the sum of the partitioning free energies of that protein's

amino acids from water (representing the denatured conformations of the protein)

into oil (representing the core of the native protein). The attraction of such models

is that they parse a complex process into simpler component quantities that can be

measured in independent experiments on model compounds.

BIPSE constitutes a huge class of models. Flory-Huggins theory is a BIPSE

model that treats polymer conformational changes [57]; QSAR (Quantitative Struc

ture Activity Relationships) are BIPSE models that are used to predict drug inter

actions with proteins [58]. BIPSE models have been used to treat protein folding,
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micelle formation, docking, chromatographic retention, solvation, and other pro

cesses [59, 54, 1,60, 61, 62,63, 64, 65, 66, 67,68, 69, 70].

However, there are some obstacles that must be overcome if BIPSE modeling is

ultimately to become quantitative. Here we discuss five problems.

(1) Additivity: BIPSE models assume the component Gibbs free energies are

additive. The additivity assumption may lead to errors [71], particularly if the

groups are in close proximity.

(2) Other BIPSE Components: In addition to the oil/water partitioning

component, essentially every BIPSE model involves at least one unmeasurable com

ponent, usually an additional entropy that must be derived from a model of some

sort. For example, protein folding requires a model of the chain entropy; micelliza

tion and bilayer formation require a model of the translational entropy of localization

of the surfactant molecules and a model for any entropies of chain restriction; drug

binding to proteins requires a model for orientational entropies of drug localiza

tion; and models of polymer conformations must treat the collapse, confinement

or stretching entropies. These extra contributions are seldom available from inde

pendent experiments; they must come from models, simulations, or assumptions.

So it is usually not clear whether any flaws in BIPSE models are attributable to

limitations in understanding the oil/water process, or in understanding the other

contributions [71].

(3) What is the Right Measure of Contact? BIPSE modeling often as

sumes that partitioning Gibbs free energies scale linearly with solute surface area.

º

.
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It has long been recognized that water insolubility generally increases with the size

of a solute molecule (72, 73}. For example, Figure 2.4 shows that every methylene

unit added to a hydrocarbon chain increases the free energy of transfer into water

by a fixed amount [1], estimated to be between 25 cal mol−' A-" and 33 cal molt"

A *, depending on assumptions about the oil phase [74]. Lindenburg first suggested

that solubility was roughly determined by molar volume of a hydrocarbon, and not

otherwise by molecular structure [75]. This was supported by gas chromatogra

phy studies by McAuliffe, but there were large errors, and molar volumes were not

predictive of the relative solubilities of methane, ethane, and propane. Also, the

aromatic hydrocarbons had a different dependence on molar volume than other hy

drocarbons (76, 77]. In 1972, Hermann proposed instead that the hydrophobic effect

depends on the number of water molecules that surround a nonpolar solute, which

is proportional to its solvent-accessible surface area (78]. Solvent-accessible surface

area was found to be equally successful for predicting saturated hydrocarbon and

aromatic hydrocarbon solubilities, and slightly better for branched hydrocarbons.

This gave a value of 20 to 28 cal mol−' A-" for the hydrophobic effect, the variations

arising from the methods used to calculate the surface areas for the hydrocarbons

[79, 80).

However, surface area remains an imperfect predictor of the solubilities of cyclic

hydrocarbons and molecules of other shapes [41, 81). It costs 5.2 kJ molt" to transfer

cyclohexane into water from the vapor phase at 298K, whereas it costs 10.7 kJ mol"

for hexane. It is difficult to rationalize all this difference based only on surface areas.

:
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The justification for using surface area comes from: (1) modeling solute insertion

as the opening of a cavity, followed by the insertion of the solute, and (2) the

assumption that the energetics of both of these steps are dominated by properties of

the first shell or two of waters. Ron Levy and his colleagues have demonstrated the

dominance of the first few shells of water layers around the solute (82]. Computer

simulations find that the Gibbs free energy of cavity formation is proportional to

surface area, but that the dispersion attractions of the solute for water are not

[83, 84, 85], hence the lack of proportionality, in some cases, between surface areas

and free energies of solute insertion. Nonpolar solvation energetics depend not only

on surface area, but also on molecular structure and geometry (86, 87).

(4) Heterogeneity of the Medium: Another limitation of BIPSE modeling

is that the oil phases used for small molecule partitioning, such as bulk cyclohexane

or octanol, are simple, homogeneous, and amorphous. In contrast, chemical and

biochemical systems, such as the interiors of proteins or lipid bilayers, are complex

and heterogeneous, chemically and physically, and often at least partially structured.

How transferable are the Gibbs free energies obtained from data on simple oils to

more complex environments? If the protein interior were an oil droplet, mutating

a valine to isoleucine, for example, would change the protein stability by a fixed

amount, no matter where in the protein core the mutation occurs. Figure 2.5 shows

instead a high degree of variance, depending on where the mutation site is located

in the protein (88). Thus, the degree to which simple uniform amorphous oils can

capture the essence of interiors of proteins, micelles, or bilayers may be limited.
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(5) What Does the Oil/Water Experiment Measure? BIPSE modeling

relies on “hydrophobicity scales' [53, 48, 54, 55, 89, 90, 91, 92] , in which solutes

are rank-ordered from the most oil-like to the most water-like. Do these scales

truly measure a universal property that could be called polarity, or do they measure

Something more complex? And what is the most appropriate oil phase? Ethanol

water partitioning was the basis for the first hydrophobicity scales [54]. Later n

octanol and cyclohexane were the oil phases of choice for defining scales (93, 90].

The oil/water partition coefficient gives a simple one-dimensional scale for rank

ordering any series of solutes. Such scales rest on an implicit premise that one oil is

not very different than another (provided they have the same chemical substituents).

To illustrate this premise, here is a thought experiment. If a hexane/water parti

tioning experiment showed that solute A is more oil-like than B, while a cyclohex

ane/water partitioning experiment showed B more oil-like than A (Figure 2.6), there

would be no basis for deciding whether A or B is the more ‘oil’-like solute. Rather,

we would be forced to attribute differences in A and B to specific interactions with

hexane or cyclohexane. ‘Polarity' would not be a property of a solute alone, in

dependent of the solvent. Instead, it would be necessary to label any solute rank

orderings the ‘hexane hydrophobicity’ or the “cyclohexane hydrophobicity'. This

would render the concept of a polarity scale useless because it would then not be

transferable, as would be required of a BIPSE model, to situations involving the

interiors of micelles, proteins, or chromatographic stationary phases. There would

be no value in doing the model experiment at all, if there were not some degree of

:
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Figure 2.6: Thought experiment: different oils might cause different rank orderings

of solutes. If so, no single hydrophobicity scale would be universal and transferable

to situations involving other oil-like environments.

generalizability from one nonpolar medium to another.

Hydrophobicity scales were first justified by Tanford [54], who showed that par

titioning was relatively independent of the oil phase. He compared the transfer of

norleucine from water into methanol, ethanol, butanol and acetone. But since then,

few systematic and extensive studies have been performed to determine the oil de

pendence of hydrophobicity scales. There is some evidence that partitioning does

depend on the oil phase [91]. Figure 2.7 shows a histogram of the hydrophobicities
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of each of the 20 amino acids from water into various oil-like media, according to

approximately 36 different hydrophobicity scales (92). The figure shows that a given

solute has very different “polarities' depending on the media and conditions. For ex

ample, phenylalanine is the most nonpolar amino acid according to 6 scales, while it

is the 5th most nonpolar according to 3 other scales. Remarkably, 5 different amino

acids are so ambivalent that they are ranked as the most hydrophobic by one scale

and least hydrophobic by another. These results imply that the term “hydrophobic

ity' is, at best, rather loose and nonspecific. It seems reasonably justifiable to divide

solutes into two or three categories – solutes are oil-like, or water-like, or ambivalent

– but it is not clear that much finer distinctions define a true polarity as a solute

property, independent of its solvent. For example, these scales will typically distin

guish leucine from isoleucine, even when the underlying physical cause would more

suitably be called ‘geometry’ than ‘polarity'. Hence, polarity scales can depend on

the oil phases used to determine them. The implication is that there may be limited

transferability from model compound studies to BIPSE models of folding, docking,

or binding.

2.6 Modeling the Hydrophobic Effect from Water

Structure

What properties of water structure are responsible for the hydrophobic effect? The

water-ordering, or iceberg’, model was first proposed by Frank and Evans (94).

Frank and Evans proposed that a nonpolar solute creates a weakly clathrate-like
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Figure 2.7: Rankings of some amino acids across approximately 36 partitioning

Scales. Specific solvent-solute interactions cause hydrophobicity rankings to vary

widely between scales. Rankings are scaled from (1) most hydrophobic to (20) least
hydrophobic. [D. R. Devido, Ph.D. thesis, Florida State Univ. (1997)]
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Figure 2.8: ‘Iceberg’ model for the large heat capacity of transfer of nonpolar solutes

into water. (A) At room temperature the water molecules surrounding a nonpolar

solute adopt only a few orientations (low entropy) to avoid wasting hydrogen bonds.
Most water configurations are fully hydrogen bonded (low energy). (B) In hot water,
more conformations become accessible (higher entropy), but at the cost of break

ing hydrogen bonds (high energy). The heat capacity, Cp = 6H/6T = TôS/ðT,
represents this increase in enthalpy or entropy with temperature.

cage of first-shell waters around the solute; see Figure 2.8. They concluded that

“When a rare gas atom dissolves in water at room temperature it modifies the water

structure in the direction of greater ‘crystallinity'....” (94). In a cage structure, the

water molecules do not “waste’ hydrogen bonds by pointing them at the solute;

rather they form a hydrogen bonded fence around the solute. Accordingly, the large

entropy that opposes solute transfer into water arises from the cost of ordering the

waters into a more open ‘iceberg’-like cage structure.

However, Figure 2.2 shows that this large entropy, and therefore the water or

dering mechanism, only apply in the narrow range of temperatures around 25°C at
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1 atm pressure. In fact, “hydrophobicity’ is strongest (i.e., Apa" is most positive)

around 100°C, where As” & 0 and where the transfer process is dominated by an

unfavorable enthalpy. Hence ‘water ordering' is not a complete description of hy

drophobicity. A more general perspective of what is unique about hydrophobicity

- one that applies over the full range of temperatures for liquid water - is the large

heat capacity. Hydrophobicity is entropic in cold water and enthalpic in hot water.

2.6.1 The Iceberg Model

The iceberg model of Frank and Evans explains the large heat capacity of nonpolar

Solvation; see Figure 2.8. A loose explanation is based on the fundamental thermo

dynamic relationship, G = H –TS. At low temperatures, thermodynamic processes

are driven to lower their enthalpies, and at high temperatures, they are driven to

states of high entropy. In this case, as temperature increases, first-shell waters

around a nonpolar solute broaden their orientational distributions to gain entropy

but doing so breaks first shell water-water hydrogen bonds, increasing the enthalpy,

H. According to Eq 2.2, increasing enthalpies and entropies with temperatures gives

a positive heat capacity.

As support for the iceberg idea, Frank and Evans noted that nonpolar solutes

are often surrounded by clathrate water cages in crystalline hydrates (94, 95, 96,

97, 98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 104]. Clathrates are well understood because of

their commercial importance. Natural gas pipelines are sometimes clogged by such

hydrates, which form a slushy 'snow' at temperatures as high as 20°C (101).
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And although Frank and Evans noted that the term ‘iceberg’ should not be

taken literally, subsequent work invoked a high degree of water ordering around

nonpolar solutes. In 1958, IM Klotz proposed that the properties of proteins could

be understood in terms of a surrounding shell of crystal-like waters that masked the

chemical activity of certain groups and affected the cooperativity of ligand binding

[105]. Indeed, some waters are known to be highly ordered around proteins (106).

Nevertheless, the current view is that the degree of water ordering in the first

Solvation shell around a nonpolar solute is much smaller than the degree of ordering

in ice (2, 107]. Walter Kauzmann noted that the entropy of freezing of water is

5.3 cal KT' mol−", whereas inserting a nonpolar solute into water costs about 20

cal KT' mol−", which amounts to an entropy of only 1 cal KT' molt" for each of

the approximately 20 waters surrounding a small nonpolar solute [48]. Moreover,

Kauzmann noted that freezing increases the partial molar volume of water, whereas

inserting a nonpolar solute into water decreases it [48]. He concluded that water in

Solvation shells around nonpolar solutes is less ordered, and different than, ice. But

So far, few experiments have been able to elucidate the amount of water structuring

in solvation shells.

2.6.2 The Muller Model

A recent iceberg-like model of the hydrophobic effect was developed by Norbert

Muller (108) based on an earlier 2-state model by Gill and others [109]. The model

was generalized by Lee and Graziano■ .110). The Muller model invokes four states of
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water-water hydrogen bonding: made or broken in the bulk, and made or broken in

the first solvation shell. Each of the four states has an enthalpy and entropy. The

four quantities – AHbulk, ASbulk, AHshell, ASshell – are represented by adjustable

parameters, and can then be used to calculate other properties. For example, the

increased enthalpy of breaking bulk hydrogen bonds with temperature gives a heat

capacity of bulk water. The heat capacity for transferring a nonpolar solute into

water results from the shift in the made-broken equilibrium for the N water-water

hydrogen bonds in the first shell of the solute. Using refined parameters, consistent

with Raman data[111, 112], a recent variant of this model predicts that in cold

(room temperature) liquid water, first-shell hydrogen bonds have lower enthalpy

and lower entropy than bulk hydrogen bonds [113, 114, 115, 116). In warm water,

the first-shell hydrogen bonds are more broken, having higher enthalpy and higher

entropy than in the bulk. Thus heating ‘melts the iceberg’ around the solute. A

related approach attempts to quantify the relationship of perturbations in water

structure to heat capacity [117, 118).

While the Muller model treats the solvation heat capacities, it requires additional

parameters to treat the Gibbs free energies [110]. But the Muller model considers

only hydrogen bonding, which appears to be a poorer approximation for the free

energy than it is for the heat capacity (see below). Computer simulations show that

hydrogen bonding perturbations are not wholly responsible for the free energy of

solvation and may not even represent the dominant contribution (85).
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2.6.3 The Small-Size Model: Is the Aversion of Oil for Wa

ter Due to Water’s Small Size?

The Small-Size Model proposed by M. Lucas (119) and B.K. Lee (120, 121, 122) is an

alternative to the iceberg model. It focuses on the Gibbs free energies of solvation,

rather than on the entropy and heat capacity. In the Small-Size model the high

free energy cost of inserting a nonpolar solute into water is not due to orientational

ordering of first-shell waters; it comes from the difficulty of finding an appropriate

cavity in water, due to the small size of water molecules. That is, the dominant

enthalpy and entropy of opening a cavity are the same in water as those in a liquid

of Lennard-Jones molecules of small size. This raises two issues: (1) Why should

water be as simple as a Lennard-Jones fluid? (2) What is the effect of molecular

size on the Gibbs free energy cost of creating a cavity? These are addressed in order

below.

(1) Complexity. For both a Lennard-Jones liquid and water, opening a cavity

leads to an entropy cost, in order to bring together many small packets of free vol

ume into a single larger cavity, and it costs an enthalpy of breaking intermolecular

interactions to create the cavity. There are two additional contributions for water.

Opening a cavity in water should also involve an orientational entropy cost of or

dering the waters at the surface of the cavity, and a corresponding reduction of the

enthalpy of forming better hydrogen bonds in the first shell, relative to the bulk.

But Lee argued that there is an almost perfect enthalpy–entropy compensation of

these latter two contributions. He argued that the complexity that results from
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Figure 2.9: Free volume distributions from molecular dynamics simulations of a

simple liquid, n-hexane (dashed line), and water (solid line). The probability of
finding a cavity of a given radius is plotted. Water has more small cavities (< 1
Å) than n-hexane. Data adapted from G. Hummer, et al., J. Phys. Chem. B 102,
10475 (1998).

water orientations in the first solvation shell does not contribute much to the free

energy of cavity formation in water (121]. Some of these predictions are confirmed

by computer simulations [123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 85, 129) and by experiments

on hydrazine (130).

(2) Small Size. Figure 2.9 illustrates the Small-Size idea. It shows a distribu

tion of sizes of free volume in two liquids. Most cavities in liquid water are smaller

than a water molecule. Moreover, the probability of finding a larger cavity decreases

rapidly as a function of cavity size.
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Figure 2.10: The Gibbs free energy cost of creating a cavity in water, from molecular

simulations. Data adapted from Hummer, G., et al. J. Phys. Chem. B 102, 10475

(1998).

This is explained by a simple qualitative argument. The free energy for opening

a spherical cavity of radius R in a liquid is the sum of a surface term and a volume

term, f = 4t R*y--(4/3T R*) E, where Y is the surface tension and E is a volumetric

energy density. The Boltzmann distribution law gives the probability p(R) of finding

a cavity of radius R as

p(R) - exp(-f/kT) - ea p(–4TYR*/kT – 4ER*/3TkT) (2.6)

which shows that p(R) should drop off rapidly with increasing R. Figure 2.10 shows

that cost of creating cavities in water increases rapidly as a function of cavity size.

Suppose the solvent molecules have a characteristic radius, R1. Most of the free
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volume will occur in packets having a characteristic dimension R smaller than the

radius of the solvent molecules (R << R1). Now compare two different solvents.

If the solvent molecules are small, its packets of free volume will be small. But

if the solvent molecules are large, its packets of free volume will be large. So big

cavities are more likely in solvents of big molecules. According to the Small-Size

model, water molecules are among the smallest of all solvent molecules, and the

free energy cost of opening a cavity of a given size is greater in water than for

other solvents. This free energy cost can be estimated by scaled-particle theory

[131, 132, 133, 134, 119, 120, 121]. Some of the limitations of these arguments are

discussed below (see the section on the MB model).

2.6.4 The Information Theory Approach to Modeling Wa

ter

Cavities in water have also been studied by computer simulations (135, 123, 124, 136,

137, 138, 139, 85) and statistical mechanical theories (133, 134, 140, 121, 122, 8, 141].

All-atom simulations are computationally expensive, and reaching convergence is

often difficult, particularly for derivatives of the free energy such as the heat capacity.

Studying a series of temperatures and solute sizes adds more computational expense.

Integral equation methods are not yet generally available for treating orientation

dependent interactions [142]. For this reason, one of the most popular strategies

has been to use models that start with experimentally obtainable properties, such

as the pair correlation function of the solvent [140, 121, 117, 8, 141] rather than

-
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beginning from an underlying energy function based on the structure of water.

A recent and elegant descendant of scaled-particle theory is the information

theory approximation developed by the Los Alamos group [8] , following on the

work of Pohorille and Pratt■ l23]. The chemical potential for creating a cavity is

given by

Apler = -k'Tln po (2.7)

where po is the probability of finding an empty cavity in water of a given size and

shape. The probability pn for finding a cavity containing n molecules is

ph = exp(\o + An + A2n”) (2.8)

where the X's are Lagrange multipliers that force the zeroth, first, and second mo

ments of the number distribution function to agree with experimental observables

such as the mean density and pair correlation function [8]. This model predicts that

the probability of finding a cavity containing n molecules is a Gaussian function,

pm = [exp(-(n − ■ .)*/(20°)]/(2To”) (2.9)

where n is the mean number density of molecules in the solution, and o is the

standard deviation of the observed density, leading to

kTp”v?
202 (2.10)Aller –

It is found that small density fluctuations in water are well modeled by such

Gaussian distribution functions (138]. The model also successfully reproduces the
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transfer entropies, isotope effects, pair hydrophobic interactions, and the salt de

pendence of transfer (8, 143], although not the heat capacity [144, 143].

These models all have some limitations. The Muller model requires many pa

rameters, including an enthalpy and entropy for each of the 4 states of hydrogen

bonding, and does not explain how those properties arise from the structure of water

and the solute. The Small-Size model only attempts to explain the free energies,

and not the entropies, enthalpies, or heat capacities, and it gives no explanation for

the physical origin of compensation. The information theory model predicts proper

ties of water from other properties of water (pair correlation function and density),

rather than from the structure of water and solute. The MB model, described below,

aims to circumvent some of these limitations by providing a microscopic theory, but

it does so at the expense of atomic detail and a simplified energy function.

2.6.5 The MB Model

In the MB model, each water molecule is a 2-dimensional circular disk that interacts

with other molecules through: (1) a Lennard-Jones 6-12 interaction, and (2) through

three hydrogen bonding arms arranged like the Mercedes-Benz logo, hence the name

[145, 146, 113, 114, 87 (see Figure 2.11). This model has been studied in (N,P,T)

Monte Carlo simulations. It predicts qualitatively the volume anomalies of water

and the thermodynamic signatures of the hydrophobic effect (see Figures 2.12 and

2.13). This model has been used to seek a structural basis for the hydrophobic

effect and to test some of the model assumptions and approximations described

s -
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Figure 2.11: The MB model of water. (A) One MB water molecule: a Lennard
Jones disk with three directional hydrogen bonding arms, and (B) two MB water
molecules that form a hydrogen bond.

above. As in the iceberg model, it predicts that the hydrophobic effect in cold water

results from cage-like waters around nonpolar solutes. Inserting a small nonpolar

solute orders cold waters into low-entropy, low-enthalpy cages. In hot water, the

first-shell waters have higher entropies and enthalpies. This model has motivated

a strategy for obtaining hydrogen bond strengths in (real, three-dimensional) water

from experimental spectroscopy [111, 112 and heat capacity data. It is found from

Raman data that the breaking of a water-water hydrogen bond in the bulk gives

AG = 480 cal mol−", AH = 1.9 kcal molt', and AS/k = 2.4, and it is predicted

that in the first shell around argon, AG = 620 cal molt', AH = 2.4 kcal mol",

and AS/k = 3.0 [114]. These results provide both a quantitative measure of the

degree of water organization in water cages around nonpolar solutes, and a testable

prediction about the microscopic reorganization of water by a solute.

The MB model has been used to study how hydrophobicity depends on Solute

radius (87). In cold water, growing the radius of a small spherical solute (smaller

than a water molecule) increases the Gibbs free energy by increasing the structure
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Figure 2.13: MB model predictions for nonpolar solvation, versus experiments on

the transfer of gaseous argon into water, taken from A. Ben-Naim, Solvation Ther

modynamics (Plenum Press, New York, 1987). The experimental molar volume data
was taken from A. H. Harvey, J. M. H. L. Sengers, and J. C. Tanger, J. Phys. Chem.

95, 932 (1991).
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of the cage, lowering the enthalpy and entropy and increasing the heat capacity.

But inserting a large solute (at least twice the diameter of water) into either hot or

cold water increases the free energy by a different mechanism, namely by breaking

hydrogen bonds in the cage, increasing the enthalpy but with little effect on the

entropy or heat capacity (see Figure 2.14). The latter mechanism arises because

water is geometrically unable to form its maximal number of hydrogen bonds to other

waters in the vicinity of a large inert surface, so it wastes hydrogen bonds by pointing

them at the nonpolar surface [147, 148]. This changeover in mechanism explains (87.

a long-standing puzzle about why it costs only about 25 cal mol−" A * to transfer

small oil molecules into water, while it costs about 75 cal mol−' A-" to create planar

oil water interfaces (27, 29, 147, 149, 148). In short, small solutes order neighboring

waters, leading to an entropy cost, while large solutes break water-water hydrogen

bonds, leading to an enthalpy cost. And the latter free energy is 3-fold greater

than the former. This model also accounts for why planar oil/water interfaces are

thermally similar to regular solutions [150, 151, 152, 148, 87, 153]. Simple thermal

behavior is also seen in other large-curvature systems, such as micelles and inclusion

systems [154, 155, 156, 157, 158, 159].

The MB model shows how cavities in water are different than cavities in hard

disk fluids. Equation 2.6 indicates that cavity creation involves a surface and volume

term. For hard disk fluids, the volume term dominates. The volume term also

dominates for small cavities in water. However for large cavities in water, the

surface term dominates [129, 160). This is because creating large cavities in water
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Large solutes cause a breakage of first-shell water-water hydrogen bonds.
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is costly in breaking first-shell water-water hydrogen bonds.

The MB model has also been used to study the enthalpy–entropy compensation

assumption underlying the Small-Size model. [129) For small solutes at room tem

perature, MB model studies confirm that free energies are well-modeled by simple

hard disk fluids. But it also shows that the enthalpy–entropy compensation as

sumption is quite limited. Enthalpy–entropy compensation applies only: (1) when

nonpolar solutes are small; (2) approximately with temperature; and (3) to free

energies, not to enthalpies, entropies, or heat capacities. For example, inserting a

large nonpolar solute breaks water-water hydrogen bonds, which increases the en

thalpy, without a compensating entropy. Hence, while the energetic and entropic

complexities of water may cancel in the transfer free energies of small solutes in cold

water, water's complexities appear to be important in most other circumstances.

Tests have also been made of the information theory model. MB model tests

have shown that the IT model predicts qualitatively but not quantitatively the

dependence of hydrophobic heat capacity on temperature, a key signature of the

hydrophobic effect (144). Adding additional moments of the density distribution

function does not improve the IT model [8]. Secondly, it is now clear that large

cavity fluctuations in water are much more probable (by several orders of magnitude)

than the IT model Gaussian distribution predicts [161, 129].

Analysis of the full, angle-dependent multiparticle correlations in the MB model

show that the entropy contribution to the hydrophobic effect[162) is the sum of

two terms of opposite sign: a pairwise-additive, highly ordering, term of the form
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glng, and a non-decomposable three- and higher-body term which is disordering,

especially in cold water. The differing temperature dependences of these two terms

give rise to the richness of the hydrophobic effect.

2.6.6 Pairwise Hydrophobic Interactions

The term “hydrophobic effect” refers to inserting a single nonpolar solute into wa

ter. “Hydrophobic interaction' refers to the association of two nonpolar moieties in

water. In the simplest view, two nonpolar solutes are driven to associate in water

by the reduction in surface area of solute-water contact [163, 7]. This macroscopic

continuum explanation assumes that the Gibbs free energy cost of creating cavities

in water depends only on cavity surface area and not otherwise on cavity geometry.

This explanation neglects detailed water structure, which, at least in some instances,

may not be warranted [164, 165].

The pair interaction of two nonpolar solutes in water is described by a potential

of mean force (pmf). Figure 2.15 shows how the pmf depends on solute separa

tion. The two prominent minima in this figure indicate two favored states: (1) the

‘contact pair', where the two nonpolar solutes are in contact, and (2) the ‘solvent

separated pair’, where the two solute molecules are separated by a molecule of water

[140, 166, 167]. States that are intermediate between these two minima - having less

than one full water layer between the two solutes - are unfavorable. Whether the

contact-pair or solvent-separated pair is more favorable is subtle and depends on the

solvent potential used [165, 168, 127]. The possibility of a solvent separated case was
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apparently first discussed by Franks in volume 4 of the famous treatise on water[169],

but he concluded the direct interaction should be strongly favored and neglected the

oscillating nature of the pmf. Computer simulations show that the contact between

two methanes is favored by entropy, and disfavored by enthalpy at room temperature

[170]. With increasing temperature the contact pair becomes enthalpically favor

able and entropically unfavorable, while the overall free energy changes little (171].

This thermodynamic signature is readily explained by the surface-area-reduction

model, where opening cages is entropically favorable and enthalpically unfavorable,

consistent with the traditional explanation of the hydrophobic effect.

Whether the heat capacity of pairing is also consistent with the surface-area

reduction model is still a subject of debate [172, 173, 174]. Surface-area arguments

would predict a large decrease in heat capacity when two nonpolar molecules come

into contact in water. Current simulations show that the change in heat capacity

is close to zero, within errors bars, and can be shifted up or down with choice of

water potential, and temperature relative to the thermodynamically significant tem

peratures in the model water (such as density maximum, isothermal compressibility

minimum, thermal expansion cross-over, etc). Hydrophobic interactions probably

depend on more complex aspects of water structure than just surface areas of cages.

2.6.7. Pressure Dependence of Hydrophobic Interactions

Inserting a nonpolar solute leads to constriction of surrounding waters. For example,

the partial molar volume of methane decreases from 60 to 37.3 ml mol" upon
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transfer from hexane to water [175]. Since din K/dp = —Av/kT, where K is the

partition coefficient, p is pressure, and Av is the partial molar volume change, it

follows that applying pressure drives nonpolar solutes into water. Space is filled

more efficiently in water cages containing nonpolar solutes than in the empty cages

in pure water. But at pressures of 1-2 kbar, applying further pressure drives nonpolar

solutes out of the water phase (176].

Pressure also affects the relative stabilities of contact-pairs vs. solvent- separated

pairs, but this delicate balance is not yet fully understood. One computer simulation

study shows that low pressures dissociate contact pairs of nonpolar molecules, giving

a positive volume of dissociation, while high pressures have little effect [177]. In

contrast, the information theory model predicts a negative volume of dissociation

[178]. More recent simulations support the IT model prediction, but show also

that the solvent-separated state is also sensitive to pressure (179]. Another series of

simulations found that the solvent-separated state is the most sensitive to pressure

(172], and recent simulations appear to confirm this(180).

Protein folding is also affected by pressure. Proteins often have a small negative

volume of unfolding at atmospheric pressures [181, 182, 183]. Typically, proteins

can be unfolded by 1-2 kbar pressure (184, 181, 182, 185, 186, 187, 188, 183], even

though nonpolar solutes are less soluble in water at these pressures.

Differences between the transfer of model solutes and the pressure dependence

of protein folding have been used to argue that protein unfolding is not the same

as transferring nonpolar molecules into water [181, 182,49, 189, 178, 177, 172, 179].
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However, differences in compressibilities between the oil phase and protein cores

appear to be partly responsible for the discrepancy [4, 185]. Nonpolar compounds

in hydrocarbon liquids are much more compressible than a native protein by a factor

of ten [190). As pressure increases, the molar volume of the folded state does not

change. but the unfolded protein state compresses, and the volume of unfolding

becomes increasingly negative. For hydrophobic transfer, the oil phase is more

compressible than water, and the volume of transfer into water becomes positive

with increasing pressure.

Pressure also affects protein folding kinetics [187, 191], in a way that mimics its

effect on hydrophobic interactions [178, 172, 179]. In particular, increasing pressure

slows folding, raising the free energy barrier, in a manner that would be consistent

with pressure-induced dissociation of nonpolar contacts.

2.7 Conclusions

We have surveyed some aspects of the hydrophobic effect. Experiments show that

for simple hydrocarbons, the aversion of oil for water is largely entropic at room

temperature, and is accompanied by a large heat capacity of transfer. Oil/water

partitioning is widely used in combination with additivity schemes (BIPSE mod

els) to predict noncovalent equilibria in chemistry and biology. However, there are

limitations in the other components of these models and in underlying assumptions

of additivity, homogeneity of the medium, dependence on surface area, and of the

nature of polarity, that must ultimately be solved to increase their predictive power.
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The underlying molecular basis for the hydrophobic effect is that opening cavities in

any solvent is costly, in addition to water orientation effects which contribute to the

thermal fingerprints. A key point is that models that explain hydrophobic Gibbs

free energies are often not sufficient to explain entropies and heat capacities, which

are hallmarks of hydrophobicity. The physics of hydrophobic interactions changes

with temperature and with solute size and shape.
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Chapter 3

The Mechanism of Hydrophobic

Solvation Depends on Solute

Radius

3.1 Abstract

We model the aqueous solvation of a nonpolar solute, as a function of its radius.

We use a simplified statistical mechanical model of water, the Mercedes Benz (MB)

model, in NPT Monte Carlo simulations. This model has previously been shown

to predict qualitatively the volume anomalies of pure water and the free energy,

enthalpy, entropy, heat capacity, and volume change for inserting a nonpolar solute

into water. We find a very different mechanism for the aqueous solvation of large

nonpolar solutes (much larger than a water) than for smaller solutes. Small solute

transfer involves a large hydrophobic heat capacity; its disaffinity for cold water

(room temperature or below) is due to the ordering of the neighboring waters (en
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tropic), while its disaffinity for hot water is due to the breaking of hydrogen bonds

among the neighboring waters (enthalpic). In contrast, transferring large nonpolar

Solutes into water involves no such large changes in heat capacity or entropy. In this

regard, large nonpolar solutes are not “hydrophobic”; their solvation follows classical

regular solution theory. Putting a large nonpolar surface into water breaks hydrogen

bonds at all temperatures. Therefore, the traditional “iceberg” model that first-shell

water structure melts out with temperature should not apply to large solutes. These

results also explain why the free energy of creating an oil/water interface (75 cal

A * mol−") is 3-fold greater than for small molecule transfers (25 cal A-” mol−").

A key conclusion is that hydrophobicity depends not only on the surface area of a

Solute, but also on its shape and curvature.

3.2 Introduction

The hydrophobic effect is often characterized by three experimental fingerprints: (1)

a large positive free energy for transferring a nonpolar solute into water, (2) a large

negative entropy at about 25 °C, and (3) a steep temperature dependence of the

enthalpy and entropy of transfer, i.e., a large positive heat capacity of transfer. The

microscopic basis for these behaviors remains a subject of active study (178, 8, 139,

192, 193, 194, 65, 149, 104, 195, 196, 197, 198, 146, 199, 118, 117].

These three properties are generally assumed to grow in proportion to the surface

area of the solute (65, 200, 62, 201, 202, 67, 203, 66). The first evidence that the

hydrophobic effect depends on the surface areas of nonpolar solutes was based on
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the solubilities of hydrocarbons in water (79, 78].

But a simple proportionality with the surface area of the solute is not sufficient

to explain certain puzzles. First, the transfer free energy per unit surface area for

cyclic alkanes is different than for linear alkanes (81]. Second, the interfacial tension

between oil and water is ~75 cal A-" mol−" whereas the free energy of solvation

for linear alkanes is ~25 cal A-" mol−" [149, 204, 29, 27, 205). Third, the oil/water

interfacial tension is dominated by enthalpy [204], whereas the transfer of small

nonpolar solutes is dominated by entropy [198]. Fourth, the interfacial tension

at oil-water interfaces has an enthalpy and entropy that are nearly temperature

independent, while the enthalpy and entropy for small molecule transfer is highly

temperature dependent (a large heat capacity) [204, 206]. Since the geometries of

hydrogen bonded networks play an important role in the properties of water, it

is natural to expect that solutes of different sizes and shapes might affect water

structure differently.

There have been many models for how hydrophobic solvation depends on Solute

size. Among the first, scaled particle theory (SPT) estimates the work necessary to

create a spherical cavity in water [131, 132, 134, 207]. It successfully predicts the

free energy of small cavity formation (139) and was constructed to give the surface

tension of water in the planar limit. It was later shown that SPT predicts nearly the

same result as Tolman's thermodynamic treatment of the curvature dependence of

surface tension, implying that there is a direct relationship between the macroscopic

(interfacial tension) and microscopic (alkane solubility) measures of the hydrophobic
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effect [149]. However, SPT has been criticized for predicting a monotonic increase

in the entropy penalty of transfer with increasing cavity size (139) and an incorrect

temperature dependence in the surface tension [134]. Stillinger was perhaps the

first to suggest that water solvates large nonpolar molecules differently than small

molecules (134].

In a key early treatment, Pratt and Chandler developed an integral equation

method that used pair correlations of bulk waters to predict the solubilities of small

solutes [140). Chandler has since shown that the Pratt and Chandler model can be

interpreted in terms of a gaussian distribution of density fluctuations in the bulk

fluid (208). A simple and illuminating information theory approach also predicts a

gaussian distribution (138]. But recently, Lum, Chandler, and Weeks have shown

that larger solutes are not well described by such gaussian statistics, due to long

length scale inhomogeneities. The theory of Lum, Chandler, and Weeks reduces to

Pratt-Chandler theory for small solutes but predicts large scale drying as predicted

by Stillinger near larger nonpolar surfaces (141].

Hummer and Garde modeled the free energies of transfer and radial distribu

tion functions from simulations using perturbation theory [178, 8] and found good

agreement between their results and simulations for small solutes (rsolute 3.6 A).

Hydrophobic solvation as a function of solute size has also been studied in all

atom simulations (139, 192, 193, 194, 197, 209, 210, 137]. A key conclusion from

such simulations is that at planar nonpolar surfaces water will “waste” a hydrogen

bond by pointing it directly at the surface, in contrast to small nonpolar surfaces,
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where water conserves hydrogen bonds by pointing them in directions that straddle

the solute (148, 147, 211]. Experimental evidence supporting this prediction has

come from surface vibrational spectroscopy experiments showing that waters near

a hydrophobic surface do not make a full one-fourth of their hydrogen bonds [153].

It is challenging to compute subtle properties like entropies and heat capacities

from all-atom simulations. Simulations often don’t converge using Widom insertion

or free energy perturbation if a solute has a radius larger than about reolute=5 A,

which is roughly three to four times the size of water. While such models can predict

transfer free energies for small cavities and molecules, it is difficult to get converged

heat capacities. And entropies of transfer are often model-dependent. Some water

models (SPC, and SPC/E) predict a monotonic increase in the unfavorable entropy

of transfer as a function of solute or cavity size [192, 193, 209], while others (TIP4P)

suggest a change in the entropy of transfer (139, 197].

Thus few studies have yet explored the structural basis for the full thermody

namics – free energy, enthalpy, entropy, and heat capacity – of partitioning of

nonpolar solutes over the full range of solute radii and temperatures. In order to

do this, we resort to a simplified statistical mechanical model that can explore such

principles and trends, but at the expense of atomic detail and quantitative accuracy.

3.3 The Model

We use the Mercedes Benz (MB) model of water [146], originally developed by

Ben-Naim (212). Each MB water molecule is a two-dimensional disk having three
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hydrogen bonding arms, arranged as in the Mercedes Benz logo. There are two

types of interactions between any two water molecules. First, there is a hydrogen

bonding interaction that favors the collinear alignment of one arm of one water

molecule with one arm of another water. The hydrogen bonding energy is a Gaussian

function of the distance between the two water centers, and a Gaussian function of

the orientation of the hydrogen bonding arms, i and j, on two different waters with

respect to the vector connecting the two water centers, u:

Uhb F & HB G(ri;
-

lhb)
-
G(i

-
uij

-

1)
-
G(j

-
uij + 1) (3.1)

where G(a) = exp(-a”/20°) is a gaussian function, the optimal hydrogen bond

length is lib = 1, the optimal hydrogen bond energy is €HB = –1, rij is the distance

between the two molecular centers, and o = 0.085. Hydrogen bonding is strongest

when the arms of two different water molecules are pointed directly at each other.

The width, o, of the Gaussian functions are chosen to be narrow enough to disfavor

the formation of bifurcated hydrogen bonds.

Second, water molecules also interact through a Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential:

U.(r) = 4,044)” – (#)") (3.2)Tij Tij

where él, and olj are the Lennard-Jones well-depth and radius. We use olj =

0.7. lhb and eL = 0.1 : éue.

Nonpolar solutes are modeled as LJ disks that have no hydrogen bonding arms.

The solute is dilute so it interacts only with water molecules. A nonpolar so

lute therefore is represented by two parameters, olj, which defines the radius of
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the solute, and e, , , which defines the solute's intermolecular potential with water

molecules. Solutes have the same LJ well depth as the MB waters, eL = 0.1 : éma.

The standard Lorentz-Berthelot geometric combining rules are assumed in calcu

lating the solute—water interaction energy as solute radius changes (213].

The limitations of the model are obvious: it is 2-dimensional, hydrogen bond

donors are not distinguished from acceptors, and electrostatics is not included. Nev

ertheless, we believe this model captures the main physics of nonpolar solvation,

namely Lennard-Jones attractions and repulsions, and an orientation-dependence

that stems from hydrogen bonding. Because the model is 2-dimensional, we have

less configurational space to sample, which allows us to get good convergence for

subtle properties like heat capacities. Despite these simplifications, the MB model

has previously been shown to qualitatively predict the volume anomalies for pure

water – a density minimum, a negative thermal expansion coefficient, and a min

imum in the isothermal compressibility. The MB model also predicts the trends

for the temperature dependence of the free energy, entropy, enthalpy, heat capacity,

and volume change of hydrophobic solute transfer (146].

3.4 Methods

We explore the properties of a single nonpolar solute in MB water using NPT Monte

Carlo simulations with periodic boundary conditions and the minimum-image con

vention (146). At each successive step, a move for one molecule is chosen randomly
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among the following three options:

a — a + $14Ma:, y → y + $24My, b → b + $344, (3.3)

where the & 's are random numbers generated over the interval –1 s & s 1, and

Aa, Ay, and A4 are fixed maximum displacements in the coordinates and angle of

the chosen molecule. The move set was adjusted to yield a 50% move acceptance

ratio. To hold the pressure constant, every 5 passes (214], an attempt is made to

Scale the dimensions of the box, and all of its component particles, according to

q → q.(1 + $44) (3.4)

where the qi's represent the particle coordinates and box length, and the random

number 8 and maximum volume increment Aq are defined as above. A distance

cutoff eliminated hydrogen bonding energies smaller than 1 × 107"eue. Since the

model hydrogen bonds have a narrow angular distribution, only the two closest

arms on two neighboring waters need to be sampled to calculate hydrogen bonding

between two molecules (this still allows for the formation of bifurcated hydrogen

bonds, although they are not common). Errors shown in the figures represent one

standard deviation of the block averages. Most simulations were done at a reduced

temperature of tº-0.18 (t”=k,T/|éual). We take this to corresponds to a cold

liquid state. MB water undergoes a freezing transition at about t”=0.16 (215). The

temperature range we explored as being representative of liquid water was t”=0.18

to tº -0.28. Mechanical averages such as the enthalpy and volume are computed in

the standard way, from standard fluctuation formulas.
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Thermodynamic averages for test particle insertions were computed using the

Widom test-particle method(216) and related fluctuation formulas. A ghost particle

is placed at random among the N molecules of the pure fluid, but not allowed to

interact. Instead the coupling between the distribution of pure liquid states and

the solvated particle are calculated. In this way, the free energy change, and other

thermodynamic derivatives can be computed in terms of the configurations gener

ated in the reference pure fluid. The configurations which contribute strongly to the

Solution will arise in the reference fluid through fluctuations, and make a significant

contribution to the computed thermodynamic values. However, in practice, such

configurations are never fully explored if the reference ensemble differs greatly from

that of the solution (e.g., as in the case of a large solute, where a cavity large enough

to accommodate it would never be found in reasonable simulation time [137). Guil

lot and Guissani used the Widom method to compute free energies, enthalpies, and

entropies at several temperatures for methane and various noble gases(217, 194].

Although this was a pioneering study, showing the wide utility of the test-particle

method, the transfer entropies and enthalpies were not well converged (judging by

the noise in their plots, particularly at low temperature).

Here we use three different types of Monte Carlo procedures. First, we simu

late the solute particle solvated by 120 MB water molecules, typically for 10° steps,

2 x 10' of which were equilibration. In these simulations, we define the first solva

tion shell as the first minimum in the solute—water pair correlation function. The

angular orientation of the shell waters was found as the angle between the vector for

----
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the water's hydrogen bonding arm and the vector connecting the solute and water

CenterS.

Second, to determine the free energy, entropy, enthalpy and heat capacity of

transfer, we used the Widom insertion process (216). For these simulations, 60 MB

waters (which is equivalent to a 3D simulation having about 500 particles) and a test

particle were run for about 10° steps, depending on the size of the solute and the

number of particles. Third, a thermodynamic integration procedure was used for

larger particle insertions. Our multi-stepped thermodynamic integration converges

well for the free energies of transfer, but not quite as well for the heat capacities.

We also simulated MB water adjacent to a two dimensional hydrophobic LJ

plane. The width of the plane was 1.0 lib. Periodic boundary conditions create an

infinite plane. The simulation was done at constant pressure. The average size of

the plane at each integration point was used to calculate thermodynamic quantities

per unit area.

In order to check whether we included sufficient solvent in the large solute trans

fers, we ran additional simulations with different numbers of waters. Increasing the

number of waters affects the transfer thermodynamics, especially for the larger so

lutes, but these effects are small. This is because the excess entropy and enthalpy

of transfer in a constant pressure simulation are localized to the immediate area of

the solute (218).
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3.5 Solute Transfer Thermodynamics Depends on

the Solute Radius

3.5.1 Large Nonpolar Solutes have a Different Transfer

Mechanism than Small Solutes.

Figure 3.1 shows the free energy of transfer for a solute into MB water at temper

ature t”=0.18, which we take as a model for cold liquid water. We find that for

small solutes (up to around the size of a water molecule), the free energy grows in

proportion to the solute radius. In a two-dimensional model like ours, a free energy

that is linear with solute radius is linear with circumference. In a 3D model, this

would correspond to a free energy that is linear with surface area. Hence a straight

line in Figure 3.1 is anticipated by the conventional wisdom.

What is unexpected, however, is that for large solutes the free energy of transfer

grows faster with the solute radius than it does for the solvation of small solutes.

This indicates a different solvation mechanism for large solutes than for small ones.

Below, we explore the thermodynamic and structural bases for these two mecha

nisms.

3.5.2 The Entropy and Enthalpy Reversal with Solute Ra

dius.

The enthalpy and entropy of transfer are more interesting than the free energy for

two reasons: (1) they are more directly related to the microscopic driving forces,

and (2) their slopes don't merely steepen with solute radius; both slopes change
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Figure 3.1: MB free energy of transfer as a function of solute diameter at Tº-0.18,

shown with error bars. In grey are the two linear regressions of the free energy data.

sign. Below a certain reduced solute diameter, dsolute = lib, the MB model shows

the classical hydrophobic behavior: as solute size grows, AGºransfer, ACp transfer and

-TAStransfer become more positive (see Figure 3.2).

In contrast, for solutes larger than dolute = lib, insertion into water is opposed

by AHiransfer and favored by TAStransfer. Because the slopes of both the enthalpy

and entropy change signs for large solute radii, they compensate: the slope of the

free energy also changes, but the sign of its slope does not. Similar compensations

have been found in other simulations (197, 122].

Our simulations on planar nonpolar surfaces give the same values for the free

energy, entropy, enthalpy, and heat capacity of transfer per unit surface area as the

results from our spherical solutes extrapolated to infinite radii. For example, the
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Figure 3.2: MB (A) entropy and (Q) enthalpy of transfer as a function of solute
diameter at Tº-0.18, shown with error bars.

slope of the free energy of transfer versus large solute radius gives 0.265 ena/lhe)

while for planes we find (0.260 +/- 0.004 ena/lhb).

A prediction of a changeover in physics for large hydrophobic surfaces is consis

tent with experiments on planar interfaces. Experimental measurements show that

interfacial tension (Y) has a favorable entropy (–6)/ðT > 0) and a large unfavorable

enthalpy () — Tôy/ðT > 0) [204].

3.5.3 The Heat Capacity of Transfer Depends on Solute

Radius.

Figure 3.3 shows how the heat capacity of transfer depends on solute size. Large

solutes have ACp transfer & 0. This prediction is consistent with interfacial tension

*"
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Figure 3.3: MB (D) heat capacity of transfer as a function of solute diameter at
T*=0.18, shown with error bars.

experiments, from which a negligible heat capacity change is inferred (219). The

largest heat capacity of transfer is predicted to occur at roughly dolute = 1.5 lib,

unlike the free energy which peaks at about dolute = 1.0 lib, although both these

values may be different in 3D models.

There is a large universe of molecules that don’t mix with others, so a posi

tive free energy of mixing does not require the kind of special terminology that is

invoked by the term “hydrophobic”. One of the most important thermodynamic fin

gerprints of the hydrophobic effect is the large ACP transfer that is observed for small

nonpolar solutes in water. One of the main conclusions from the present paper is

that ACp transfer is predicted to be approximately zero for the aqueous solvation of
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large nonpolar solutes. In that regard, if hydrophobicity is defined by this partic

ular thermodynamic signature, then large nonpolar solutes are not “hydrophobic”.

Of course, if “hydrophobic” is instead defined as “nonpolar”, then solute size is

irrelevant to the terminology.

3.6 The Structural Basis for the Mechanisms of

Aqueous Solvation

A large nonpolar solute imposes a different geometric constraint than a small mole

cule does on neighboring waters. While 2D is clearly different than 3D, nevertheless

the principles of geometric constraints readily generalize. Figure 3.4 shows the

distribution of orientations of first-shell waters around solutes of different diameters.

Around small solutes, waters tend to straddle the solute (an angle of 60°) to avoid

wasting hydrogen bonds. This tendency is more pronounced for water-sized solutes

than for very small solutes. For very large solutes, MB waters tend to point a

hydrogen bond directly at the surface (an angle of 0°), in agreement with the results

of Rossky et al. [148, 147]. Remarkably, for solutes having radii between these two

extremes, the MB model predicts much less angular preference than in either of these

limits, indicating that in those cases the angular preferences of waters contribute

little to solvation thermodynamics.

The problem encountered by a first-shell water molecule around a small solute

is how it can orient properly to make all of its hydrogen bonds (see Figure 3.4)

in the presence of the nonpolar obstacle. First-shell waters can make all three
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hydrogen bonds by straddling the solute. At low temperatures, this is mainly an

entropy problem: the water loses orientational entropy to achieve maximal hydrogen

bonding.

But around a large solute, a first-shell water is subjected to a very different

constraint than around a small solute. A first-shell water molecule cannot straddle

a large surface to form 3 hydrogen bonds (see Figure 3.4). At most, a surface water

can form 2 hydrogen bonds. This is mainly an enthalpy problem because transferring

a water from the bulk to the first shell results in the loss of one hydrogen bond. There

is not much entropy loss because “wasting” a hydrogen bond by pointing it at a large

nonpolar surface can be done via various water orientations.

In cold water, the disaffinity of small solutes for water is described by AS << 0

and AC, >> 0 while the disaffinity of large solutes for water is described by AH >>

0 and AC, ~ 0. The explanation is that small solutes cause ordering among the

first-shell waters (accounting for the AS << 0), to avoid breaking hydrogen bonds,

but that this first-shell ordering “melts out like an iceberg” (accounting for the

AC, >> 0). In contrast (see Figure 3.5), a large nonpolar solute forces first-shell

waters to break hydrogen bonds (accounting for the AH >> 0), which undergo very

little additional breakage with temperature (hence AC, ~ 0).

Because these are different physical mechanisms, there is no particular reason

to expect the slopes of the free energy of transfer to grow with solute size in the

same way for small and large solutes. We find in the model that the ratio of slopes

of the free energy of transfer against size for large and small solutes is 2.4, which
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is to be compared to the factor of 3 obtained from the experimentally determined

ratio of interfacial tensions (75 cal A-" mol−") to small solute transfers (25 cal A-"

mol"). A 3-dimensional model might lead to a factor different than 2.4. However,

we believe that in 3 dimensions, the same principle applies, namely that the higher

cost for large interfaces than for small interfaces is the difference between hydrogen

bond breakage enthalpies and water ordering entropies.

3.7 Comparison to Experiments and Simulations

There are many experiments on small nonpolar solutes, but very few on large solutes.

However experiments show that the enthalpic component of the oil/water interfacial

tension is large and unfavorable and that the entropic component is smaller and

favorable [204], consistent with the MB model predictions. Other large nonpolar

surfaces include those on proteins and surfactant micelles. Micellization experiments

are often best modelled assuming a large enthalpy and a smaller entropy, for example

in the sphere-to-rod transition of SDS micelles (219, 156], the association of bile

salt micelles (155), and other studies of alkyl sulfate micelles [154].

If planar nonpolar surfaces disrupt some hydrogen bonding of first-shell waters,

then this enthalpy problem should be even worse inside concave nonpolar cavities.

The complexation of benzene or arene with cyclophane results in the desolvation of

a large hydrophobic cavity. This reaction is enthalpically driven [157, 159]. Simi

lar thermodynamics are seen in the binding of aromatic substrates to hydrophobic

pockets in enzymes, antibodies, cyclodextrins, and DNA (159].
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Lum, Chandler, and Weeks have also recently predicted a substantial change in

the physics of the hydrophobic effect as the solute size increases [141]. Figure 3.6

compares the free energy of transfer from the simulations of MB water with the

predictions of their theory for water. Both approaches show a similar changeover in

behavior, and, for very large solutes, a free energy of transfer that scales linearly with

the amount of surface. As Lum et al. have noted, this means that for small solutes

the free energy of transfer is not directly proportional to surface area. We have

not explored the drying predicted by Lum, Chandler, and Weeks [141] or Stillinger

[134]. We do not see a dramatic lowering of the density of water adjacent to large

nonpolar solutes. However, our time and space scales for the simulation may be too

short to see it (221). Also, the phase diagram for MB model water is not yet known.

We also would not see drying if the pressures in our model simulations are high.

3.8 Conclusions

What is the hydrophobic effect, and what drives it? Hydrophobicity is usually

defined as the unusual thermodynamics that results from transferring a nonpolar

Solute into water: a large positive heat capacity, which results in a large positive

free energy — a large negative entropy in cold water, and large positive enthalpy in

hot water. These properties have been explained in various models, including the

present MB study, in terms of the geometric constraint imposed by the nonpolar

solute mainly on first-shell water molecules. Inserting a solute into cold water orders

waters, costing entropy. Inserting a solute into hot water breaks water hydrogen

**
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bonds, costing enthalpy.

Here we also study how hydrophobic solvation depends on the solute radius. We

find that the disaffinity of large nonpolar solutes for water has a different physical

basis than for small solutes. For large solutes, the disaffinity is mainly enthalpic.

Transferring large nonpolar solutes should not involve any of the classical large

entropy or heat capacity that is usually taken to define the hydrophobic effect. The

structural basis for the mechanism we find in the MB model is the same as has been

found by Rossky et al. [148, 147]: water molecules must break hydrogen bonds to

come into contact with large nonpolar surfaces. In addition, the MB model gives

an explanation for why interfacial tensions at oil/water interfaces have free energies

per unit surface area that are about 3-fold higher than small molecule transfer

experiments. More broadly, a main conclusion is that the energetics of nonpolar

Solvation depend not only on the solute surface area, but also on its shape and

Curvature.
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Chapter 4

Hydrogen Bond Contributions to

the Hydrophobic Effect

4.1. Abstract

The insertion of a hydrophobic solute can cause the entropy of the system to de

crease or hydrogen bonds to break. Here we use two-state models of the equilibrium

between broken and made hydrogen bonds to investigate and quantify these struc

tural changes in hydrogen bonding upon the insertion of a hydrophobic solute for:

1. first-shell to first-shell hydrogen bonding, 2. first—shell to second-shell hydro

gen bonding, and 3. the order in which hydrogen bonds are formed. A two-state

model takes a ratio of the number of made or broken hydrogen bonds for a specific

class of hydrogen bonds in the solution and converts this into a free energy, entropy,

and enthalpy. Through these effective enthalpies and entropies of hydrogen bond

formation one can quantitate how and where the hydrogen bonding of the solution

changes upon the insertion of a series of different sizes of hydrophobic solutes.
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Here we find that perturbations to hydrogen bonding strongly correlate with

the anomalous thermodynamics of the hydrophobic effect, including enthalpies, en

tropies, and heat capacities of solvation. The largest perturbations occur between

first shell waters; hydrogen bonds with outer shells of water are relatively insulated

from solute-induced perturbations. We thus investigate a simple Ising model of only

the first shell of solvent around a solute as an approximation to full molecular sim

ulations. The first-shell Ising model reproduces structural changes observed in the

Solvent, and might be a useful method for approximating the thermodynamics of

Solvation.

4.2 Introduction

A central question in the study of the hydrophobic effect is how water hydrogen

bonding changes in the immediate vicinity of a hydrophobic solute and what con

tribution this makes the thermodynamics of transfer, and in particular the heat

capacity of transfer. It is well understood that shell waters are strongly oriented

next to hydrophobic solutes in cold water, and that this is due to waters straddling

a solute to avoid wasting hydrogen bonds. A connection between hydrogen bonding

and the heat capacity of transfer was proposed by Muller (108) and further devel

oped by Lee and Graziano [110] and Silverstein et al. [113, 114) who showed how

the effective enthalpy of forming a hydrogen bond changes for shell waters adjacent

to a solute and how it contributes to the transfer heat capacity. In each case, the

model was tested for a small hydrophobe in water, which strengthens shell water
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hydrogen bonding at an entropic cost.

However, in the full hydrophobic solute size dependence, a changeover in physics

is observed between large and small nonpolar solutes (87). Here we test the Muller

model for this full solute size dependence of the hydrophobic heat capacity and

compare the results with the solute size dependence of the MB model Monte Carlo

simulations.

Early explanations for the heat capacity of nonpolar solvation, as in the iceberg

model of Frank and Evans (94), invoked a clathrate-like structure around the so

lute to explain the large heat capacity of nonpolar solvation. At low temperatures,

all thermodynamic processes are driven to lower their enthalpies, and at high tem

peratures, they are driven to states of high entropy. In this case, as temperature

increases, first-shell waters broaden their orientational distributions to gain entropy

but doing so breaks first shell water-water hydrogen bonds, increasing the enthalpy.

Increasing enthalpies and entropies with temperatures gives a positive heat capacity,

consistent with what is observed experimentally.

Nevertheless, the current view is that the degree of water ordering in the first

Solvation shell around a nonpolar solute is much smaller than the degree of ordering

in ice (2, 107]. Walter Kauzmann noted that the entropy of freezing of water is

5.3 cal KT' mol−", whereas inserting a nonpolar solute into water costs about 20

cal KT' mol−", which amounts to an entropy of only 1 cal KT' mol−" for each of

the approximately 20 waters surrounding a small nonpolar solute [48]. Moreover,

Kauzmann noted that freezing increases the partial molar volume of water, whereas

º
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inserting a nonpolar solute into water decreases it [48]. He concluded that water in

Solvation shells around nonpolar solutes is less ordered, and different than, ice. But

so far, few experiments have been able to elucidate the amount of water structuring

in solvation shells.

The recent iceberg-like model of the hydrophobic effect developed by Muller

[108) is based on an earlier 2-state model by Gill and others [109]. The model was

then further generalized by Lee and Graziano [110]. The Muller model invokes four

states of water-water hydrogen bonding: made or broken bulk hydrogen bonds, and

made or broken bonds in the first solvation shell. Each of the four states has an

enthalpy and entropy. The heat capacity for transferring a nonpolar solute into

water results from the shift in the made-broken equilibrium for the N water-water

hydrogen bonds in the first shell of the solute. Using refined parameters, consistent

with Raman data[111, 112], a recent variant of this model predicts that in cold liquid

water (room temperature), first-shell hydrogen bonds have lower enthalpy and lower

entropy than bulk hydrogen bonds [113, 114, 115, 116). In warm water, the first

shell hydrogen bonds are more broken, having higher enthalpy and higher entropy

than in the bulk. Thus heating ‘melts the iceberg’ around the solute. A related

approach attempts to quantify the relationship of perturbations in water structure

to heat capacity [117, 118).

While the Muller model treats the solvation heat capacities, it requires additional

parameters to treat the free energies [110]. The absolute differences between the bulk

and first-shell enthalpies and entropies are represented by adjustable parameters. In
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addition, the Muller model considers only hydrogen bonding, which appears to be a

poorer approximation for the free energy than it is for the heat capacity. Computer

simulations show that hydrogen bonding perturbations are not wholly responsible for

the free energy of Solvation and may not even represent the dominant contribution

(85).

In the present study, we use the MB water model. The MB water potential has

a great advantage in that a hydrogen bond is defined explicitly, and the thermody

namics of hydrophobic transfer can be determined to great precision (87). Moreover,

the distribution of hydrogen bonding energies is bimodal, lending itself to the sim

plification that a hydrogen bond can be regarded in our system as either made or

broken, necessary for use of the Muller two-state model.

The insertion of a hydrophobic solute can cause the entropy of waters to decrease

or hydrogen bonds to break, depending of the geometry of the solute. Here a two

state model of the equilibrium between broken and made hydrogen bonds is used

to investigate and quantify the structural changes in hydrogen bonding upon the

insertion of a hydrophobic solute for: 1. first-shell to first-shell hydrogen bonding,

2. first-shell to second-shell hydrogen bonding, and 3. the order in which hydrogen

bonds are formed. A two-state model takes a ratio of number of made or broken

hydrogen bonds for a specific class of hydrogen bonds in the solution and converts

this equilibrium into a free energy. Then, if one examines the temperature depen

dence of this free energy, one can do a linear fit of the temperature dependence

to get an effective enthalpy and entropy of hydrogen bond formation for that class
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of hydrogen bonds. Through these effective enthalpies and entropies of hydrogen

bond formation hydrogen bonding in the solution can be quantified, and will al

low us to deconstruct and understand how changes in hydrogen bonding around a

hydrophobic solute contribute to the thermodynamics of transfer.

4.3 Methods

4.3.1 Hydrogen Bonding in the MB Model

The MB model can efficiently explore both the temperature dependence and so

lute size dependence of hydrophobic transfer. Variations in either parameter lead

to large perturbations in the hydrogen bonding between water molecules and the

thermodynamics of hydrophobic transfer. This coupled behavior implies that the

physics of hydrogen bond formation in water is intimately related to the thermody

namics of transfer. Here, we utilize these sensitivities to probe what specific changes

in hydrogen bonding are most strongly coupled with the hydrophobic effect's free

energy, enthalpy, and heat capacity of transfer.

Each MB water molecule is a two-dimensional disk having three hydrogen bond

ing arms, arranged as in the Mercedes Benz logo. There are two types of interactions

between any two water molecules. First, there is a hydrogen bonding interaction

that favors the collinear alignment of one arm of one water molecule with one arm of

another water. The hydrogen bonding energy is a Gaussian function of the distance

between the two water centers, and a Gaussian function of the orientation of the

hydrogen bonding arms, i and j, on two different waters with respect to the vector

º
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connecting the two water centers, u:

UHB = €he G(rij – lib). G(i us – 1). G(j - us -- 1) (4.1)

where G(x) = exp(-a”/20°) is a Gaussian function, the optimal hydrogen bond

length is lib = 1, the optimal hydrogen bond energy is €HB = –1, rij is the distance

between the two molecular centers, and a = 0.085. Hydrogen bonding is strongest

when the arms of two different water molecules are pointed directly at each other.

The width, o, of the Gaussian functions are chosen to be narrow enough to disfavor

the formation of bifurcated hydrogen bonds.

Second, water molecules also interact through a Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential:

Ulj(rij) = 4.(#)"
-

(#) (4.2)

where él, and olj are the Lennard-Jones well-depth and radius. We use olj =

0.7 lib and él, = 0.1 : élie.

Nonpolar solutes are modeled as LJ disks that have no hydrogen bonding arms.

The solute is dilute so it interacts only with water molecules. A nonpolar so

lute therefore is represented by two parameters, olj, which defines the radius of

the solute, and e, , , which defines the solute's intermolecular potential with water

molecules. Solutes have the same LJ well depth as the MB waters, el, - 0.1 : éue.

The standard Lorentz-Berthelot geometric combining rules are assumed in calcu

lating the solute—water interaction energy as solute radius changes (213].

While the MB model allows for a continuum of hydrogen bond energies between

0 and eHB, hydrogen bonding energies tend to the values of 0 and eHB with few

**
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waters having intermediate energies between 0.26 HB and 0.5e HB. We take advantage

of this fact by explicitly classifying hydrogen bonds as either “made” or “broken”

depending on whether the hydrogen bonding energy between waters is closer to €HB

or 0. We arbitrarily choose 0.33éHB as the cutoff between these two types. We note

that our conclusions are independent of the exact cutoff used.

Given the classification of hydrogen bonds as either “made” or “broken”, we can

further divide the waters around solutes and in bulk into smaller classes. We define

shells of waters around a solute by the minimums in the solute-water pair correlation

functions. The first shell is the set of waters found closer than the first minimum in

the pair distribution function, and so forth. First shell hydrogen bonds are hydrogen

bonds between two water molecules that are both in the first shell. However, a first

shell water's hydrogen bonds are the total number of hydrogen bonds a water has

made with any other molecules in solution. A first-second shell hydrogen bond is a

hydrogen bond between a water molecule in the first shell of a solute and a water

molecule in the second shell.

Here we also examine changes in the first shell as an approximation of the to

tal perturbation to the solution. The introduction of a nonpolar solute perturbs

solvent beyond the first shell, however, modeling the first shell could be useful ap

proximation. Levy and coworkers have assessed the quality of this hydration shell

approximation (222, 82]. They find that the first hydration shell does not account

for the full excess thermodynamics of solvation, as expected, but can account for a

majority of the excess energy — 70% in the case of methane (222).
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4.3.2 A Two-State Model of Hydrogen Bonding in Solution

We use a model by Muller, also later modified by Lee and Graziano, to model

the thermodynamic consequences of perturbations in solvent hydrogen bonding.

Muller (108), motivated by the apparent two-state spectroscopic signature of water

[223], simplifies hydrogen bonding in solution into an equilibrium between made and

broken hydrogen bonds:

H – bond(made) +; H – bond(broken) (4.3)

A two-state model groups all of the solvent molecules’ hydrogen bonding arms

into two discrete states: broken or made hydrogen bonds. The equilibrium ratio of

the number of broken to made hydrogen bonds is taken as the effective free energy

of breaking a hydrogen bond.

AGh b = -kTinº = -kTin–º
■ m 1 – fº

(4.4)

where fº and fm represent the fraction of possible hydrogen bonds made and broken.

If we assume that this free energy is linear with temperature, we can extract an

effective enthalpy and entropy of forming a hydrogen bond.

AGHB = AHHB - TASHB (4.5)

The free energy of the system relative to some absolute ground state is then

G = —kT ln Q* = Gºln(1 + e-***/*) = Gºln Q (4.6)

where Q” is an approximate two-state partition function of the system using absolute

free energies, Gº is the absolute free energy of the ground state of the system, and
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Q is a two-state partition function of the system relative to the ground state. The

enthalpy of the system is

H = H% + fº4AHHB (4.7)

where H* is the absolute enthalpy of the ground of the system. The heat capacity

of the system is

C, - AHHBöf,/ðT = (f)(1 – f.)AHäe/kTº (4.8)

Muller models the process of transferring a hydrophobic solute into water by

calculating the difference between two two-state hydrogen bonding systems, one

modeling the behavior of hydrogen bonds after the insertion of a solute, and one

modeling the behavior of hydrogen bonds before insertion. The contribution of

the reorganization of hydrogen bonding to the free energy, enthalpy, entropy, and

heat capacity of transfer is then approximately given by the change in free energy,

enthalpy, entropy, or heat capacity between the systems multiplied by the total

number of affected hydrogen bonding sites (such as the number or waters found in

the first shell).

AGreorganization F nhb(AGdistort + Gshell
-

Gbulk) (4.9)

AHreorganization - nhb(AHaistort + fbshellAHHBshell
-

fºbulkAHHB,bulk) (4.10)

-TASreorganization - AGreorganization — AHreorganization (4.11)

ACpreorganization - nhb(Cpshell
-

Cobulk) (4.12)

where n he is the number of affected hydrogen bonds, AGdistort = G.hell – Giulk, and

similarly AHäistort = Hjell – H.uk. Note that the heat capacity of reorganization
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does not depend on AGdistort and can be calculated without knowing the relative

energy scales of the two systems. Muller avoided the problem of finding the relative

free energies and concentrated on heat capacities.

Unlike Muller, the work of Lee and Graziano, and also Silverstein, et al. is fo–

cused on understanding the contribution of solvent reorganization to the complete

thermodynamics of solvation, not just heat capacity. In order to examine the en

thalpy and entropy of reorganization, they needed to connect these quantities with

their counterpart transfer quantities. We assume that the free energy of transfer

is the sum over the processes of forming an appropriate cavity in solution (cavity

formation) and then transferring the solute into the cavity and letting the water

relax (solute—ºcavity);

AGºransfer - AGcavity formation + AGsolute-cavity (4.13)

AGuransfer – AGcavity formation + Ebind + AGreorganization (4.14)

We assume that the enthalpy of transfer,

AHtransfer = P AVcavity formation + Ebind + AHreorganization (4.15)

Silverstein, and Lee and Graziano neglect the PAV contribution of the solute. While

this should be an extremely small contribution at ambient pressures, this needs to

be included explicitly in the MB model.

sº
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ASreorganization = nhb(ASdistort + |-Gohell + Gbulk +

fº4AHHBshell - fºahhb,bulk/T) (4.16)

ASreorganization = nhp (ASdistort # fºshellASHBshell – fºbulkASHB bulk — kAM) (4.17)

where AM is the mixing entropy between a shell and bulk system,

M = f; lin f, + (1 – f.) ln(1 – f.) (4.18)

AM = Mshell – Mbulk (4.19)

For a specific group of hydrogen bonds in solution this equilibrium can be converted

into a free energy. Then, a linear fit of the free energy's temperature dependence

yields an effective enthalpy and entropy of hydrogen bond formation for that group

of hydrogen bonds. The effective enthalpy and entropy of hydrogen bond formation

are not the average enthalpy or entropy of forming a hydrogen bond, but also have

elements of cooperativity folded into them (because hydrogen bonding is inherently a

cooperative process). Through these effective enthalpies and entropies of hydrogen

bond formation one can quantitate how and where the hydrogen bonding of the

solution changes upon the insertion of a series of different sizes of hydrophobic

solutes.

4.4 Hydrogen Bonding in Solution

In bulk phase MB water, water molecules participate in a two-dimensional network

of hydrogen bonds. The average number of hydrogen bonds made by each molecule
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Figure 4.1: A two-state model describes the temperature dependence of hydrogen

bond formation in bulk MB water. Shown are the average number of hydrogen

bonds made by bulk water (points) as a function of temperature, 0.18 × tº < 0.28,
and fit to a two-state model (line), with AH = –0.70 and AS/k = –3.01.

changes with temperature, and is nicely modeled by a two-state competition between

a made and broken bonding state. Figure 4.1 shows the fit of bulk hydrogen bonding

data from simulations to the two-state model for forming a hydrogen bond. Treating

each hydrogen bonding arm independently, with a single enthalpy and entropy of

hydrogen bond formation, we find good agreement between the model and simulation

data.

4.4.1 First—Shell Hydrogen Bonds Vary Widely in Charac
ter as a Function of Solute Size.

Examining the average number of hydrogen bonds made by waters in the first shell

of a solute and their temperature dependence, we see that nonpolar solutes have

ºsº
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Figure 4.2: Average number of hydrogen bonds made by waters in the first shell

around a solute and in bulk water as a function of temperature, 0.18 × t” < 0.28.

Note that hydrogen bonds around small solutes break faster than bulk water as

a function of increasing temperature, indicating a positive heat capacity for the

process of transferring waters from the bulk into the first shell around a solute. On

the other hand, larger solutes cause hydrogen bonds to break at all temperatures.

Solute diameters are given in the inset in units of lHB.

a great influence on the hydrogen bonds that a shell water can form. Figure 4.2

shows that large, flat hydrophobic solutes block the formation of hydrogen bonds in

the first shell, while small solutes can catalyze the formation of additional hydrogen

bonds.

In the past, a key question in the literature has been whether the total number

of hydrogen bonds formed around methane is more or less than in bulk water. The

result from simulations is model dependent (224, 195, 211, 225), and the present sim
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ulations can not address this issue as the the MB model is far from being atomically

accurate. However, the MB model is consistent with other models in that hydro

gen bonds adjacent to methane are more temperature sensitive than bulk hydrogen

bonds, and that it is this temperature dependence which defines the hydrophobic

effect for small nonpolar molecules [195, 104,146). Hydrogen bonds form adjacent to

a nonpolar solute in cold water, but break quickly with rising temperatures (see 0.7

lhe solute in Figure 4.2). Hydrogen bonds adjacent to large, flat nonpolar surfaces

are broken at all temperatures (87).

By looking at the temperature dependence of shell-water hydrogen bonding,

we can get an idea of how much a water gains by making a hydrogen bond. We

start by examining the equilibrium described in Equation 4.3. From the ratio of

populations at a given temperature (K(T)) we derive a free energy (Equation 4.4),

and by doing a linear fit of the free energy with respect to temperature, we can derive

an effective enthalpy and entropy of hydrogen bond formation (Equation 4.4). The

linear regressions usually have an r-squared value in excess of 0.99.

When this is done for the hydrogen bonding arms of the first-shell waters (and

thus consider all of the hydrogen bonding arms to be independent, even though in

the MB model each water connects three hydrogen bonding arms) we find that the

effective strength of a hydrogen bond changes with solute size (Figure 4.3). Both

the enthalpy and entropy follow a similar pattern. When the enthalpy of hydrogen

bond formation increases, the effective entropic cost of forming the hydrogen bond

also increases.
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Solute Diameter (IHB)
Bulk Water

0.7 1.1 1.5 2.0 4.0

AHHB 0.71 0.92; 0.98; 0.83; 0.66; 0.57

ASHB/k 3.0 3.9 4.3 : 3.8 3.2 3.0

Figure 4.3: Effective enthalpy and entropy of hydrogen bond formation in the two

state model as a function of solute size and in bulk water. Effective enthalpy and

entropies are from a least squares fit of the Monte Carlo data for the average number

of hydrogen bonds as a function of temperature with the two-state model predictions
of that data.
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Solute-Water Distance (IHB)

Figure 4.4: Solute—water pair correlation functions for the first solvent shell only.

Solute diameters are listed above each first shell peak in units of lHB.

The hydrogen bonding of first-shell waters becomes more cooperative near

dsolute=1. Both the effective enthalpy and entropy peak at dsolute=1, when the shell

waters are most oriented, and there is a transition in the free energy. The effective

enthalpy is not just the average enthalpy of a made hydrogen bond, but also has

Some elements of cooperativity folded into it. Thus, the peak at d.olute=1 shows

where the formation of hydrogen bonds are the most cooperative. We use the term

cooperativity because the effective enthalpy of a hydrogen bond is in excess of the

average hydrogen bond energy, so there must be some other relationship at work

that contributes to hydrogen bond formation.

The solute—water pair correlation functions show a substantial fluctuation in the

density of the first shell (Figure 4.4) which correlates with the cooperativity seen

in hydrogen bond formation. The height of the first peak in the pair correlation

function grows as solute size increases, up to about dolute=1. Beyond this size, the

height of the first-shell peak wanes to a bulk density value. The solute—water pair

correlation functions indicate a significant crowding of the first- shell waters near

*
-
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Figure 4.5: Effective enthalpy of the (Q) first, (O) second, and (V) third hydrogen
bonds for a first shell water are dependent on the solute surface curvature (inverse
solute diameter).

dsolute=1.

The effective enthalpy and entropy of forming hydrogen bonds around nonpolar

Solutes correlate with the enthalpy and entropy of transferring the nonpolar solute

into water. Hydrogen bond formation around small nonpolar molecules is marked

by a relative increase in effective enthalpy and entropic cost of bond formation,

compared with forming a hydrogen bond in bulk water. Likewise, small molecule

transfer is enthalpically favorable, but entropically costly [146]. Large nonpolar

Solvation is marked by a relative decrease in effective enthalpy of bond formation.

Similarly, large molecule transfer is enthalpically costly, but entropically favorable

[87].

We have also explored the effective hydrogen bond strength for bonds in the order

of formation, i.e. the strength of making the first hydrogen bond, a second hydrogen

bond and then a third hydrogen bond by examining the equilibrium between popu
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lations of waters with zero, one, two and three hydrogen bonds. If hydrogen bonds

formed independently, then the effective enthalpy for the bonds would all be the

same. However, we see that they do have different enthalpies; we see that hydrogen

bond formation is cooperative. Figure 4.5 shows the effective enthalpy of the first,

Second, and third hydrogen bond formation. In general, the effective enthalpy for

each hydrogen bond is larger than the enthalpy for bulk water (d,olute=0, solvent—

accessible curvature=2). However, when the water is adjacent to a very large solute,

the formation of a third hydrogen bond is effectively weaker. This is because it is so

difficult for a water in the first shell to make all three hydrogen bonds next to very

large solutes, and many of these are probably weak, bifurcated hydrogen bonds.

4.4.2 Hydrogen Bonds Between the First and Second Shell

Waters Behave Remarkably Normal.

If we distinguish between hydrogen bonds between first shell waters and shell—bulk

hydrogen bonds, we can show that the hydrogen bonds between first shell waters

account for most of the interesting character of shell water hydrogen bonding (as

seen in Figure 4.3). Figure 4.6 shows the effective enthalpy of forming the first

and second hydrogen bonds between first shell waters, and the effective enthalpy

of forming a first shell—bulk hydrogen bond for first shell waters. Note that the

effective enthalpy of forming a shell—bulk hydrogen bond does not depend on the

size of the hydrophobic solute, while the shell-shell hydrogen bonding enthalpies

fluctuate dramatically. This model indicates that shell-shell hydrogen bonds are

****
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Figure 4.6: Effective enthalpy for making (Ö) the first shell-shell hydrogen bond,
(O) the second shell-shell hydrogen bond, and (V) the first shell-bulk hydrogen
bond as a function of the solute surface curvature (inverse solute diameter).

the most cooperative and it shows how this cooperativity is affected by the size of

the hydrophobic solute.

4.4.3 Cooperativity in the MB Model Hydrogen Bonding is
Due to Geometric Restrictions on Shell Waters

The cooperativity that we see in figures 4.3–4.6 can be easily explained. At d.olute=1,

the solute's ordering of the shell water increases the chance of favorable hydrogen

bonding. Shell waters adjacent to solutes of this size mostly straddle the solute

(9 = 60 in Figure 3.4B). This puts the shell waters in the perfect orientation for

the formation of an extended network of hydrogen-bonded shell waters around the

Solute. If hydrogen bond formation was cooperative, it would explain the peak in

the two-state effective enthalpy of hydrogen bond formation (Figure 4.3), the peak

that is seen only for hydrogen bond enthalpies between first shell waters (Figure
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4.6), and the peak in the first shell pair correlation function (Figure 4.4). This

effect would also be expected for liquid water, because solutes would orient the shell

waters into a straddling position, which would be conducive to the formation of

an extended network of hydrogen-bonded shell waters around the solute. Such an

increase in the apparent strength of shell-shell water hydrogen bonding has been

detected in other simulations (226). However, the free energy of transfer in the MB

model is not affected because the enthalpy and entropy changes are compensating.

Compensation in hydrogen bonding has also been seen in other simulations (126).

4.4.4 Hydrogen Bonding and the Heat Capacity of Transfer

Several proposals have linked the heat capacity of transfer to changes in solution

hydrogen bonding. A two-state model for shell hydrogen bonding can reproduce the

temperature dependence of the solvation heat capacity nicely [108, 110, 113, 114,

109]. But rather than focus on the fit of this model for a single solute, here we

use temperature and solute size to further probe the correlation between hydrogen

bonding and the heat capacity of transfer.

While no solvation shell analysis has been performed for the transfer heat ca

pacity, the local concentration of excess energy around the solute indicates that a

hydration shell model may also be able to capture the hydrophobic effect's heat

capacity. The two-state models of Muller (108), and Lee and Graziano [110] are

especially attractive because they attempt to connect the solvation heat capacity

to changes in solution hydrogen bonding without adjustable parameters. Unlike
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the entropy and enthalpy which require other free parameters, the heat capacity in

a two-state model is simply a function of the enthalpy difference between the two

states, made and broken hydrogen bonds.

Previous work had shown that the heat capacity of transferring large nonpolar

solutes into MB water was nearly zero or even negative, unlike the heat capacity of

transferring small nonpolar solutes which was large and positive. Comparison of the

effective enthalpies of hydrogen bond formation and the heat capacity of solvation

in the two-state model with transfer heat capacity shows a significant correlation

with the solute size, again validating earlier work.

The heat capacity of transfer reflects changes in shell-water hydrogen bonding.

We propose that the variation in the heat capacity of transfer is largely due to

the temperature sensitivity of the shell-water hydrogen bonding adjacent to a hy

drophobic solute. Given that heat capacity is simply the change in enthalpy with

respect to a change in temperature CPtr- ÖH/ðT, and more specifically it is the

difference between shell-waters' and bulk-waters' change in enthalpy with tempera

ture (ACP.tr = 6H,hell/öT-6 Hºule/6T), any increase in the temperature sensitivity

of the shell-waters’ hydrogen bonding (an increase in ÖH,hell/öT)should manifest

itself as a positive heat capacity. An increased temperature sensitivity means that

more hydrogen bonds than usual are being broken with increasing temperature.

Bulk hydrogen bonding in the MB model is sensitive to temperature (146], but

shell-shell hydrogen bonds are even more temperature sensitive for solutes with

deolute s 1.4. In Figure 4.3 we see that the effective entropy for shell-water hydrogen
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bonding is strongly dependent on the solute curvature, but generally increases up to

dsolute=1.1. Moreover, as Figure 4.6 shows, it is really just the shell-shell hydrogen

bonds that are changing in character. Thus, transferring a hydrophobic solute into

water causes many of these very temperature sensitive shell-shell hydrogen bonds

to be formed, and leads to a large, positive heat capacity of transfer. When the

formation of hydrogen bonds between first shell waters becomes less enthalpically

favorable (Figure 4.6), less of the temperature sensitive shell-shell hydrogen bonds

form. When this happens, the heat capacity of transfer falls (we see that this drop in

value coincides with the fall of the effective shell—shell bond enthalpy at d.olute=1.4).

The reason a hydrophobic interface has a heat capacity near zero is because there

aren't any sensitive shell hydrogen bonds to break — they've already been broken,

giving a large, positive enthalpy for the process — and all of the hydrogen bonds

that are left are very similar to bulk ones (like the shell—bulk hydrogen bonds of

Figure 4.6).

4.5 An Ising Model of the Hydrophobic Effect

Given that much of the hydrophobic effect physics is concentrated in the first shell

of water around a solute, it may be possible to build a simple model which incorpo

rates these geometric constraints on this first shell that can reproduce the observed

hydrophobic structuring and thermodynamics. The key physical interaction in the

system is the hydrogen bonding between waters. A zeroth order approximation

might treat each shell water independently, with an entropic cost defined by an in
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tegration over available angle space. However, such an approach does not capture

the cooperativity (see above) between waters that is seen in the MB model.

A better approach would be to consider the inherent connectivity of first shell

waters through an Ising model formalism. Ising model have been used to great suc

cess in modeling the cooperativity of the helix-coil transition seen in peptides. Here

we model the one-dimensional ring of first-shell waters around a two-dimensional

Solute, with an extra closure to include the interaction of the first water with the

last water. Results in one-dimension could also be extended to the two-dimensional

case of a solvent shell around a three-dimensional solute. Ideally, the model would

be for a solute of arbitrary shape.

Two simulation results suggest that the interactions of the first-shell waters can

be treated as separable from the bulk fluid (all other molecules). First, first-shell to

bulk hydrogen bonds are relatively unaffected by the presence of a solute. Second,

the average interaction energy of a shell water with the bulk is rotationally isotropic

(see Figure 4.7), indicating that a mean force potential (227) may be sufficient. Here

we use a mean force chemical potential and binding energy to titrate the density of

the first shell and average interaction energies with the bulk.

4.5.1 The Ising Matrix Method

An Ising model is constructed for the first shell of waters around a solute, as de

scribed in Figure 4.8. The individual states of the partition function are defined by

four variables including: (1) angles - 13, the number of angular orientations a shell
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Figure 4.7: Shown are the average binding energies of a shell water with bulk water

for a given orientation of the shell water with respect to the central solute. The

average interaction energy of a shell water with bulk water is rotationally isotropic.

Thus, a mean force potential can be used to describe the interaction of first shell
waters with the rest of the solution.
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water can have, (2) lateral translation - 7, the number of distances a shell water can

be laterally displaced from the center of a water site, (3) radial translation - 9, the

number of distances a shell water can be radially displaced from the center of a wa

ter site, and (4) radial width, the radius which defines the first shell of solvent, the

first minimum in the solute-water pair distribution function from simulations. The

MB model potentials are used to calculate molecular interactions, and in addition, a

chemical potential and bulk energy are defined. Together with the temperature, the

solute shape, and the total number of water sites around the solute, these variables

define the partition function for the system.

=(n,p,T) =XXQ(n, M.T)e^*-*) (4.20)
M

where,

Q(n, M, T) = XD e-'ºs- (4.21)
Sequences

The conditional probabilities of the states are defined by the energy of those con

figurations:

EAB = EAlbaeighbor + EA solute interaction + EAbulk interaction (4.22)

EAIvoid = EA solute interaction + EAbulk interaction (4.23)

EvoialA = 0 (4.24)

and pu is chosen so that the average density matches the Monte Carlo result for the

density of the first shell.
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Preliminary results indicate that this simple model can reproduce the observed

hydrophobic structuring. Shell water angular distributions, radial distributions,

and hydrogen bond statistics were used to evaluate the model. Figure 4.9 shows

the agreement between MB simulation results and the Ising model. It is clear from

these results that the simple geometric boundary conditions that a solute introduces

directly results in hydrophobic structuring around the solute. Further work, now

in progress, will attempt to extend this formalism to treat the thermodynamics of

Solvation and investigate its connection to structuring in solution around a nonpolar

solute.

4.6 Conclusions

Hydrophobic solutes have a substantial influence on the structure of nearby water

and the hydrogen bonds that they form. Hydrogen bonds between first-shell waters

are most strongly perturbed by a solute, while first—shell to second-shell hydrogen

bonds exhibit little solute dependence. In general, the transfer enthalpy and entropy

correlate with effective enthalpy and entropy of hydrogen bond formation. It appears

that a nonpolar solute's heat capacity of transfer also originates from perturbations

in shell hydrogen bonding. The Muller two-state model calculates heat capacities

from simple a count of made and broken hydrogen bonds, and this model reproduces

the solute size dependence of the transfer heat capacity. Other work investigated

modeling the first solvent shell through an Ising model formalism. A simple Ising

model approach can reproduce hydrophobic solvent structuring from the simple
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Figure 4.9: Structural agreement between Ising model (squares) and Monte Carlo
simulation results (lines) for MB hydrophobic solvation. (A) Temperature depen
dence of hydrophobic ordering for shell waters around a 0.7 lib solute (black,
t"=0.18, green, t’=0.24, red, t”=0.28). As temperature increases, orientational or

dering of shell waters decreases. (B) Temperature dependence of hydrogen bond

formation in the first shell. As temperatures increase the average number of hy

drogen bonds made between waters in the first shell decreases. (C) Solute-water
pair distribution function for first shell waters as a function of temperature (black,
t"=0.18, green, t'=0.24, red, t'=0.28). (D) Size dependence (diameter 0.7 lib so
lute in black, 3.0 lib solute in red) of orientational ordering of first shell waters at

t"=0.18 is shown. Waters near flatter hydrophobic surfaces have less structuring.

(E) Average number of hydrogen bonds between waters in the first shell as a func
tion of solute size is shown. Fewer hydrogen bonds are formed near flat hydrophobic
surfaces.
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Chapter 5

Cavity Formation in Water and a

Two-Dimensional Model of Water

5.1 Abstract

Solvation in water involves opening up a cavity and inserting a solute into it. Much

is known about the formation of such cavities in water from theory and simulation,

but important questions remain, either because of limited sampling or simplifying

approximations in existing model studies. What is the size distribution, particularly

of large cavities? How closely does this distribution in water resemble that of simpler

model liquids? We address these questions using NPT Monte Carlo simulations of

a statistical mechanical model, the 2-dimensional Mercedes Benz model, chosen

because it circumvents the computational sampling limitations of more detailed

models. In agreement with previous work, we find that the formation of small

cavities in water occurs through Gaussian fluctuations in liquid density, and that the

thermodynamics resembles that of hard disk fluids. However large cavity formation
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in water is different than in hard disk fluids, and large density fluctuations have

non-Gaussian statistics. It is less costly to open large cavities in MB water than

Gaussian models would predict.

5.2 Introduction

Aqueous solvation is important in chemistry and biology. Solvation involves first

opening a cavity in water, and then inserting a solute into that cavity. Much is

known about cavity formation in simple liquids, such as hard spheres or Lennard

Jones fluids. A substantial body of recent work focuses on how cavities in water

differ from those in simpler liquids.

In summary, cavities in liquids are mostly small; the population decreases mono

tonically with cavity size. In simple liquids, the opposition to cavity growth comes

from two factors. First, creating a large hole in a liquid is enthalpically unfavorable

because of the breaking of noncovalent contacts among the molecules and doing

work against external pressure by growing the volume. Second, creating a large hole

is entropically unfavorable because it is unlikely to occur in a random distribution

of particle positions. We call these two terms the “simple cavity costs”. These are

the determinants of cavity formation free energies in simple liquids.

There has been considerable discussion about whether these are also the main

driving forces for cavity formation in water. Because water molecules are structured

in the first solvation shell around certain solutes, two additional factors are some

times regarded as important for water as a solvent. First, there is an additional
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entropy, due to water ordering in the first solvation shell, as originally identified by

Frank and Evans in the “iceberg’ model (94], that opposes cavity growth. Second,

there is an additional enthalpy, from stronger hydrogen bonding among neighboring

waters in the first solvation shell than occurs in the bulk, that favors cavity growth.

We call these the “excess water costs”.

BK Lee has argued that the excess water costs are approximately zero because

the excess water entropy approximately cancels the excess water enthalpy (120, 121,

122], implying that the main thermodynamic costs of forming a cavity in water are

the same as in simpler liquids. The foundation of this argument is the success in

computing the free energy of cavity formation in water from scaled particle theory

(SPT) [131, 132, 133, 119). In this view, water simply acts like a hard-sphere

liquid of small molecular size [121, 228]. This view is supported by some computer

simulations (135, 229, 230, 127, 85). But other groups have suggested that the

success of SPT in modeling water is fortuitous (134, 231], or have yielded mixed

results [123, 136, 207, 232, 233,234]. For example, Stillinger noted that SPT gives

the wrong temperature dependence for cavity formation (134].

This question can be addressed by knowing the probability distribution of cavity

sizes and its temperature dependence. In 1990, Pohorille and Pratt showed that

the distribution of cavity sizes in water was unusually narrow (123, 124]. They

regarded this as a consequence of the orientational structuring of water, supporting

the classical iceberg model. On the other hand, since simple fluids are expected to

have Gaussian distributions of cavity sizes, fits of computer simulations of water
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[138, 8, 143] that show Gaussian distributions support the view water cavities are

simple. Moreover, Chandler has shown (208] that assuming a Gaussian form leads

to the Pratt and Chandler theory [140) of the hydrophobic effect, and in general, to

a mean spherical approximation solution to the Ornstein-Zernike equation.

The results above pertain to small cavities. Large cavities are not so well under

stood. There is recent evidence that principles of large cavity formation are different

than for small cavities [87, 160, 161]. In particular, first-shell waters have different

geometric constraints around large cavities than around small ones (87). Informa

tion theory approximations that apply to small cavity formation overestimate the

work of large cavity formation [161]. Lum, Chandler, and Weeks have proposed an

interpolation between the small and large cavity regimes by including constraints of

both length scales to generate modified Gaussian probability functions (141]. But

data from Lennard-Jones liquids [161] indicates that large cavity formation in water

probably does not occur with Gaussian probabilities.

Here, we are interested in the thermodynamics of cavity formation vs cavity size

in water, in comparison to simpler liquids. We are interested in: (1) how cavity

formation in water is different than in simple fluids, (2) the differences between

small and large cavities, and (3) what contribution the structuring of water makes

to the thermodynamics of solvation in water. Cavities in water have been studied

extensively by detailed atomic simulations. But the opening of large cavities involves

extremely improbable events that are difficult to sample adequately in detailed

model simulations. We are interested in the shapes of the tails of the probability
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distributions, and in the temperature-dependent components of the free energy,

such as entropies. Whereas all-atom models retain atomic details at the expense

of more limited sampling, the issues of interest here are ones that require robust

sampling, but where atomic detail is less important. Hence we use the MB model of

water, in which cavities, particularly large ones, can be studied without the sampling

uncertainties that can be problematic in other model simulations.

5.3 Methods

5.3.1 MB Model

We use the Mercedes Benz (MB) model of water [146], a simple two-dimensional

(2-D) model, originally developed by Ben-Naim [145]. Each MB water molecule

is a two-dimensional disk having three hydrogen bonding arms, arranged as in the

Mercedes Benz logo. There are two types of interactions between any two water

molecules. First, there is a hydrogen bonding interaction that favors the colinear

alignment of one arm of one water molecule with one arm of another water. The

hydrogen bond energy is a Gaussian function of the distance between the two water

centers, and a Gaussian function of the orientation of the hydrogen bonding arms,

i and j, on two different waters with respect to the vector connecting the two water

centers, ü:

UHB F & HB G(ri;
-

lhb)
-
G(i. ■ ;

-

1)
-
G(j. ■ ; + 1) (5.1)
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where G(x) = exp(-a”/20°) is a Gaussian function, the optimal hydrogen bond

length is lib = 1, the optimal hydrogen bond energy is €HB = -1, rij describes the

distance between the two molecular centers, and o = 0.085. There is no distinction

between hydrogen bond donors or acceptors. Hydrogen bonding is strongest when

the arms of two different water molecules are pointed directly at each other. The

width, o, of the Gaussian functions are chosen to be narrow enough to disfavor, but

not prevent, the formation of bifurcated hydrogen bonds.

Second, water molecules also interact through a Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential:

ULj(rij) = 4.(#)"
-

(#) (5.2)

where él, and alj are the Lennard-Jones well-depth and radius. We use olj = 0.7 lib

and eL = 0.1 eae.

Nonpolar solutes are modeled as LJ disks that have no hydrogen bonding arms.

The solute is dilute so it interacts only with water molecules. A nonpolar solute is

represented by two parameters, olj, which defines the radius of the solute, and él,

which defines the solute's intermolecular potential with water molecules. Solutes

have the same LJ well depth as the MB waters, e, , = 0.1 ena. For very large solutes,

the standard Lorentz-Berthelot geometric combining rules (213) give unrealistically

broad potentials. To avoid this, we limit olj in the potential to old,max, and offset

rij by the difference,

Tij GLJ S GLJ,max
Tij - (5.3)

rij - (olj – GLJ.max) all 2 old,max
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where oljimax = 1.0.

We are mainly interested in cavity formation in MB water. Cavities are circular

regions of fluid containing no water molecules. To model simple cavity costs, we

define a ‘hard cavity” as arising from a disk of a given radius:

Oo ri; SOHC
Uhardcavity(rij) = (5.4)

0 rij > OHC

where ohc is the sum of radii of two interacting molecules. Other cavity definitions

are possible [83], but the hard cavity is the most relevant for comparing with existing

molecular theories in this area. For the interaction of a hard cavity with other

molecules, we define the hard core size for each molecule in terms of it's olj.

The limitations of the MB model are obvious: it is 2-dimensional, hydrogen bond

donors are not distinguished from acceptors, there is no atomic detail or polarizabil

ity, and electrostatics is not included. Nevertheless, this model has the virtues that:

(1) it is based on a structure-based partition function, (2) because it is 2-dimensional,

we have less configurational space to sample, which permits good convergence for

the subtle properties of interest here, and (3) we believe it captures the essential

physics of nonpolar solvation in water, namely Lennard-Jones attractions and repul

sions, and an orientation-dependence that stems from hydrogen bonding. The MB

model has previously been shown to qualitatively predict the volume anomalies for

pure water – a density minimum, a negative thermal expansion coefficient, and a

minimum in the isothermal compressibility [146). It also predicts the trends for the

temperature dependence of the free energy, entropy, enthalpy, heat capacity, and
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volume change of hydrophobic solute transfer (146].

5.3.2. Water Phase

We perform Monte Carlo simulations on MB water at constant NPT, using pe

riodic boundary conditions and the minimum-image convention. Details can be

found elsewhere (146). In a typical simulation run, 120 MB water molecules were

equilibrated and statistics were gathered over 10° steps. One step represents an at

tempted translation or rotation. Simulations were performed at a reduced pressure

P*=0.19 (P*= kBT/l}, s|ehb|)and reduced temperature t”=0.18 (t”= kBT/|éhb|),

unless otherwise noted. MB water has its density maximum at tº-0.18, and it un

dergoes a freezing transition at about tº-0.16 (215). The range of temperatures we

explore, as being representative of liquid water, is 0.18 st’s 0.28.

5.3.3 Thermodynamics of Cavity Formation and Solute In

sertion

The Widom insertion process (216) is used to find the free energy, enthalpy, entropy,

and heat capacity of solute transfer and cavity formation. Block averaging was used

to estimate errors. The free energy of cavity formation is also calculated from the

distribution of cavity sizes in a liquid. The error in this free energy is estimated from

a control calculation for finding a cavity of “negative radius”. That is, if a point

in space is located inside the molecule, rather than in free space outside, we call it

a cavity of negative radius [124]. The expected distribution is calculated from the
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density and shape of molecules in the simulation, and compared with the sampled

distribution. The standard deviations of these two distributions is then used to

determine the significance of large cavity events. We gathered statistics over 10°

steps. This allows us to determine free energies for cavities up to a radius of 1.2 lib

for MB water.

5.3.4 Hard Disk Phase

We compare the behavior of MB water to a hard disk fluid having the same repulsive

potential (Equation 5.4). Hard disk simulations were performed at constant NPT.

For the hard-disk system, ohc was chosen to have the same value as the Lennard

Jones size parameter from MB water, olj, MB water. The pressure was adjusted so

the phase was at the same density as MB water at a given temperature. The hard

disk phase is a fluid and has no liquid-vapor phase transition.

5.3.5 Lennard-Jones Fluid in Two Dimensions

We also compared both models above to a Lennard-Jones (LJ) liquid. 2-D LJ

molecules only exist as a liquid within a narrow range of densities and temperatures

(235, 236), which unfortunately does not overlap with the MB water density range.

This means that the free energy of cavity formation from scaled particle theory

(see below) cannot be tested against both MB water simulations and LJ liquid

simulations under identical density conditions. So we study cavity formation in an

LJ fluid at its liquid density, and compare with theoretical predictions and hard disk
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simulations at the same density.

5.3.6 SPT in two-dimensions

We also compare cavity simulations with predictions from 2-dimensional scaled par

ticle theory (SPT) [131, 237,238,239). SPT can be used to predict the energetics of

hard cavity creation in a hard disk fluid, given the density and sizes of the particles.

The main result of SPT is a polynomial expression for the free energy of cavity

formation, AGcavity, in terms of the cavity radius,

pA22TpR1R2
(1 – pal)”1 – pal (5.5)AGcavity = -kT ln(1 – pai) + kT ( ) + kT

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute temperature, p is the density

of the fluid, R1 and R2 are the radii of particles of type 1 (the solvent) and 2

(the solute), and A1 and A2 are the particle areas, respectively. This results in an

approximate equation of state for a two-dimensional fluid of hard disks where the

two-dimensional hard disk pressure, pHD, is (240)

-
p

The changes in entropy and enthalpy for a cavity insertion at constant pressure

are

TAScavity – –AGcavity + Pambient A2 + O. (5.7)

AHcavity = pambient A2 + 0. (5.8)

where pambient is the pressure of the fluid, and

O = opAikTº 2TopR, R2kT* , op(1 + p.A1)A2kT”
1 – pal (1 – pal)” (1 – pal)*
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where o is the thermal expansion coefficient of the fluid. The heat capacity of cavity

formation at constant pressure, AC, , is given by

ôAHcavi 6AC,..., - ** = } (5.10)

For hard disks at constant pressure, the contribution of the A2 terms to the en

tropy are zero. This leads to an expression for olid, the thermal expansion coefficient

for a hard disk fluid:

-
1 1 – pal

ahd = F ( #) (5.11)

In the limit as the solute size grows large, 3-dimensional SPT becomes dominated

by two terms: (1) a pressure-volume term, in which the free energy scales as r",

and (2) a surface tension-area term, in which the free energy scales as r". In our

2-dimensional model, we have corresponding r” and r terms. That is, in three

dimensions SPT gives

AGavity as constant + Y(4TR}) + p(4/3TR}) (5.12)

where Y has units of surface tension and p has units of pressure. The 2-dimensional

equivalent is

AGavity = constant + A(2TR2) + p(TR}) (5.13)

where X has units of line tension and p has units of 2-dimensional pressure.

A key issue has been: what pressure should be used in the pW term (the pa term

in a 2-dimensional system)? The two main choices have been the ambient pressure,

or the hard-disk pressure. The latter is much larger than the former. In 1963,
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Pierotti used the ambient solution pressure of water (241, 133]. Stillinger refined the

application of SPT using the structure of real water, also using the ambient solution

pressure (134). Later work used either the ambient pressure [123, 124, 139, 234] or

left out the pressure term entirely [119, 135, 207, 233].

In contrast, here we model MB water using the hard disk fluid pressure and

the surface tension that is approximated by the equation of state in Equations 5.5

and 5.6. While clearly the pressure must approach the ambient pressure for large

cavity sizes [134], nevertheless, we find a changeover in the physics, so that a single

SPT-type polynomial does not describe both small and large cavity formation free

energies. We find that small cavity formation in MB water is more accurately

predicted by the hard disk pressure in the SPT model of water. The prior success

of some SPT modeling would appear to validate the use of the ambient pressure,

but this can be an artifact of the high sensitivity of SPT to its parameters solvent

size and density, which are often taken as adjustable (242).

5.4 Results: Small Cavities in MB Water and

Hard Disk Phases

Like Pratt and Pohorille (123, 124], we observe that there are more cavities of small

size (diameter × 0.3 lib) in water than in a simpler fluid, i.e., a fluid of hard disks

the size and density of MB water. And we observe that the width of the distribution

of cavity sizes is narrower in MB water than in the hard disk fluid (inset of Figure

5.1). In addition, there may be a small effect of hydrogen bonding, consistent with
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earlier studies [123, 124, 127].

However, these features of water have only a small effect on the free energy of

forming a solvent-sized cavity. This is shown in Figure 5.1, for the free energy of

cavity formation as a function of cavity size in both the hard disk fluid and MB

water. And both MB water and the hard disk fluid have nearly identical Gaussian

probability distributions of fluid densities, as shown in Figure 5.2. Cavity distribu

tions in water are about the same as in the hard disk fluid. Hence, in our model,

as in BK Lee's predictions, cavity formation is dominated by simple cavity costs,

rather than excess water costs, provided that the cavity is small (having a volume

no larger than a few water molecules).

While the free energy of cavity formation in MB water and the hard disk fluid

are the same, the entropy, enthalpy, and heat capacity of cavity formation are not.

But SPT reproduces these differences for small cavities, and for water, SPT repro

duces the iceberg-like thermodynamics of cavity formation. In the SPT model, the

entropy of cavity formation in MB water is modeled using the experimental thermal

expansion coefficient of MB water in Equation 5.7 and the ambient pressure of MB

water in the enthalpy expression, Equation 5.8. This SPT entropy is in reasonable

agreement with the MB water entropy of cavity formation for small cavities (Figure

5.3). The key difference between MB water and the hard disk fluids comes from

magnitude of water's thermal expansion coefficient. Using the experimental value

of a for MB water implicitly accounts for iceberg-like structural ordering in SPT.

Consistent with Lee's prediction (121], we find that water's unusual thermal ex
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Figure 5.1: The free energy of forming a hard cavity of a given size in MB water

(solid black line) and a hard disk solution (dashed grey line). The inset shows the
probability of finding a hard cavity of a given size (Pavity) in MB water (solid black
line) and a hard disk solution (dashed grey line) at tº-0.18. Despite differences in
the distribution of cavity sizes (inset) in MB water and a hard disk solution, the
MB water potential has only a subtle influence on cavity formation free energies.

The probability of finding very small cavities in MB water is larger than that for

a hard disk solution. Pohorille and Pratt describe this behavior as a key difference

between water and other non-hydrogen bonding fluids [123].
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Figure 5.2: The probability of finding a given number of solvent molecules within a

selected area (Pn), radius 2.5 lib, in MB water (solid black line) a hard disk solution
(dashed grey line), and predicted by a Gaussian fit (dotted light grey line) using
the first two moments of number fluctuations in MB water. Density fluctuations in

both fluids are well-predicted by a singular Gaussian function, illustrating that an

information theory approach is also useful for describing MB water.
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pansion coefficient contributes to the anomalous entropy of the hydrophobic effect,

but makes no contribution to the free energy of cavity formation. Unlike previous

implementations of SPT which predicted an incorrect temperature dependence, the

present formulation predicts the correct entropy of cavity formation. Even the large

positive heat capacity of the formation of small cavities, one of the key hallmarks

of the hydrophobic effect, is reproduced qualitatively by SPT for MB water (see

Figure 5.4).

One question is whether it is appropriate to compare these hard disk and wa

ter simulations directly, since they are performed at very different pressures. Any

enthalpic pressure-area work in water is overestimated by the hard disk solution

pressure (136]. Would ambient pressure be more appropriate for determining the

excluded volume contribution of the water at atmospheric pressure (231]? Shimizu

has argued that the volume dependence of the chemical potential is negligibly small,

and thus that it is misleading to utilize a large pressure to describe water (231]. But

he incorrectly combines Helmholtz with Gibbs free energies in his thermodynamic

cycle. We find that the hard disk pressure is more appropriate than the ambient

pressure for describing the pV work of cavity creation in MB water.

For non-cohesive liquids such as the hard disk fluid, the volumetric term pambientV

in Equation 5.12 is purely enthalpic. However, we find that the equivalent of the

volumetric term (the area term) in 2-D cohesive liquids, MB water and a LJ liquid,

also has an entropic component. This is the reason that the corresponding pressure

must be higher, p = pHD, rather than p = pambient. Similar regressions by Pohorille
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Figure 5.3: The entropic component (–TAS) of cavity formation in MB water (solid
black line), a hard disk fluid (solid grey line), and as predicted by SPT for MB water
(dashed black line) and a hard disk fluid (dotted black line) at tº-0.18 as a function
of cavity radius. SPT is a good model for hard disks over all cavity sizes, and a

good model for small cavities in water, but SPT fails for large cavities in MB water.
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Figure 5.4: The heat capacity of cavity formation in MB water (solid black line),
a hard disk fluid (solid grey line), and as predicted by SPT for MB water (dashed
black line) and a hard disk fluid (dotted black line) at tº-0.18. ACe, cavity for MB
water is very different than for the hard disk fluid. SPT does not model ACP, cavity
well for MB water.
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and Pratt on TIP4P water also yielded a very large pressure value [123], indicating

that cavity formation free energies in 3-D water also have a volume dependent term

larger than just the the enthalpic pressure-volume work.

In their seminal work on cavity formation in water, Pratt and Pohorille showed

interesting differences between water and n-hexane cavities [123, 124]. But n-hexane

is not a simple liquid. Density fluctuations in polymer fluids are non-Gaussian

(243]. It is easier to find molecular-sized cavities in polymer fluids than in hard

sphere fluids. We favor a simpler comparison, namely between water and a hard

disk liquid the size and density of water. On this basis, we find little difference

between water and the simpler fluid. Our results for opening a small cavity in water

are consistent with Lee's view that it is governed by simple cavity costs, the same

as would be found in simpler liquids.

5.5 Large Cavities in MB Water are Not Well De

scribed by the Hard Disk Model

While small cavities in MB water are well modeled as cavities in a high-pressure

hard-disk fluid, large cavities are different, in LJ liquids (161], in MB water (87), and

in SPC/E water simulations [160). For example the thermodynamics of transfer

of a nonpolar solute into MB water depend on solute size (87). The aversion of

small solutes for water is entropic, causing ordering of waters in the first shell.

The aversion of large solutes for water is enthalpic, causing water-water hydrogen

bonds to break in the first shell. The details of this changeover in mechanism are
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undoubtedly model dependent, but such changeovers are possible in all liquids that

exhibit a liquid-gas phase transition [161].

For water, we find such a changeover, as a function of cavity size, in the physical

mechanism of creating a cavity. Figure 5.5 compares the free energy of cavity for

mation in MB water versus a hard disk fluid, as a function of solute size. For small

Solutes, the curves coincide. For large cavities (> 0.65 lib), the curves diverge. For

hard disks, there is a single mechanism of cavity creation, indicated by a square-law

dependence of the free energy on cavity radius for all solute sizes. By contrast, the

free energy of large cavity formation in MB water grows nearly linearly with cavity

radius. In MB water, it becomes increasingly less expensive, in free energy terms,

to open large cavities.

The temperature dependence of cavity formation gives useful insights (Figure

5.6). In MB water, the free energy of forming a large cavity is linearly dependent

on temperature, resembling the temperature dependence of the experimental sur

face tension of water [150). In MB water, the free energy of large cavity formation

is enthalpically unfavorable and entropically favorable (Figure 5.3), due to hydro

gen bond breakage (87). In contrast, the temperature dependence of small cavity

formation is more complex, resembling the solvation of small hydrophobic molecules.

The cost of creating cavities in a hard disk fluid grows as the product of the

hard disk pressure and the cavity area. The cost of creating small cavities in MB

water is similar to that in a hard disk fluid. If we characterize the 2-D cavity free

energy as SPT does in terms of r and r* terms, AGcavity = constant + ar- br”, then
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Figure 5.5: AGcavity versus cavity size, at tº-0.18. The free energy of forming small
cavities in water (black line) coincides with the free energy of cavity formation in the
hard disk fluid (grey line), while the free energy of forming large cavities diverges
(> 0.65 lib). The hard disk cavity free energies are for a hard disk fluid the density
of an MB water solution at tº—0.18, as in figure 5.1. Hard disk cavity free energies
grow as the square of the radius over the whole range of cavity sizes.
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Figure 5.6: AGcavity versus cavity size, at different temperatures. The free energy
of small cavity formation grows as the square of the radius, while the free energies
of cavity formation for large cavities are roughly linear and parallel as a function of

increasing temperature (t”=0.18, 0.20, 0.22, 0.24, and 0.26; see figure inset). These
parallel free energies of large cavity formation resemble surface tension physics,
where the free energy is linearly dependent on temperature. The hard disk solution

cavity free energies (solid grey line) are for a hard disk solution the density of an
MB water solution at t”=0.18, as in figure 5.1. Hard disk cavity free energies grow
as the square of the radius over the whole range of cavity sizes.
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hard disk cavity costs are dominated by the brº term for all cavity sizes. MB water

has a large brº term only for small cavities, where hard disk and MB water cavity

formation free energies are similar. Regression of small cavity free energies by Pratt

and Pohorille also found a large brº dependence (123). Regressions of large cavity

formation free energies yield brº as pambient Tr”. This result matches the large cavity

dependence predicted by Stillinger and others [134, 141].

SPT has been applied to water using a single polynomial expression over the

full range of solute sizes (241, 134]. But here we show that there are two mecha

nisms of cavity formation in MB water, and two different polynomials are required.

Many systems are bounded by such polynomial expressions (244). In the small

cavity mechanism, which also applies to hard disk fluids, the free energy grows as

the equivalent hard-disk-pressure/area work in two dimensions. The free energy of

creating larger cavities grows as the ambient pressure multiplied by the cavity area

and a strong surface tension (hydrogen bond breaking) term (Figure 5.7) (245).

Moreover, we find that unlike small density fluctuations, large density fluctua

tions in MB water are not well described by Gaussian statistics. A similar conclusion

has been found for Lennard Jones fluids (161). Figure 5.8 shows the result of um

brella sampling large density fluctuations in the MB model. The free energy of cavity

formation is related to the probability of finding zero waters within a cavity area of

a given size. Where the free energy of cavity formation in MB water diverges from

hard disk behavior, the density fluctuations diverge from the Gaussian distribution.

This has also been seen in simulations of a Lennard-Jones liquid (161). In particular,
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Figure 5.7: Free energy of transfer, AGºransfer (solid black line), and cavity forma

tion, AGCavity (dashed grey line), as a function of radius at tº-0.18. While cavity
formation appears to grow first as cavity area then linearly with radius, transfer

free energy appears to grow almost linearly with radius for both small and large so

lutes, but with different slopes. For small solute transfer free energies, this behavior

appears to be due to the peculiarities of using a Lennard-Jones potential.
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Figure 5.8: The probability of finding a given number of solvent molecules within

a given cavity area in MB water (solid black line) and predicted by a Gaussian
fit (dashed grey line) using the first two moments of number fluctuations in MB

water as in Figure 5.2. Cavities containing small numbers of water molecules do not

exhibit Gaussian statistics. The Gaussian fit severely underestimates the probability

of finding an empty cavity.
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large cavities in MB water are much more probable than a Gaussian approximation

would predict (246). Information theory approaches rely on the Gaussian behavior

of density fluctuations to predict cavity formation free energies (138, 8), but this

assumption does not hold for large density fluctuations.

5.6 Conclusions

We have studied the physics of cavity formation in the Mercedes Benz 2-dimensional

model of water, based on NPT Monte Carlo simulations. We find that there are two

distinct mechanisms of cavity formation, one that applies to small cavities and one

that applies to large cavities. The growth of small cavities is opposed by the enthalpy

of pressure-area work and an entropy due to the probability of finding a cavity-sized

free space in a cohesive liquid. These are the same forces that apply to a hard

disk fluid. Additional enthalpy and entropy components exist which compensate,

that apply because of the complexity of water. Small density fluctuations are found

to be approximately Gaussian in the MB model, consistent with much previous

work in other models. Even though water molecules interact with an orientation

dependence, density fluctuations to create small cavities in the liquid are surprisingly

indistinguishable from fluctuations in a hard disk fluid. Hence the free energies of

creating small cavities in water are well-described, as in the SPT model, in terms of

an equivalent hard-disk model.

However, a different mechanism applies to large cavities in MB water. In

stead of paying a hard-disk-pressure/area cost, large cavities pay a smaller ambient
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pressure/area and a large surface enthalpic cost. Also, we find that large density

fluctuations are non-Gaussian in MB water. Such effects are not adequately treated

by SPT or information theory models of water.
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Chapter 6

Hydrophobic Interactions in the

MB model

6.1 Abstract

We study the potential of mean force (PMF) between two nonpolar solutes in the

MB model of water. Using NPT Monte Carlo simulations, we find that the solute

size determines the relative preference of two solute molecules to come into con

tact (“contact minimum”) or to be separated by a single layer of water (“solvent

separated minimum”). Larger solutes more strongly prefer the contacting state,

while smaller solutes have more tendency to become solvent-separated, particularly

in cold water. The thermal driving forces oscillate with solute separation. Contacts

are stabilized by entropy, whereas solvent-separated solute pairing is stabilized by

enthalpy. The free energy of interaction for small solutes is well-approximated by

scaled-particle theory (SPT).
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6.2 Introduction

An underpinning to many fundamental processes in biology and chemistry is the

potential of mean force between nonpolar molecules in water. The potential of

mean force describes the energetics involved when two molecules in a mutual solvent

approach each other and interact. It describes desolvation and binding. Examples

include the binding of a ligand to a protein or the process by which two parts of

a protein chain come together as the protein folds. As a simplest model for this

process, there have been several studies of the PMFs between two small nonpolar

Solutes, as when argon associates with argon or methane associates with methane

in water (247, 170, 248, 177, 171, 165, 127, 249, 250, 251, 179].

Some studies of hydrophobic association in water involve integrals over the PMFs

(252), such as second virial coefficients and related characterizations, which are re

lated to an integrated solute-solute PMF (253, 254, 255, 256], or approximation as

two thermodynamic states (257, 258]. Work of this type indicates that association

is endothermic at room temperature (257, 258, 252], and probably has a negative

heat capacity of interaction (257, 252]. Increasing the temperature enhances the the

strength of association (252,256).

Such integrated quantities give less microscopic information than would be avail

able if the full PMF were known (171]. Our interest here is in the more detailed struc

ture of the full PMF, and how it depends on temperature and solute size. The poten

tial of mean force between methane molecules in water has been calculated for several
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systems in recent years (247, 170,248, 177, 171, 165, 127, 249, 250, 251, 179]. Other

thermodynamic properties have also been computed, such as entropies [170, 171]

and heat capacities of interaction (249, 250, 251]. An excellent summary is given in

(250).

Our present modeling was undertaken as an extension of such work, in two

respects. First, in fully detailed models, it is often challenging to obtain good con

vergence for the properties that are most relevant to understanding the hydrophobic

effect, such as heat capacities and entropies. Second, there has not yet been a sys

tematic study of the effects of solute size and shape. Here we consider the potential

of mean force between two hydrophobic solutes using a statistical mechanical model

of water that is simple and it is 2-dimensional, so we can overcome computational

limitations to address these issues.

6.3 Methods

6.3.1 The MB model

We use the Mercedes Benz (MB) model of water [146], a simple two-dimensional

model with water-like properties, originally developed by Ben-Naim [145]. Each

MB water molecule is a two-dimensional disk having three hydrogen bonding arms,

arranged as in the Mercedes Benz logo. There are two types of interactions between

any two water molecules. First, there is a hydrogen bonding interaction that favors

the co-linear alignment of one arm of one water molecule with one arm of another

water. The hydrogen bond energy is a Gaussian function of the distance between
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the two water centers, and a Gaussian function of the orientation of the hydrogen

bonding arms, i and j, on two different waters with respect to the vector connecting

the two water centers, ü:

UHe = en G(rº – lub). G(i. ii., - 1). G(j. ii., + 1) (6.1)

where G(a) = exp(-a”/20°) is a Gaussian function, the optimal hydrogen bond

length is lib = 1, the optimal hydrogen bond energy is €HB = -1, rij describes the

distance between the two molecular centers, and a = 0.085. There is no distinction

between hydrogen bond donors or acceptors. Hydrogen bonding is strongest when

the arms of two different water molecules are pointed directly at each other. The

width, o, of the Gaussian functions are chosen to be narrow enough to disfavor, but

not prevent, the formation of bifurcated hydrogen bonds.

Second, water molecules also interact through a Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential:

ULJ (rij) = 1.(#)"
-

(#) (6.2)

where él, and olj are the Lennard-Jones well-depth and radius. We use olj = 0.7 lib

and eL = 0.1 ena.

Nonpolar solutes are modeled as LJ disks that have no hydrogen bonding arms.

A nonpolar solute is represented by two parameters, olj, which defines the radius

of the solute, and e, , , which defines the solute's intermolecular potential with water

molecules. Solutes have the same LJ well depth as the MB waters, eL = 0.1 ena.

For large solutes, the standard Lorentz-Berthelot geometric combining rules(213]

give unrealistically broad potentials. To avoid this, we limit olj in the potential to
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oLJ.max, and offset ri; by the difference,

Tij GLJ S GLJ,max
rij = (6.3)

rij - (alj – GLJ.max) all × glumax

where oljmax = 1.0.

We perform Monte Carlo simulations on MB water at constant NPT, using

periodic boundary conditions and the minimum-image convention. Details can be

found elsewhere (146). In a typical simulation run, 120 MB water molecules were

equilibrated with one or two hydrophobic solutes and statistics were gathered over

10° steps. One step represents an attempted translation or rotation. Simulations

were performed at a reduced pressure P”-0.19 (P’ = kBT/lhale hel)and reduced

temperature Tº-0.21 (T′- kBT/|éHB|), unless otherwise noted. MB water has

its density maximum at Tº-0.18, and it undergoes a freezing transition at about

T*=0.16 (215). The range of temperatures we explore, as being representative of

liquid water, is 0.18 st’s 0.28. We use a cutoff energy of 0.33 ene for the purposes

of counting numbers of water-water hydrogen bonds. Density plots were generated

from statistics on particle center positions, binned over a square grid, step size 0.1

lhb.

The limitations of the MB model are clear: it is 2-dimensional, hydrogen bond

donors are not distinguished from acceptors, there is no atomic detail or polarizabil

ity, and electrostatics is not included. Nevertheless, this model has the virtues that:

(1) it is based on a structure-based partition function, (2) because it is 2-dimensional,

we have less configurational space to sample, which permits good convergence for
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the subtle properties of interest here, and (3) we believe it captures the essential

physics of nonpolar solvation in water, namely Lennard-Jones attractions and re

pulsions, and an orientation-dependence that stems from hydrogen bonding. The

MB model has previously been shown to qualitatively predict the volume anomalies

for pure water — a density minimum, a negative thermal expansion coefficient, and

a minimum in the isothermal compressibility. It also predicts the trends for the

temperature dependence of the free energy, entropy, enthalpy, heat capacity, and

volume change of hydrophobic solute transfer (146, 87].

Cavities are areas in solution that have no particle centers within them,

oo rij < OHC
UHardcavity(rij) = (6.4)

0 Tij > OHC

where ohc is the sum of radii of two interacting objects. We also compare the

behavior of MB water to a hard disk fluid where solvent particles used this same hard

potential (Equation 6.4). Hard disk simulations were performed at constant NPT.

For the hard-disk system, ohc was chosen to have the same value as the Lennard

Jones size parameter from MB water, olj, MB water. The pressure was adjusted so

the phase was at the same density as MB water at a given temperature. The hard

disk phase is a fluid and has no liquid-vapor phase transition.

6.3.2 Potentials of Mean Force

Test-particle insertion method (Widom insertion method) and related fluctuation

formulas were used to calculate the thermodynamics of association (259, 250). As
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Sociation is measured as the change in relative to the change in thermodynamics for

the infinite dilution case, and as such they are reported as AA quantities. To check

convergence, several PMFs were also calculated by umbrella sampling (213]. Both

methods yielded very similar results. We show here only the test-particle results.

Errors shown in the figures represent one standard deviation of the block averages.

Test-particle insertions were attempted into incremental shells, width of 0.04 lib,

around the central solute. We simulate in a bath of 120 MB water molecules, typi

cally for 10° steps, 2 x 10' of which were equilibration. Each step was an attempted

particle move.

6.3.3 SPT Estimation of Potentials of Mean Force

In addition, we use predictions from 2-dimensional scaled particle theory (SPT)

|131, 237, 238,239) to predict potentials of mean force. SPT can be used to predict

the thermodynamics of hard cavity creation in a hard disk fluid, given the density

and sizes of the particles. The main result of SPT is a polynomial expression for

the free energy of cavity formation, AGCavity, in terms of the cavity radius,

AGcavity = -k'T ln(1 – pai) + kT (#)1 — pal

where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute temperature, p is the density

of the fluid, R1 and R2 are the radii of particles of type 1 (the solvent) and 2

(the solute), and A1 and A2 are the particle areas, respectively. This utilizes an

approximate equation of state for a two-dimensional fluid of hard disks where the
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two-dimensional hard disk pressure, IIHD, is (240)

p
■ hip =KTT-zay (6.6)

SPT was first applied to water in 1963 by Pierotti. There are two alternative

choices for the pressure that multiplies the volume term in SPT. For the calcula

tion of cavity formation free energies, Pierotti used the ambient pressure (241, 133].

Stillinger also used the ambient pressure in modeling cavities in water, since it gives

the correct limit for large cavities (134). Later work used either ambient pressure

[123, 124, 139, 234] or ignored the pressure term entirely [119, 135, 207, 233). In

contrast, here we use the hard disk fluid pressure and surface tension approximated

by the equation of state in Equations 6.5 and 6.6. While it is true that cavity work

in MB water becomes dominated by ambient pressure for large cavity sizes, we have

found that there is a changeover in the physics: a single SPT-like polynomial expres

sion does not describe both small cavity formation and large cavity formation free

energies. Instead, small cavity formation in MB water is more accurately predicted

by the hard disk SPT (129).

A PMF reflects how the presence of one solute affects the transfer of another

solute into solution. In order to calculate a transfer into an inhomogeneous solution

(close to another solute) we assume that SPT can be applied as an integration over

a solute's area (A2), and circumference (C2). Our 2D local packing fraction around

a solute in MB water is 6(8), where 8 is the distance from the solute. Ø($) is

calculated from a convolution of the solvent excluded volume with the simulation

solute-water pair distribution function, p($). The free energy of cavity formation at
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a given distance from a solute is

AGcavity (§) Ó(8)# * = −ln(l −0)+■ (ºff
-

w) dC2 +

■ (º) dA2 (6.7)

and the SPT-estimated PMF is calculated from

Psolute-solute($) F AGcavity (8)
-

AGcavity (§ - co) + Usolute-solute (8) (6.8)

A rigorous treatment of psolute-solute would utilize AGºransfer instead of AGcavity.

Here we utilize a common approximation: AGºransfer & AGcavity + Usolute—water (85].

However, this approach requires knowledge of Usolute—water (&) and Usolute—water (§ =

oo). For simplicity, we assume that Usolute—water (&) = Usolute—water(§ = oo). Thus,

our approximate pusolute-solute depends only on AGcavity.

6.4 Results

6.4.1 Potential of Mean Force Between Two Small Solutes

We first focus on small solutes. In this case, the two solute molecules have the same

LJ parameters as water, and are constructed to model a small atomic solute such

as argon (146). Consistent with a large body of previous work, we find that the

PMF for two small hydrophobes in MB water has multiple minima as a function

of solute separation (see Figure 1). One stable state is a “contact minimum” (CM)

of the free energy at the solute separation at which the two solutes are in contact

(~ 0.7 lib). Another stable state is a “solvent-separated minimum” (SSM) at the
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solute separation that allows a layer of water between the two solutes. Between

these two minima is a free-energy maximum, which we call the desolvation peak

(DSP) (see Figure 6.1) (250). That is, at the DSP the system is unstable, so the

solutes will either move to the CM or SSM states. One question of interest, first

raised by Pratt and Chandler [140), has been: what are the relative populations

of the CM and SSM states? This balance at a given temperature is known to be

model-dependent [127, 165], but our results are consistent those of other models

[248,250) and experiments (256].

Figure 6.2 shows the effect of temperature. In cold water (T′- 0.18), small so

lutes have more tendency to be solvent-separated. Increasing the temperature shifts

this preference, the contact state becomes more favorable and the solvent-separated

state becomes less favorable. At high temperatures (T^+ 0.24), corresponding to hot

liquid water, the contact state is much more populated than the solvent-separated

State.

6.4.2 The Thermal Components of Hydrophobic Interac

tions

The PMF is a free energy as a function of solute separation. What are it's entropic

and enthalpic components? This was first studied by Smith and Haymet, in a differ

ent model [170]. Figure 6.3 shows these components in the MB model, as a function

of solute separation. We observe an interesting enthalpy–entropy compensation and

oscillation. The CM is entropic, consistent with results of Smith and Haymet. The
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Figure 6.1: Solute-solute potential of mean force in MB water at Tº-0.21 for solutes,

radius 0.7 lib, showing free energy for the contact minimum (CM), the desolvation

peak (DSP), and the solvent-separated minimum (SSM) configurations.
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Figure 6.2: The free energy of both the CM and the DSP decreases with increasing

temperature, while the free energy of the SSM increases. Solute-solute potentials of

mean force are shown as a function of solution temperature, for Tº-0.18 (dotted

light grey line), Tº-0.21 (dashed dark grey line), and T*=0.24 (solid black line).
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Table 6.1: Statistics of selected solute configurations compared with the infinitely
dilute case at Tº-0.21. Shown are the change in average number of hydrogen
bonds made per water molecule in the first shell around the solutes (A3 HB >)
compared with the enthalpy (AAHOr), in units of €HB), entropy (–TAAS(r) (€HB)),
heat capacity (AACn(r) (€HB/k)), and free energy of interaction (AAG(r) (€HB)).
Changes in hydrogen bonding correlate strongly with heat capacities, and also with
enthalpies and entropies, but not free energies of association.

Configuration | Distance A3 HB > || AAH(r) —TAAS(r) | AAC,(r) | AAG(r)
CM 0.76 –0.19 0.46 -0.55 -12 –0.093

DSP 1.16 –0.2 0.54 -0.48 -3 0.066

SSM 1.60 0.06 -0.24 0.18 4 –0.057

SSM is enthalpic, and solutes separated by one and a half water layers are stabilized

by entropy.

This oscillation correlates with hydrogen bonding. Table 1 shows the average

count of hydrogen bonds in the 3 states CM, DSP, and SSM, compared with the

enthalpy and entropy components and the heat capacity. When solutes approach

the CM, hydrogen bonds are broken, increasing the enthalpy but lowering the en

tropy, hence this state is entropy-driven. When solutes approach the SSM, it is

enthalpically favorable because this state is compatible with adjacent water cages

(see Figure 6.4), resulting in more hydrogen bonding, but lower entropy. The DSP

state also breaks hydrogen bonds and is opposed by the enthalpy and favored by

the entropy. Figure 6.4 shows the solvent density surrounding the two solutes at

different separations. Articulated solvent density in the SSM case also indicates

hydrogen bond-induced structuring.
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Figure 6.3: Apart from the CM, favorable solute-solute configurations are enthalpi
cally favorable, while unfavorable configurations are entropically favorable. En

thalpy of hydrophobic interaction shown in dark grey with error bars, entropy

(–TAAS) shown in light grey. The solute-solute potential of mean force is shown
for reference.
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* & #
Figure 6.4: (top) Density of solvent molecule centers around several configurations
of solutes over a 5 lib x 5 lib simulation window with solutes at fixed positions, in

cluding (from left to right) the CM, DSP, and SSM configurations. Black indicates

zero density and white indicates high density regions. CM density is diffuse and

radially symmetric, indicating less structure. SSM is highly articulated showing wa

ter's preference for particular structures.(middle) A difference density map showing
how the presence of a second solute perturbs water density versus infinite dilution.

Yellow and red indicate density depletion, and blue and white indicate density en

richment and black indicates no change in density. (bottom) Idealized ‘snapshots'
of the first shell of water inferred from simulation data for several configurations of

solutes. Green lines suggest formed hydrogen bonds. The CM configuration causes

solvent hydrogen bonds to break, while a small enrichment in solvent hydrogen

bonding is observed for the SSM state.
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An important fingerprint of the hydrophobic effect is the heat capacity. When a

nonpolar solute is inserted into water, there is a large positive heat capacity change,

ACp. Therefore, according to the traditional view, it follows that when two nonpolar

Solutes come into contact, the heat capacity ‘change should be negative. Only

recently has it been possible to study, by computer simulation, the heat capacity of

the PMF of two nonpolar solutes. So far, the results have been contentious. Shimizu

and Chan have found a striking result, namely a small positive heat capacity of

association for two methanes in TIP4P water (250, 251]. Moreover, they found that

the DSP has a large positive heat capacity, and an unfavorable entropy. In contrast,

Rick (249) reported a negative AAC, of association, but one that was a puzzling

order of magnitude larger than a single methane hydration. The NVT simulations

of Ludemann et al. (248] give a negative AAC,.

Our results for AAC,(r) for the PMF are shown in Figure 6.5. We find AAC,(rcm)

< 0 for the CM, consistent with classical expectations, but AAC, is relatively large

and positive for larger solute separations. We find that AAC, ~ 0 at DSP, the de

Solvation peak. In short, our negative heat capacities and large positive enthalpies

for the CM configuration are consistent with experimental data for hydrophobic

association in aqueous solution (257, 7]. What is unexpected, however, is the large

positive heat capacity for the separated solutes.

Another puzzle has been the pressure dependence of the PMF. One computer

simulation study showed that applying pressure, at low pressures, drives solutes into

contact because of a positive volume of dissociation, while high pressures had little
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Figure 6.5: Heat capacity of hydrophobic interactions as a function of intermolecular

separation shown with error bars. The solute-solute potential of mean force is shown

for reference. The contact configurations have a negative heat capacity, consistent

with several experimental studies.
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effect [177]. In contrast, the information theory model predicts a negative volume of

dissociation [178], so applied pressure would drive solutes into contact. More recent

simulations support the information theory model prediction, but showed that the

solvent-separated state was also sensitive to pressure [179]. Other simulations found

that the solvent-separated state is the most sensitive to pressure (249).

Figure 6.6 shows our results for the area (the two-dimensional analogue of vol

ume in a three dimensional system) of hydrophobic association for two small hy

drophobes. We find that the DSP, the unstable desolvated state, has a large area.

It doesn't fill space efficiently. We also find that the SSM is better-packed than the

CM, because of its smaller area. That is, the SSM involves two solutes each sur

rounded by a water cage, so a water “fence” separates the two solutes. This state

is well-packed. These results are consistent with [179] but not with [177]. The bar

rier between the two states may explain the kinetic frustration seen in experimental

systems as the pressure increases. Increasing pressure slows protein folding kinetics

[187, 191], in a way that mimics its effect on hydrophobic interactions [178,249, 179].

6.4.3 The Free Energies are Described by the Hard Disk
Model

We have noted that the entropy, enthalpy, and heat capacity of association corre

late with first-shell-water hydrogen bonding. However, because of enthalpy–entropy

compensation, the free energy: (1) is much smaller than the entropy or enthalpy

components, (2) is sensitive to parameters of the model (127, 165), and (3) in our
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Figure 6.6: Area (equivalent to volume in three dimensions) of hydrophobic in
teractions as a function of intermolecular separation shown with error bars. The

solute-solute potential of mean force is shown for reference. A large DSP barrier is
observed.
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simulations, does not correlate with first-shell hydrogen bonding.

It raises the question of whether the PMF of MB water might be captured by

simpler models. The oscillation in the potential of mean force between solutes in

a fluid generally reflects the particulate nature of the solvent [140, 166, 167]. The

most favorable potentials between two hydrophobes occur at the distances where

the solvent number density is largest (Figure 6.7a). This is due to excluded volume.

Even in simple hard disk fluids, solutes prefer to be at the CM or SSM (see Figure

6.8), so these preferred states do not arise because of special features of water.

We apply Scaled Particle Theory (SPT) as follows. From our Monte Carlo

simulations, we obtain a solute-water pair distribution function, as shown in Figure

6.7a. From that, we obtain the solvent packing fraction p(r) as a function of distance

r from the solute (Figure 6.7b). This quantity is then put into the SPT machinery to

calculate the free energy of cavity formation for a new cavity at a given distance from

the solute, AGravity (r) (Figure 6.7c). To get the PMF, we calculate the free energy

of cavity formation at a given distance from the solute using SPT and subtract from

it the free energy of forming a cavity in bulk water. The contribution of the solute

water interaction energy is ignored. It is assumed that this energy largely cancels

with the solute-water interaction energy in the bulk case.

The accuracy of using an integrated form of SPT can be assessed by calculat

ing the paf of hard disks. This can be determined with the SPT method by an

approximate iterative approach where each cycle's input solute-solvent polf uses the

output solute-solute PMF from the previous cycle, which works because there is no
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Figure 6.7: SPT estimation of solute-solute potential of mean force in MB water.

(top) Solute-water pair distribution function at infinite dilution in MB water at
T*=0.21, used to calculate the distribution of packing fraction in space. (middle)
Packing fraction as a function of distance from a single solute, used as input in SPT

calculations. (bottom) Predicted (solid line) and measured (dotted line) potentials
of mean force for two solutes in MB water at Tº-0.21.
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Figure 6.8: A hard disk-hard disk PMF from a fluid of hard disks, radius 0.7 lib,

at the density of MB water for T"-0.21 (dotted line) is compared with an iterative
SPT prediction (solid line). Discrepancies highlight the approximate nature of the
SPT estimate.

distinction between solutes and solvent and SPT provides a very accurate estimate

of hard disk transfer. As an initial guess for the packing fraction, we start with a

flat pair distribution function. The converged result after many iterations is shown

in Figure 6.8.

The SPT approximate approach reproduces the full temperature dependence of

the solute-solute PMF in MB water (Figure 6.9). As water density in the first shell

decreases with increasing temperature, it becomes easier to transfer another solute

into the first shell. As water density becomes increasingly homogeneous in the outer
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shells with increasing temperature, the DSP and SSM become less pronounced.

So, what is the role of hydrogen bonding in MB water? The structure of water

determines the packing fraction around a solute, p(r). The success of SPT indicates

that cavity formation energy costs, either adjacent to a solute or in bulk solvent, are

largely equivalent to those of opening a cavity in simpler fluids. But water structure

impacts this in several ways. First, MB waters have longer-ranged correlations than

hard disk fluids. So hydrophobic interactions in the MB model occur over longer

distances. Second, water structuring melts out with increasing temperature, as the

system temperature is raised, so hydrophobic interactions in the MB model approach

those of hard disk PMFs. Third, rising temperatures have different effects on the

CM and the SSM, reflecting the changes in water densities around solutes with in

creasing temperature. As the density of water in contact with a solute decreases

with increasing temperatures, the CM becomes more favorable. As the density of

second shell water flattens out, so does the SSM. Hydrogen bonding and the struc

ture of liquid water play important roles in hydrophobic interactions, particularly

in the entropy, enthalpy, and heat capacity of interaction, but they affect the free

energy of interaction only insofar as p(r) is affected.

6.4.4 Hydrophobic Interactions Depend on Solute Size

Finally, we have also studied the effects of solute size on the PMF. Figure 6.10 shows

that while the SSM state is relatively populated for small solutes, it becomes less

important with increasing solute size. Previous work showed that large, flat surfaces
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Figure 6.10: Solute size dependence of potentials of mean force in MB water. Four

experiments are shown with error bars, PMFs at Tº-0.21 for pairs of 0.7 lib, 1.0

lhb, 1.5 lib, and 2.0 lib solutes. Large solutes have very deep and favorable CM,

consistent with the idea that burial of hydrophobic surface is favorable for large
solutes.
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Figure 6.11: (top) Density of solvent molecule centers around several configurations
of larger (1.5 lib) solutes over a 5 lib x 5 lib simulation window with solutes at
fixed positions, including the CM, DSP, and SSM configurations. Black indicates

zero density and white indicates high density regions. (middle) A difference density
map showing how the presence of a second solute perturbs water density versus

infinite dilution. Yellow and red indicate density depletion, blue and white indicate

density enrichment, and black indicates no change in density. (bottom) Idealized
‘snapshots' of the first shell of water inferred from simulation data for several con

figurations of solutes. Green lines suggest formed hydrogen bonds. The transition

from SSM to CM clearly results in fewer total number of shell waters for the solutes

shown. For all of these configurations first shell waters have more broken hydrogen
bonds than bulk waters.
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cause hydrogen bonds to break between interfacial waters. Here we show that the

burial of such hydrophobic surface leads to very favorable free energies at contact

for solutes. From the density plots for several configurations of large solutes (Figure

6.11) we see that bringing the two solutes into contact reduces the average number

of high energy waters at the surface of these molecules. The large variability in

pmf's between small and large solutes was predicted to have important implications

for complex systems like proteins, and their folding pathways [141]. Here we observe

that these different length scales systems do exhibit very different behavior.

6.5 Conclusion

By computer simulations, we study how two nonpolar solutes interact with each

other in the MB model of water. According to the simple classical picture, trans

ferring a nonpolar solute into water is characterized by: a large opposing entropy in

cold water, a large opposing enthalpy in hot water, hence a large positive heat capac

ity of transfer, and tighter packing because of the constriction of waters around the

solute. Therefore, when two solutes come together in water, it would be expected

to lead to a favorable entropy of contact in cold water, a favorable enthalpy in hot

water, a negative heat capacity of association, and less dense packing, relative to

the state in which the solutes are highly separated in water. Our results for the CM

are compatible with this picture for spherical solutes that are small, approximately

the diameter of water or smaller. And we find that the free energies embodied in

the PMF are well-approximated by the hard disk model of fluids in SPT.
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However, this picture does not tell the whole story about the process by which

two nonpolar solutes come into contact in water. (1) For small solutes, there is also

a relatively stable Solvent-Separated Minimum, which is enthalpy-driven and has

a large positive heat capacity of association. This state involves making hydrogen

bonds in the Solvation shell, at high temperatures, rather than breaking them. (2)

The balance between the SSM and CM shifts toward the CM with increasing solute

size.
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Chapter 7

A Simple Model of Ions and

Hofmeister Effects in MB Water

7.1 Abstract

We model ion solvation in water. We use the MB model of water, a simple 2

dimensional statistical mechanical model in which waters are represented as Len

nard-Jones disks having Gaussian hydrogen bonding arms. We introduce a charge

dipole into MB waters. We perform (N,P,T) Monte Carlo simulations to explore

how water molecules are organized around ions and around nonpolar solutes in salt

solutions. The model gives good qualitative agreement with experiments, including

Jones-Dole viscosity B coefficients, Samoilov and Hirata ion hydration activation

energies, ion solvation thermodynamics, and Setschenow coefficients for Hofmeister

series ions, which describe the salt concentration dependence of the solubilities of

hydrophobic solutes. The two main ideas captured here are: (1) that charge densities

govern the interactions of ions with water, and (2) that a balance of forces determines
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water structure: electrostatics (water's dipole interacting with ions) and hydrogen

bonding (water interacting with neighboring waters). Small ions (kosmotropes) have

high charge densities so they cause strong electrostatic ordering of nearby waters,

breaking hydrogen bonds. In contrast, large ions (chaotropes) have low charge

densities, and surrounding water molecules are largely hydrogen bonded.

7.2 Introduction

Ion-water interactions are important throughout biology and chemistry. Ions af

fect the conformations and activities of proteins and nucleic acids [4, 260, 261) and

the specificity of ion binding. Ion complexation in cells is crucial for the activities

of biomolecules such as enzymes and drugs (262, 263). Ions regulate the electro

static potentials, conductances, and permeabilities of cell membranes (264, 265), the

structures of micelles and the hydrophobic effect (called Hofmeister effects), which

drives partitioning, permeation, and folding and binding processes (266, 267). In

chemistry, ions affect the rates of chemical reactions (268, 269); rates of gelation,

widely used in food applications (270); ion-exchange mechanisms, widely used for

chemical separations (271]; and the expansion and contraction of clays, responsi

ble for environmental processes such as mudslides (272). Ion hydration has been

studied extensively, both experimentally (273, 274, 275, 276, 277) and theoretically

(278, 279, 280, 281, 282, 8).

Ions have long been classified as being either kosmotropes (structure makers)

or chaotropes (structure breakers) according to their relative abilities to induce the
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structuring of water. The degree of water structuring is determined mainly by two

types of quantities: the increase or decrease in viscosity in water due to added

salt, and entropies of ion solvation. For example, the viscosity m of an aqueous salt

solution typically has the following dependence on ion concentration c (276]:

m/mo = 1 + Ac” + Bc + ..., (7.1)

where no is the viscosity of pure water at the same temperature. A is a constant

independent of c; it's corresponding term can be explained by Debye–Hückel theory

as being due to counterion screening at low ion concentrations. The constant B,

which is called the Jones-Dole B coefficient, is the quantity that defines the degree

of water structuring of interest here (276). B is positive for kosmotropic ions and

negative for chaotropic ions. One issue in interpreting experiments is how to sep

arate the contributions of the anion from the cation. The standard assumption is

that K* has the same B coefficient as Cl-, BK+ = Bcl-, since K* and Clº have

approximately the same ionic conductances (283) and since the value of B for KCl

is approximately zero.

Water structuring is also reflected in entropies of ion solvation. To obtain these

entropies, two assumptions are commonly used. First, to separate the effects of

the anion from the cation, it is assumed that the solvation entropies are additive

(275]. Second, an assumption is required to parse the ion solvation entropy into

components due to the ion and due to water. By splitting the Solvation entropy,

AS”, into ion and hydration water contributions and subtracting the former, AS11

is obtained, which describes the change in entropy of hydration water due to the
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presence of an ion (275]. Ions which are kosmotropic in viscosity experiments tend

to have a negative hydration component to their solvation entropy, implying that

they order the nearby waters, while chaotropic ions have a positive ASII.

The experiments show that water is ordered by small or multivalent ions and

disordered by large monovalent ions. So water ordering has generally been inter

preted in terms of ion charge densities (275,284]. Charge densities are high on ions

that have a small radius and/or a large charge.

A related property is the Hofmeister effect (285). In 1888, Hofmeister reported

that salts affect the solubilities of proteins in water to varying degrees. This has been

interpreted as a modulation of the hydrophobic effect by salts since it is also found

that increasing salt concentration reduces the solubilities of simple hydrophobic

solutes like benzene in aqueous solutions (286, 287). The Hofmeister series is a list

of ions rank-ordered in terms of how strongly they modulate hydrophobicity. Such

salt effects on nonpolar solubilities correlate with charge densities of the salts. Small

ions tend to cause “salting out”, i.e. to reduce hydrophobic solubilities in water,

whereas large ions tend to cause “salting-in”, increasing nonpolar solubilities. The

Hofmeister series, however, does not correlate perfectly with ionic charge density:

while lithium is smaller than sodium, lithium has a weaker Hofmeister effect.

The Hofmeister effect is directly proportional to salt concentration, and modeled

by the Setschenow equation (288):

ln■ ci/c:(0)] = -k, c, (7.2)

where c, and c;(0) are the molar solubilities of the hydrophobe in a salt solution
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and water, respectively; c, is the molar concentration of the salt and k, is the salt's

Setschenow salting-out coefficient.

There are various microscopic perspectives on these properties. Smith (259) and

Kalra et al. (289) have calculated Setschenow coefficients from molecular dynamics

simulations. In their simulations, the hydrophobe-ion pair distribution functions

show that strongly salting-out (small) ions are generally excluded from the nonpolar

solute's first water shell.

In 1957, Samoilov (273, 274] proposed that dynamic properties, such as the

viscosity, could be understood in terms of the activation energy required to strip

a water molecule away from the first solvation shell of an ion compared to that

for another water, AE = E. – E0. E0 is the activation energy for the process of

transferring a water molecule from a first shell around another water molecule to its

next coordination shell, and E, is the corresponding activation energy for a water

molecule in an ion coordination shell (273). A water molecule “binds” to a small ion

more tightly than it binds to a neighboring water molecule, resulting in a positive

activation energy, while water molecules next to big ions are more mobile than bulk

water molecules (AE, 3 0).

Collins (284) proposed that ion effects on water structure could be explained by a

competition between ion-water interactions, which are dominated by charge density

effects, and water-water interactions, which are dominated by hydrogen bonding.

He explained that anions are stronger than cations at water ordering because of

the asymmetry of charge in a water molecule: the negative end of water's dipole is
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nearer to the center of the water molecule than the positive end. Therefore anions

See a larger electrostatic potential at the surface of a water molecule than cations

see. Our preliminary calculations indicate (290) that the solvation model of Collins

yields qualitative agreement with the experimental data. We were motivated by

Collins' insightful qualitative model to make a more quantitative statistical me

chanical model.

7.3 The model and simulation

We wanted a model that: (1) is physical, i.e. based on an energy function related

to the structure of water, and (2) is computationally efficient enough to sample the

spatial and energetic distributions of water molecules. High-resolution all-atom sim

ulations are computationally intensive, particularly for studies, such as Hofmeister

effects, that involve 3 species: water, ion, nonpolar solute. Here we use the MB

model, in which each water molecule is represented as a 2-dimensional disk that

interacts with other waters through a Lennard-Jones (LJ) interaction and through

an orientation-dependent hydrogen bonding (HB) interaction. The name “MB”

arises because there are 3 hydrogen bonding arms, arranged as in the Mercedes

Benz logo (Figure 7.1). There are various anomalous properties of pure water

(291, 169, 2, 292, 293 including the density anomaly, a minimum in isothermal

compressibility, and a large heat capacity; they are reproduced qualitatively by the

MB model [146]. The model also captures qualitatively the properties of the water

as a solvent for nonpolar solutes [1, 294) — the hydrophobic effect [146, 87].
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G(2) (PG) •
Figure 7.1: The MB-dipole model. (a) Two MB-dipole waters forming a hydrogen
bond. (b) A cation and an MB-dipole water oriented in its most favorable orientation
(180 degrees with respect to the vector connecting the molecular centers). Also an
anion and a water oriented in its most favorable orientation (0 degrees).

In the MB model, the energy of interaction between two waters is:

U"(xi, Xj) - Ulj(rù) + Uhb (Xi, Xj) (7.3)

The notation is the same as in previous works: Xi denotes a vector representing

both the coordinates and the orientation of the i-th water molecule and ri; is the

distance between the molecular centers of molecules i and j. The LJ term is:

Ulj(rij) = 4ely (# y
-

(#) (7.4)

where ELJ and olj are the well-depth and contact parameters, respectively. In

addition, neighboring water molecules form an explicit hydrogen bond when an arm

of one water molecule aligns with an arm of another water molecule, with an energy
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function that is a Gaussian function of separation and angle:

3

Uhb (Xi, Xj) - EhBC (rij
-

rhb) XC G(ik uij - 1)G(ji ulj + 1) (7.5)
k,l=1

where G(x) is an unnormalized Gaussian function:

G(a) = earp■ —a.”/20° (7.6)

The unit vector ik represents the k-th arm on the i-th particle (k = 1, 2, 3) and

u■ i is the unit vector joining the center of molecule i to the center of molecule j

(Figure 7.1a). H-bonding arms are not distinguished as donors or acceptors; only

the degree of alignment of two arms determines the strength of a hydrogen bond.

The model parameters are as defined previously [146]. The parameters EhB = 1

and rh b = 1 define the optimal hydrogen bond energy and bond length, respectively.

The same width parameter o = 0.085 is used for both the distance and angle

deviation of a hydrogen bond. The interaction energy in the Lennard-Jones potential

function, ELJ, is one tenth of EHB, and the LJ contact distance is 0.7 of that of rhe

[146). Radii for ions are given in units of rhb, the diameter of a water molecule.

Here, we modified the MB model by including an electrostatic dipole (see Figure

7.1b). A single negative charge is put at the center of each water molecule, a distance

0.35 rh B from the surface of the water disk. A single positive charge is put onto

one of the H-bonding arms, at a distance 0.165 rh B from the center and 0.185 rhe

from the molecule surface. The other two H-bonding arms are uncharged. This

position was chosen to match the radius of a Na" ion, because sodium ions are

found experimentally to cause no change in the entropy of nearby water molecules
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(ASIi = 0) (275].

An ion interacts with the charges on a water molecule through a screened po

tential:

eap(-krij)
Tij

Ucharge = z■ z■ léhbla (7.7)

where rij is the distance between the ion center and a charge on a water dipole

and the valences z, (zi) are +1 or -1. All of the distances are in the units of rhb.

Various considerations are involved in choosing this functional form. First, while a

logarithmic dependence on r is appropriate for a true 2D system, our model inter

actions are chosen to be consistent with 3-dimensional Coulomb's law. Our model

rT' dependence is appropriate for a 2-dimensional slice through a 3-dimensional

system. Second, following others (295, 296, 297, 298], we use a screened Coulomb

potential, rather than a simple Coulombic interaction. We use this for computa

tional efficiency. Several groups have shown that when the properties of interest

involve only short-ranged interactions, such as the near-neighbor effects of interest

here, the screened Coulomb potential represents an excellent approximation to the

Coulomb potential (299, 300, 301, 302). The parameter k = 0.1 is small enough that

the interaction potential at short distances would not differ substantially from that

of a pure Coulombic potential.

The last parameter, o = 2.27 is chosen so that when a negative ion with a radius

0.35 rhib (the distance of a negative charge from the surface of a water molecule)

or a positive ion with a radius 0.185 rh B is in its most favorable position relative to

a water molecule, the electrostatic energy equals the hydrogen bond energy (EhB =
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-1).

The ion-water pair potential is:

U"(xi, X;) - Ulj(rù) + XC Ucharge(Xi, Xj). (7.8)
+,-

The radius, olj, is different for different ions (alj = (oion + owater)/2), while the

well-depth for the Lennard-Jones potential, eLJ, is taken to be the same for all ions,

for simplicity. More realistic models would use different LJ parameters for each

ion type (138). While adding such a parameter is likely to improve our agreement

with experiments, our aim here is to develop the simplest model for studying ion

charge density effects. Our model is also simplified in that the dipole on each water

molecule interacts only with ions, not with dipoles on other waters. Since hydrogen

bonding is already explicitly included in the water potential, this allows us to avoid

the reparameterization of the well-understood bulk phase of MB water.

Ion sizes in our model were taken from crystal ionic radii (303). The crystal radii

are collected in Table 1 and the model ion sizes in Table 2. The relative sizes were

calculated from crystal radii. The conversion factor was determined assuming that

the negative proportion of the water molecule used by Collins (284) (r"*" = 1.78 A)

corresponds to MB-dipole water molecule radius, o/2 = 0.35rh B . Reduced units

are used throughout this paper – all energies and temperatures are normalized to the

strength of an optimal hydrogen bond energy (e.g., T = kBT/|e hel, U* = U/|& hel.

Similarly, all distances are scaled by the length of an idealized hydrogen bond (e.g.,

V* = V/rha). We call this the MB-dipole model.

We studied this model through Monte Carlo simulations in the isobaric (NPT)
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Table 7.1: The crystal ionic radii, rm (303), with the experimentally obtained
thermodynamics of the ion solvation: change of Gibbs free energy, AG”, enthalpy,
AH”, and entropy, AS”, of hydration (304 per first shell water molecule. Hy
dration numbers are taken from [110]. Ion radii are given in nanometers, AG” is
in units of kJ/mol/hydration number, AH” is in kJ/mol/hydration number, and
AS” is in J/K/hydration number.

Ion rM | Hydration | AG” AH"v" | AS”
Number

Lit 0.060 4.1 -116 -129 -32

Nat 0.095 5.9 –62 –70 –22

K+ | 0.133 7.2 -41 -46 -13

Rbt 0.148 7.8 -35 –39 -11

Cst 0.169 9.6 –26 –29 –8

FT || 0.136 6.4 –73 –80 -24

Cl" || 0.181 7.4 –46 –49 -13

Br 0.195 7.2 -44 –47 -11

IT | 0.216 8.1 -34 –36 -7
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Table 7.2: Ion diameters used in the MB-dipole model, o, and the change

in Gibbs free energy, AG”, enthalpy, AH”, entropy, AS”, and electrostatic
energy, AE", per first shell water molecule, for ion insertion in MB-dipole water, as
obtained from Widom insertion method at T = 0.20. Ion radii are given in reduced

units for the MB-dipole model. AG”, AH”, and AS” have the same units as
in Table 7.3, assuming €HB in the MB-dipole model has an energy of 24.37 kJ/mol
[305].

|

Ion o | Hydration AGhyd AH hyd AShyd Eel

Number

Lit 0.24 3.29 -16.01-E0.04 " -30.2+0.2 || -24.2+0.3 || -28.59-E0.07

Nat | 0.37 3.50 -12.09+0.06 || -24.7+0.3 || -21.6+0.5 ! -23.25+0.07

K+ | 0.52 4.01 –8.22+0.03 || -19.4+0.4 || -19.1+0.6 || -17.8+0.1

Rbt 0.58 4.38 –6.82+0.03 || -17.5+0.4 || -18.2+0.8

Cst || 0.66 4.53 -5.78+0.03 || -16.5+0.5 ! -18.2+0.7 || -14.25+0.05

FT || 0.53 4.12 -14.1+0.1 –25+3 -18-E4 –31.9-E0.1

Cl- || 0.71 4.35 –7.78+0.08 -16+2 -13+4 || -18.99-E0.06

Br 0.77 4.55 –6.4+0.1 -13+1 -11+2 | -16.28+0.05

IT | 0.85 4.83 –4.62+0.03 || -10.8+0.4 || -10.5+0.7 | -13.5+0.1
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ensemble (213]. A single (positive or negative) ion was fixed in the center of a

simulation box. Monte Carlo steps are displacements and rotations of the water

molecules; details are given in [146]. The simulations were usually performed on 120

water molecules. The first 10" steps were used to equilibrate the system and then

statistics was collected over the following 5 x 10° steps. Pair distribution functions,

g”(r), and thermodynamic properties (energy, enthalpy, volume) were calculated as

ensemble averages (213]. In addition, the free energy, enthalpy, entropy and heat

capacity of transferring an ion or a hydrophobe into a solution were calculated using

the Widom test-particle method (216) and with related fluctuation formulas [146].

The results were compared to the molar Gibbs free energy, enthalpy, entropy, and

heat capacity of hydration and the standard partial molar volume of ions (303, 304).

The experimental values are adjusted to correspond the process of ion transfer into

the solution studied here as defined by Ben-Naim standard state [304].

Because Hofmeister effects are linear in ion concentration (266, 267] and because

anion and cation effects are generally additive and independent (266, 267], we study

Hofmeister effects using a water box that contains a single nonpolar solute and a

single ion. We performed model hydrophobe transfers (with a disk of the same size

as water molecule, a = 0.7) from an isolated phase into equilibrated systems of an

ion and 60 water molecules. Hofmeister effects in the MB-dipole model were also

calculated by examining the potential of mean force (pmf) between an individual

ion and a nonpolar solute at infinite dilution, using the Widom method of Shimizu

and Chan (251].
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Figure 7.2: Pair correlation functions of water around ions. (a) cations and (b)
anions. Smaller ions have tighter water shells, at reduced temperature tº-0.20.

7.4 Results: Water Ordering Around Ions

First, we studied the structure of MB-dipole water around ions. Figures 7.2a and

b show the ion-water pair distribution functions for cations and anions of different

sizes. The sizes represent very small (Lit., FT), intermediate (Nat, Cl-) and large

(Cs’, IT) ions. These figures show that the smaller ions are bound more closely to

water molecules than larger ions are.

Figure 7.3 shows the angular distributions of first-shell waters around ions. The

angle is of a water's dipole vector relative to the vector connecting the water and

ion centers. The favored angle is 0 = 0 for a water molecule adjacent to an anion,

because water points the positive end of its dipole directly at the anion (see Figure

7.2b). The favored angle is 0 = 180 degrees for a water molecule adjacent to a

cation, because water points the positive end of its dipole directly away from the

ion (Figure 7.2a). Figure 7.3 shows that first-shell waters around an ion are highly

oriented, dominated by these preferred orientations.
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Figure 7.3: Angular distribution functions for waters in the first shell around an

ion, for (a) cations and (b) anions at tº-0.20. Large cations help promote hydro
gen bonding of neighboring waters, leading to a single peak. For small cations, the

electrostatic mechanism competes with the hydrogen bond mechanism for ordering

waters. The reverse applies to anions. For small anions, the electrostatic mecha

nism dominates; for large anions, electrostatic and hydrogen bonding mechanisms

compete.

Figure 7.3 shows that water orientations result from a balance between this

electrostatic ordering mechanism and the water-water hydrogen bonding ordering

mechanism. For the smallest anions (FT and Cl-), the electrostatic mechanism

dominates: water molecules orient to achieve the most favorable electrostatic ori

entation with respect to the ion. This is supported by all-atom classical force-field

studies of anions in small clusters of water [110, 306, 307, 308, 309). But for larger

anions (IT), the first-shell water orientational distribution has two peaks. In that

case, water's orientation is a compromise between the electrostatic tendency to ori

ent the dipole with respect to the ion and the hydrogen bonding tendency to orient

two adjacent water molecules in the ion's first shell.

The same balance applies to cations, except that the size tendency is reversed.
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Figure 7.4: The average number of the water-water hydrogen bonds, < HB >, per
water molecule in the first shell around various ions at tº-0.20.

Figure 7.3a shows that the large cations (Cs”) cause a single-peaked and narrow

angular distribution of water because the electrostatic tendency is compatible with

the hydrogen bonding tendency in this case. In contrast, the smaller cations lead

to double-peaked distributions, implying that the water-water hydrogen bonds are

“bending” the dipole angles. Such configurations are also seen in all-atom calcula

tions of intermediate size cation-water cluster structures (310, 311, 312, 313]. The

exception is the Lit water cluster structure (314) which will be discussed in more

detail below.

Figure 7.4 shows the average number of hydrogen bonds made by a water

molecule within the first water shell around an ion. This quantity shows the balance

between electrostatics and hydrogen bonding. It shows that for the large cations,

electrostatics assists in the formation of water-water hydrogen bonds, while for all

other ions electrostatics competes against hydrogen bond formation. The ions having

the highest charge densities (FT for example) are the most disruptive of water-water

hydrogen bonding. All-atom ion-water simulations show overall breaking of hydro
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Figure 7.5: Snapshots of waters in the first (shaded) and second shell (white) around
an ion (black), showing likely configurations of waters as inferred from statistics of

pair distributions, angular orientations, and hydrogen bonding at tº -0.20.

gen bonds (relative to bulk water) in small clusters around ions with high charge

density [315, 316). However, in contrast to our MB-dipole model results, hydrogen

bond formation is more probable between water molecules clustered around anions

than around cations (316).

Figure 7.5 summarizes these results. Small cations orient first-shell waters

through an electrostatic mechanism, disrupting hydrogen bonding among first-shell

waters. Increasing the cation size diminishes the electrostatic force of the ion on the

water, leading to increased water-water hydrogen bonding, as would be seen around

nonpolar solutes. A similar trend occurs for anions: water structure around small

anions is controlled by an electrostatic mechanism while water structure around

larger anions is controlled by hydrogen bonding. A notable difference between an
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ions and cations is the ion size required to achieve a given level of water ordering.

Larger anions have the same affect on water ordering as smaller cations. For exam

ple FT and Lit affect water ordering to about the same degree even though FT is a

larger ion. This arises in the MB-dipole model, as it does in the Collins hypothesis

(284), from the anisotropic charge distribution of the water dipole. In its optimal

configuration, the + end of a water dipole is about the same distance from the center

of a FT ion as the – end of a water dipole is from the center of a Lit ion. This sort

of asymmetry is also reflected in the experimental properties, as indicated below.

7.5 Viscosity Experiments on Chaotropes and

Kosmotropes

Ions are called kosmotropic or chaotropic ions depending on whether they increase

or decrease “water structure”. Several experimental methods are used to quantitate

changes in solution structuring including: (i) AE, Samoilov's activation energy

barrier for pulling a water molecule out of an ion's first shell, (ii) AS11, the change

in hydration water entropy upon ion solvation, and (iii) Jones-Dole B coefficients

for the salt effects on solution viscosity. For AE, the effects of component anions

and cations can be determined independently. To separate the effects of anions and

cations in the calculation of ASII, it is assumed that the effects of component ions

are additive, and that the value for H+ is known. The calculation of Jones-Dole B

coefficients assumes that the values for Kt and Cl− are identical, and close to zero.

To test the MB-dipole model against these water structuring experiments, we
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follow the idea of Chong and Hirata (317), who proposed that the viscosity effect,

Samoilov's Eo and E, is proportional to the liberation free energy of stripping a

water molecule from an ion's first-shell. To obtain this quantity, we first calculate the

potential of mean force (pmf) between an ion and a water molecule; it is the negative

logarithm of the corresponding pair distribution function, g(r). The liberation free

energy, Gº”1. ) is then computed as the difference in the ion-water pmf between the

contact minimum and the first peak (290, 317). Liberation free energies are compared

to the water-water liberation free energy following Samoilov: AG” = Gº” – G#",

where Gä" is the liberation free energy for a water molecule from another water

molecule. Positive AG”s characterize structure-making ions and negative AG”s

characterize structure-breaking ions.

Figure 7.6 compares our computed AG”s for various ions with three properties:

the experimental AE's of Samoilov (273), experimental ASii values, and Jones

Dole B coefficients. The MB-dipole model reproduces well the experimental trends

with ion size. AG!” passes from positive to negative values as the size of the ion

increases. The cross-over from ordering to disordering in the model occurs around

sodium (for cations) and chloride ions (for anions), as it does in the experiments.

Our model simulations for AG” for divalent cations are also in good agreement with

the experiments. The higher liberation free energies are due to the higher charge

densities of multivalent ions than of monovalent ions.

Figure 7.7 shows that ionic effects on water ordering can be described by a

universal curve based on the charge density of the ion. In figure 7.7, AG!" is
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Figure 7.6: The MB-dipole model reproduces the dependence on ion radius of

chaotropic and kosmotropic properties. The activation energy of Samoilov, AE;

(273), changes in entropy, —AS11 ([275), and Jones-Dole B coefficients (276) all
at 298K, are compared to the MB-dipole model liberation free energy, AG”, at
t”=0.20. o. for Mgtt, Catt, and Batt were taken to be 0.26, 0.39, and 0.53 lib,

scaled from ionic crystal radii (303). Zero values indicate the transition between
kosmotropes (greater than zero) and chaotropes (less than zero). Circles indicate
relative ion radii.
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Figure 7.7: A universal curve showing that chaotropic and kosmotropic properties

depend on electrostatic potential at the ion. The activation energy of Samoilov,

AE, (273), changes in entropy, ASII (275), and Jones-Dole B coefficients (276)
all at 298K, as compared to the MB-dipole model liberation free energy, AG”, are
shown for sets of cations and anions at tº-0.20. A single distance shift was chosen

to overlay the cations onto the anions, indicating that the physical basis for this

assymetry is the assymetry of the dipole in water.
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plotted against the radii of the anions, while the curves for cations were shifted by a

constant distance that approximately corresponds to assymetry in the water dipole.

The cation and anion that were used for the estimation were the two determining

the line between chaotropes and kosmotropes: Nat and Cl for ASII and AG”,

and K" and Cl for Jones-Dole B coefficient and AE, of Samoilov. Figure 7.7 shows

that the degree of water ordering by cations and anions depends principally on the

assymetry of the water dipole with respect to the water center.

We also calculated AG”s for multi-atom ions. While the experimental data (273,

275,276 for multi-atom ions give a slightly different correlation with charge density,

calculations for our MB-dipole model do not exhibit such trends. This may be due

to differences in dispersion interactions and more complex charge distributions (275],

not treated by the uniform LJ parameters in our current model.

7.6 Modeling the Thermodynamics for Transfer

ring Ions Into Water

We computed thermodynamic properties for transferring an ion from the gas phase

into aqueous solution using the Widom insertion method (146]. Results are com

pared with experiments in Table 2. The model Gibbs free energies of ion hydration,

AG”, give the same trends as the experiments (304]: (1) Smaller ions have the

most favorable insertion free energies. (2) The free energies are dominated by the

enthalpies. (3) Comparing anions to cations, lithium is approximately equivalent to

fluoride.
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For all ions, computed ion hydration enthalpies are negative and increase with ion

size, in agreement with experiments (303). To make a more quantitative comparison

between our 2D model and 3D experiments, we divided the experimental enthalpies

by their ion hydration numbers [110] and divided our theoretical results by the

number of water molecules in the first hydration shell. The results are collected in

Tables 1 and 2. Ion-water enthalpies grow more positive with increasing ion size

because the electrostatic interaction with water weakens for larger ions.

Table 2 also gives the computed entropies of ion hydration, which can be com

pared with the experimentally obtained values in Table 1. As noted above, smaller

ions cause greater water ordering. For both, cations and anions, the entropies of

hydration increase with ion size as observed experimentally. This can also be ex

plained in terms of charge density. Bigger ions have smaller charge density so they

bind water molecules less tightly and therefore cause less restriction of water con

formations. So the experimental entropies of ion hydration grow less negative for

larger ions. For the model, this is observed for the anions, but not the cations.

7.7 The Temperature Dependence of Chaotropic

and Kosmotropic Effects

Figure 7.8 compares the temperature dependences of the computed model liberation

free energies with the experimental Jones-Dole B viscosity coefficients (275). For all

of the cations and most of the anions, the model predicts that heating cold aqueous

solutions increases the relative ordering of first-shell waters by an ion, in agreement
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Figure 7.9: The temperature dependence of electrostatic energy, E*, and the
number of hydrogen bonds per molecule in the first shell, n}{B/nshell, for cations
(a and b), and anions (c and d).

with experiments. This is explained in the model as follows. The electrostatic

ordering of water by an ion is not strongly dependent on temperature. But heating

pure cold water in the bulk breaks water-water hydrogen bonds. Hence the difference

(liberation free energy of water from an ion minus the liberation free energy of water

from water) indicates more relative ordering of waters around an ion than around

a water molecule, with increasing temperature. Figure 7.9 shows the change in

electrostatic binding energy and the number of water-water hydrogen bonds with

increasing temperature. The figure shows that, except for fluoride, the electrostatic

energy decreases less steeply with temperature than the number of hydrogen bonds

decreases with temperature.
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Figure 7.8 shows an incorrect prediction of the model: experiments show that

the Jones-Dole B coefficient for lithium decreases with temperature, while the model

predicts an increase with temperature. This may be a result of more structure

around lithium ions than the MB-dipole model predicts. It is known from all-atom

simulations (314) that lithium ions have a well-defined first hydration shell of four

water molecules arranged with tetrahedral symmetry. Each of these four water

molecules is bonded to three other water molecules in the second hydration shell.

The fourth binding site of each first-shell water molecule is occupied by the central

lithium ion itself (314). This specific solvation structure may break down with the

increasing temperature, leading to the experimentally observed negative slope for

the B coefficient that is not captured in the model.

7.8 Hofmeister Effects

How do different salts affect the solubilities of nonpolar solutes in water? To explore

this, we transferred a hydrophobe into an ion-water solution, and also transferred

the hydrophobe into pure water. We computed the difference in free energy A(AG).

This quantity was compared with the experimental salting-out constants for ben

zene (286, 288). All the cations and anions studied here predict salting-out of the

hydrophobe (positive k.). Small ions strongly salt-out hydrophobes. Larger ions

have a smaller effect. The results are shown in Table 3 and in Figure 7.8.

In our model, the Hofmeister effect occurs by the following mechanism. At the

high salt concentrations that are relevant for the Hofmeister series, the hydrophobe
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Table 7.3: The experimental solvent compression volumes, AV* (AV* = V, -V.",
where V, is the liquid volume of the pure salt and V* is the partial molar volume
of the salt at infinite dilution in water), and salting-out constants for benzene in

the presence of different salts, k, (286) compared with the MB-dipole model partial
molar volumes, AV, and A(AG) for hydrophobe transfer in the MB-dipole model
in the presence of different ions. The values of AV* and k, are not given for single

ions but for salts – chloride (for cations) and sodium (for anions).

Ion Experiment Model

AV0 k, AV A(AG)
(cm°/mol) (dm°/mol) (V°) (€HB/kT)

Lit 9.0 0.141 -1.18 0.14

Nat 12.5 0.195 -1.04 0.11

K+ 10.0 0.166 –0.38 0.10

C■ t 7.5 0.088 –0.08 0.08

Bat? 29.5 0.334 –2.17 0.27

F- 19.5 0.254 -1.38 0.18

Cl- 12.5 0.195 -0.47 0.12

Br- 10.5 0.155 –0.08 0.11

I- 8.0 0.095 2.32 0.09
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inserts either into the first water shell around the ion or the second water shell (see

Figure 7.8). Small ions bind water tightly, so the hydrophobe is excluded from their

first solvation shell. This increases the hydrophobe concentration in the “remaining

space” (not occupied by ions or their solvation-shell waters), leading to salting

out of the hydrophobes. Larger ions lead to less salting-out because they don't

bind waters so tightly in their solvation shells, so they don't exclude hydrophobes

from their solvation shells so effectively. This mechanism is consistent with cosolute

exclusion, the preferential exclusion of cosolute ions and molecules from hydrophobic

sites (267, 259,289).

Figure 7.8 shows that a hydrophobe is more populous in an ion's second solvation

shell than in it's first shell. A first-shell water molecule that is induced by an ion

to be in a non-cage-like structure around the ion can still often contribute hydrogen

bonding to neighboring cages that could hold nonpolar solutes.

In real systems, very large ions can cause salting-in, i.e., increased solubility of

nonpolar solutes relative to pure water. In MB water, this doesn’t happen. This

is because large ions often have hydrophobic substituents with an added attraction

for nonpolar solutes (318), an interaction which we have not included here.

The MB-dipole model fails to reproduce lithium's position in the Hofmeister

series. Lithium is very small and causes a high degree of electrostriction of water

in the MB-dipole model. In contrast, experiments show that salts-out benzene less

than would be expected based on its high charge density (see Figure 7.8a and Fig

ure 7.7). One clue to understanding the Hofmeister effect of lithium is that while it
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has a large surface charge density, its surface waters are actually less electrostricted

than sodium's (286). Lithium's larger than expected molar volume is probably due

to lithium's tetrahedral coordination of water (314). Given its large charge den

sity, lithium would be expected to strongly perturb water structure but instead it

enhances tetrahedral coordination. In general, Hofmeister effects are more closely

related to experimental ion solvation volumes than to charge densities (286, 319).

The same is true for the MB-dipole model (Figure 7.8c). Hence the conclusion above

that the primary Hofmeister mechanism is hydrophobe exclusion from the volume

occupied by the ion and it's first solvation shell.

7.9 Conclusions

We have developed a simple statistical mechanical model to study how ions affect

the structure of neighboring water molecules. We used the 2-dimensional MB model,
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modified by the addition of an electric dipole. We show that this model explains

the main solvation properties of ions, their chaotropic and kosmotropic effects, as

reflected in the Jones-Dole B coefficients of the viscosity increments of water by ions,

ion Solvation thermodynamics, and the Hofmeister series of ion effects on nonpolar

solubilities in water. The model predicts that small ions cause a high degree of

electrostatic ordering of neighboring waters. For larger ions, electrostatic effects

are smaller so water structure is dominated by water-water hydrogen bonding in

the first shell around the ion. We believe these physical ideas translate directly for

3-dimensional water and that the reduced dimensionality of the present model is

not a serious hindrance to general physical insights into the processes by which ions

order neighboring water molecules.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

What is the hydrophobic effect, and what drives it? Hydrophobicity is usually

defined as the unusual thermodynamics that results from transferring a nonpolar

Solute into water: a large positive heat capacity, which results in a large positive

free energy — a large negative entropy in cold water, and large positive enthalpy in

hot water. These properties have been explained in various models, including the

present MB study, in terms of the geometric constraint imposed by the nonpolar

solute mainly on first-shell water molecules. Inserting a solute into cold water orders

waters, costing entropy. Inserting a solute into hot water breaks water hydrogen

bonds, costing enthalpy.

Here we also study how hydrophobic solvation depends on the solute radius. We

find that the disaffinity of large nonpolar solutes for water has a different physical

basis than for small solutes. For large solutes, the disaffinity is mainly enthalpic.

Transferring large nonpolar solutes should not involve any of the classical large

entropy or heat capacity that is usually taken to define the hydrophobic effect. The
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structural basis for the mechanism we find in the MB model is the same as has been

found by Rossky et al. [148, 147]: water molecules must break hydrogen bonds to

come into contact with large nonpolar surfaces. In addition, the MB model gives

an explanation for why interfacial tensions at oil/water interfaces have free energies

per unit surface area that are about 3-fold higher than small molecule transfer

experiments. More broadly, a main conclusion is that the energetics of nonpolar

Solvation depend not only on the solute surface area, but also on its shape and

Curvature.

Hydrophobic solutes have a substantial influence on the structure of nearby water

and the hydrogen bonds that they form. Hydrogen bonds between first-shell waters

are most strongly perturbed by a solute, while first-shell to second-shell hydrogen

bonds exhibit little solute dependence. In general, the transfer enthalpy and entropy

correlate with effective enthalpy and entropy of hydrogen bond formation. It appears

that a nonpolar solute's heat capacity of transfer originates from perturbations in

shell hydrogen bonding. The Muller two-state model calculates heat capacities from

simple a count of made and broken hydrogen bonds, and this model reproduces

the solute size dependence of the transfer heat capacity. Other work investigated

modeling the first solvent shell through an Ising model formalism. A simple Ising

model approach can reproduce hydrophobic solvent structuring from the simple

geometric boundary conditions imposed by the solute. Future work will investigate

the connection of this structuring to solvation thermodynamics.

We have also studied the physics of cavity formation in the Mercedes Benz 2
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dimensional model of water, based on NPT Monte Carlo simulations. We find that

there are two distinct mechanisms of cavity formation, one that applies to small

cavities and one that applies to large cavities. The growth of small cavities is opposed

by the enthalpy of pressure-area work and an entropy of introducing excluded volume

into a cohesive system. These are the same forces that apply to a hard disk fluid.

Additional enthalpy and entropy components exist which compensate, that apply

because of the complexity of water. Small density fluctuations are found to be

approximately Gaussian in the MB model, consistent with much previous work in

other models. Even though water molecules interact with an orientation dependence,

density fluctuations in the liquid are surprisingly indistinguishable from fluctuations

in a hard disk fluid. Hence the free energies of creating small cavities in water are

well-described, as in the SPT model, in terms of an equivalent hard-disk model.

However, a different mechanism applies to large cavities in MB water. In

stead of paying a hard-disk-pressure/area cost, large cavities pay a smaller ambient

pressure/area and a large surface enthalpic cost. Also, we find that large density

fluctuations are non-Gaussian in MB water. Such effects are not adequately treated

by SPT or information theory models of water.

In studies of hydrophobic interactions we find that the free energy between hy

drophobic solutes originate from the same physics as the hydrophobic effect. For

molecular-sized cavities, the free energy of cavity formation is dominated by the

excluded volume work of forming a cavity in water. Variations in solvent density

around a solute affect the transfer of a second solute into solution by affecting the
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free energy of inserting excluded volume. One can make significant strides towards

predicting the free energy of interaction between molecular-sized hydrophobes in

water by applying the excluded volume approach of SPT to the problem. For larger

cavities, variations in solvent density affect the free energy cost of forming new

Solute-solvent interface, but the net burial of hydrophobic surface between solutes

ultimately drives the association of solutes.

Finally, we used a simple statistical mechanical model to study how ions af

fect the structure of neighboring water molecules, and the hydrophobic effect. An

electric dipole is introduced into the 2-dimensional MB model for interacting with

ions. We show that this model explains the main features of simple chaotropic and

kosmotropic ions, as reflected in the Jones-Dole B coefficients of the viscosity in

crements of water by ions, ion solvation thermodynamics, and the Hofmeister series

of ion effects on nonpolar solubilities in water. The model predicts that small ions

cause a high degree of electrostatic ordering of neighboring waters whereas for larger

ions, electrostatic effects are smaller so water structure is dominated by water-water

hydrogen bonding in the first shell around the ion. Consistent with hydrophobic in

teractions, Hofmeister effects are mitigated through changes in water density around

the ions, thereby perturbing the hydrophobic solute transfer into those regions of
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Appendix A

Reply to “Comment on the

Mechansism of Solute Size”

Dr. Graziano takes us to task [320] for not studying the well-known V-shaped ex

perimental dependence of free energy AGºr on solute size (Graziano, figure 1). It

is obvious that in those experiments, at least two parameters are changing at the

same time: the sizes of the solute molecules, and the strengths of the solute-water

van der Waals interactions. Any model of those experiments must account for both

types of interactions. In contrast, our goal was to study the effects of solute radius

alone. We maintain that holding the van der Waals interactions constant is the only

way to isolate the effects of solute radius from the solute-solvent energetics.

Had we intended to model that data, we would have adjusted the van der Waals

interactions for each solute. If we perform such an experiment with the noble gases,

we find that contrary to the claims of Dr. Graziano, the MB model (figure A.1B)

reproduces the experimental trend of noble gas solubility (figure A.1) remarkably
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Figure A.1: (A) Ben-Naim's free energy of transfer of noble gases and methane into
water at 298.15 K [41]. (B) Free energy of transfer of noble gases and methane
into MB water at Tº-0.18. The parameters were multiplied by a proportionality

constant for the reduced unit length (rhb) and unit energy (eas) of the MB model
relative to Argon [146].

well. For this experiment we took the Lennard-Jones epsilon parameters of the

solute-water interactions from experimental data (All noble gas parameters were

taken from Guillot, et al. (217) and from Miller (321), except helium and neon which

were taken from Hirschfelder, et al. [322) and put them into the MB water model.

But by themselves, the noble gases are inadequate for testing the effect of solute

size on the hydrophobic effect. The noble gases only cover a limited size range (2.63

As a s 4.23 A), and it is impossible to decouple the effects of polarizability (6.03

K (He) < e LJ s 290 K (Rn)) from such small differences in size.

Our focus was on a wider range of solute sizes, including the very small to the
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very large, as tests of principle, and our focus was on spherical solutes. Dr. Graziano

argues that alkanes are spheres, and in particular that n-octane is a sphere of radius

7.22 A. He argues that neopentane must surely be a large sphere by our standards.

But we consider this an unjustified oversimplification. We don’t believe that poly

mers of CH2 groups are well modeled as large spheres, so we made no attempt to

treat alkanes with this type of model. This does not imply that the MB model is

inadequate for treating polymers or neopentane.

Finally, Dr. Graziano compares AGºr vs. solute radius to scaled particle theory

(Graziano, figure 2). Scaled particle theory predicts approximately a square law,

and he argues on weak grounds (namely that other small-cavity simulations show

it) that this must be general. While AGºr from scaled particle theory and the MB

model both increase monotonically, they have different mathematical forms. If we

directly compare Monte Carlo solute insertion results with scaled particle theory

(figure A.2), we find that solute transfer into MB water is considerably less costly

than scaled particle theory would predict, and is more linear for large solute sizes.

The size dependence is more complex for small solutes (including the atomic size

range of 0.7 × solute diameter 3 1.0). The large-solute MB model results are

better fit by a straight line than by an SPT-like square law. The MB model is

sufficiently simple that: (1) the error bars for our calculations are small, (2) the

solute size range we can cover is large, and (3) we have well-converged statistics

on the full distributions of water orientations. Therefore, we believe our simulation

results provide a firm basis for our previous conclusions. Hence we disagree with
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O 1 2 3
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Figure A.2: Comparison of transfer free energies from two-dimensional SPT and

from MB model simulation. The dark solid line represents cavity transfer free en

ergies from SPT. The points show the transfer of Lennard-Jones solutes into MB

water from simulations. The light solid line is the linear regression of those solutes

with a diameter > 1.0 [87]. The data is better fit by a linear function than by a
Square-law.

Dr. Graziano that a single physical mechanism is sufficient to account for all solute

sizes, at least in the MB water model.

Our study certainly has its caveats, as we noted in the original paper. The model

has reduced dimensionality, lack of atomic detail, and simplification of the energies

and geometries. But in that light, we believe the MB model is remarkably good at

capturing the physics of water [146]. The hypothesis that larger solute radii cause

the hydrophobic effect to switchover from entropy-dominated to enthalpy-dominated

physics, and that this process involves broken hydrogen bonds in the Solvation shells,

appears to be supported by several experiments (original paper references 28, 32,

44-47, 54, 58-62) [87]. We are not aware of experimental data that contradicts these

-:( ,
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